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PREFACE

In order to providi continuity for the architectural
practice created by J. Everett~ Fauber, Jr., F.A. I.A.,
ove'r a period of more than thirty-five years, the firm
of Fauber Garbee, Inc., Architects, was incorporated in
"July, 1978.
This report on the Restoration of the Carlyle House
was personally prepared by J. Everette Fauber r Jr., F.A. I .A.,
of th~ firm of Fauber Garbee, Inc., Architects, in the
spring of 1980.
FAUBER GARBEE, INC.

•
No restoration of a fine and
important structure of established historic significance
and architectural merit is
comp I ete wi thout some form of
final documentaiio~.
Succeeding generations need
to know what the research program entailed, what was found
or exposed, how the evidence
was interpreted, what poLicies
were set for honor i ngi"ts
architectG~~1 integrity - yet
putt i ng and \keep i ng the .
structure to work with an
appropriate adaptive use and
purpose.

•

This bound report pretends to
do just this and, hopefully,
may flnd its place in I i~raries
and archives or some other
secure repository for the
enlightenment and benefit of
those who follow.

•
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THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE
CARLYLE HOUSE HISTORIC PROJECT

The Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority, NVRPA, a governing
I

body dedicated to serving the publ ic's need for open space and
outdoor recreation, embarked on a unique, open-space development
project, in 1969, for the City of Alexandria.

The historic John

Carlyle House was singled out for restoration and to become the
feature of its surrounding three-quarter acre site which wa.s
destined to be treated as a landscaped, publ ic park to introduce
more open space and greenery in the midst of congested downtown
Alexandria.
The restored home of the Carlyle family, now open daily and shown
to the public as a house

m~seum,

recalls an ,interesting segment of

the early history of Alexandria, the architecture and cultural
materials of the mid-eighteenth century and the 1 ife and tastes of
its Scottish, merchant owner.

Years of neglect in an almost

isolated surrounding had almost destroyed this historically and
architecturally significant structure.
The site, sandwiched between the massive Second Em~ire City Hall
and the s t i 11 more overpowering World War I Torpedo Factory
complex, came to the Park Authority as a composite of derelict
bufldings

~

degrading and

mansion from public view.

complet~ly

hiding ,the John CarlVle

While the house was originally set

back approximately seventy-five feet from Fairfax Street, giving

1-1

it a grandeur, drstinct from other later townhouses, it was
,..

,completely hidden from publ ic view front side by the construction
in 1855 of a large, multi-story hotel.

In addition, the site

also housed, as one section of the hotel, the converted early
1807

Feder~l

style Bank'of Alexandria, the first

buil~ing

designed

to be used exclusively for banking to be constructed in Virginia.
What began as the restoration of one building soon involved three
separate structures, spanning over one hundred years of
tion - The

Carlyl~

co~struc-

House, the Bank of Alexandria and the mid-

nineteenth century hotel.
Faced with the presence of these vatidus buildings, all of some
historic significance, th.e Park Authority undertook, on its own,
planning and feasibil ity studies of several alternative .restoration
approaches.

The oldest and

~ost.historically

significant Carlyle

House, however, remained and became the major objective in terms
of physical restoration and

pr~servation.

Whi le serious efforts were made to find an adaptive use for the
hotel, including an effort to locate an independent owner or
agency, there was no apparent easy resolution.
demol ished in 1973.

The north section of

th~

The hotel was
hotel', comprising

the altered original Bank of Alexandria, was, however, not
demolished and is currently being restored and remodeled on~
long-term lease arrangement with a private developer.
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The removal '

of the old hotel addition brougnt tne Carlyle House back into
public vi'ew without sacrificing the historically significant
Bank of Alexandria, founded and operated by Carlyle1s son-in-law,
Wi 11 i am Herbert.
The funding for The Carlyle House Historic Park came primarily
from the Park Authority's annual cap! tal budget, with a limited

.,

amount·of additJonal funds from the Virginia Historic Landmarks
Commission and the Dep~rtment of Housing and Urban Development:
Over six years 1 the project costs totaled 2,5 million dollars.
This figure represents the costs Of acquisition, demolition of
the hotel, landscaping the gardens, the research and architectural
fees, as well as actual

re~toration

cost.

The physical restora-

tion of the Carlyle House ~ost just over onemi Ilion dollars.
The restoration,directed and designed by the architectural office
of J. Everette Fauber, Jr., F.A. I.A., and reconstructed by the
Wm. P. Lipscomb Company, Inc., was completed in January 1976.

The

house was officially dedicated on January 18 as the first major
event of Virginia's Bicentennial Year, returning to the city its
finest mansion of the earliest years of this seaport community.
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II
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXTANT HOUSE

The Carlyle House, completed in 1753 In Alexandria, Virginia,
is an excellent example of the mid-Georgian style of

architecture~

popular in England and Scotland, but charmingly adapted to its
new colonial setting,

This unique stone mansion in the heart

of Alexandria1s seaport community is architecturally significant
for its Virginia Palladian

design~

vernacular detail ing, c6n-

structionmethodology and sophisticated and extensive use of
indigenous local stone.
.

While reflecting the

eight~enth

...

,.;

century's highly articulated

and symmetrical plan with its flanking dependencies, the
Carlyle House brought the majesty of a country estate to a
small, but prospering, town.

The scale of the house is such,

however, that it expresses ·deferences to the urban envi ronment.

This is'still evident toda.y.

As one of the first

houses constructed in Alexandria, it commanded a prominent
site, high on a bluff, overlooking the' Potomac River.
it is a green oasis in

B

fully developed city

across from the property, an

intere~ting,

~hich

;Today

includes,

late-nineteenth

centurYI Second Empire·City Hall.
Located on original Town Lots No. 41 and No, 42, the Carlyle House
sits seventy-five feet back from Fairfax Street .. The main house
is approximately 52'-3" by 34'-10", composed of two stories and
11-1

an attic over a raised service basement.

Unfortunately, the two,

origiri~l, freeita~ding, flariking dependencies~ an offlce and
kitchen, were both demolished by 1855 to make room for other
. .
larger structures, and the ground under and ar9~nd was so dis-

i

turbed as to make archaeological investigation absolutely futile.

.

,

C~nstructed of load-bearing masonry, the house is an early and

rar~ example of a stone man~ion in Alexandria.

While most of

the early houses of the seaport community were of frame or
locally produced brick, Carlyle House is constructed of sandstone,
which was taken from the neighboring Aquia Creek quarry .. N6t
only are the walls of sandstone bU.1= the house carries excellent
examples of carved

ston~

trim, including the only extant, mid-

eighteenth century, stone cornice in the Virginia Colony.
The exterior of the house is accented by the heavily
west,o'r entrance, facade.

This six-bay wide elevation follows the

popular designs of the Adam brothers
in West Lothian, Scotland.
Although smaller in
projecting

cent~al

s~ale,

a~d

is not unl ike Craigiehall

(See Illustration No. i and No.2)
the Carlyle House also employs a

pavil iori which, like the four corners, is

embell ished with heavy quoi,ns.
separat~s

~rticulated

A prominentmo.lded water table

the house proper from a raised,

rustic~ted,

foundation

wall, '.High and lofty chimney masses straddle and spring from a
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l11ustratJon No.2:

\-lest front facade before restoration.

typically Georgian, hipped roof with an unuiual flair at the
eaves.

One area where the two houses differ is in the executioh.

While thi'west facade of Carlyle House is fullifinished with
dressed ashlar in a random

patt~rn,

the

thr~e

remaining facades

were treated in an almost unfinished manner wlth sandstone still
"

exh i b i't i ng the rough, qua rry, too 1 rna rks.

Wh il e f reestand i ng on

the lot, the house addressed itself prominently to its most publ ic
facade, that facing ~airfax Street.

The stone cornice carries

across this one facade, yet changes to a simpler wooden cor~ice
even dropped to a lower level around the other three sides.

The interior of the, house as origina]ly built also followed the
formal, symmetrical plan, so popular ,i.n'the mid,..Georgian period.
Divided into'three

sections two window bays wide, the

separat~

house has a typical "center hall il layout with two rooms on either
side of a Ions

hallw~y

running the

f~ll

depth of the house.

In

floor~

the

order to obtain a variety of room sizes on the first

division of rooms to the north of the hallway produced one large
roo~,

known later as the Council Chamber, and a smaller adjacent

rbom on the west

sid~,

the small Parlor.

(See Illustrations

No.4 and No, 5)
These two rooms were crucial to the restoration, for they were
the only spaces retaining their original architectural treatment
after two major rem6delings.
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The original ornamentation of the Council Chamber included a
number of classically inspired details.

(See Illustration No.3.)

The soffits of heavily modillioned cornice were embellished with
carved rosettes and pineapples. -These motifs were picked up in
a "larger scale on the broken serpentine pediments over the door~ pedest~l

ways with a pineapple on

between

fl~nking segment~

scrolls which were, in turn, embossed with a carved rose.
Illustration No.4.)

of

(See

The classical detailing was further

enhanced by the Doric pilasters of the overmantel, the ri¢h,
hand-carved,

egg-and~dart

backband

of~the

marble fireplace surround

and the Greek key fretwork on the fascia of the pedestal chair rail .
••...;,0

•

The chair rail could possibly have been detailed from Gibbs'· Rules
for Drawing, a popular nianual of the time.
T6complete the design of the room, the total window assembly was
paneled.

In the. deep splayed reveal of the windows was a paneled

window seat and sophisticated, operable, folding shutters.

These

interior shutters ~ere also paneled and designed in such a fashion
that, when folded,they nestled into a recess and formed a fullypaneled, splayed, jamb reveal.

This wi-ndow detai'l was also found

in the small Parlor and became the prototype for the restoration
of the other altered first floor windows.
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Illustration No.3:

Council Chamber cornice and pilaster details.

'.

,
It~is

important that these two rooms survived intact and not just

the elaborate Council Chamber, for in the small Parlor we have
examples of a more restrained treatment.

(See Illustration No.5.)

There is no paneling; other than the window assembly;

the fire-

place has a simple carved backband; the chair. rail is a simple
ped~stal

type; and the cornice'is embell ished only with a

f

dentiled element.

While the room contains all the appropriate

appointments of a formal space, the simpl icity of treatmen~
revealed that Carlyle had an established hierarchy of embellishment relating to the importance and public character of each
space.

The two approaches to the architectural treatment of

these rooms was not only important for ·providing a variety of
design prototypes but, mor:~ importantly, it also assisted the
arch i tect in deve lop i ng a res to ra t i on 'ph i 1osophyand tone for'
conjectural architectural treatment of other al"tered spaces.

Design Influences
The restoration of the Carlyle House could not rest solely on the
architectural treatment of the two remaining original rooms.
the

.res~arch

As

effort tufned up ro plans of the house or con tempo-

rary descriptions from

journal~

or diaries of the mid-eighteenth

century, the architect sought other sources to study possible

11-5
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design influences on the house.

It was important to seek for

possible designers of the house, designs of similar mid-Georgian
houses in the northern neck of Virginia, likely workmen associated
with the house and

thei~

access to the popular architectural

builder's guides and design manuals.
A]though research will continue on the Carlyle

Hous~,

it is not

likely that many more family papers of the American Carlyles or
Herberts will surface, as they were, reportedly, burned during
the.Civil War.

What has remained of post-Civil War descriptions

of the house has been of 1 ittle benefit for this restoration.
The house was, as mentioned earl

ier,,~eriously

and extensively

altered- during James Green's (circa 1855). remodeling.
With all reasonable research sources on the house itself exhausted,
the natural starting point was with its owner, John Carlyle.
From letters John wrote to his brother, George, on August 4, 1752,
and November 12, 1752, it is evident that he was thoroughly and
deeply involved with the construction of his house.

In fact, he

bemoaned the difficulties associated with work delays and unexpected
expenses and indicated he was in "constant attendance" of supervising his own servants working on the construction.

With Carlyle's

management- experience as a merchant and his access to shipped
materials, it is possible that Carlyle acted as his own builder.

11-6
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'I

Had Carlyle acted as his own builger, the design of the house
would probably exhibit riumerous constructibn. idiosyncrasies.
experienced

build~r

ing, coordinate all

would be
th~

~ble

An

to efficiently layout a build-

trades of workers and, hopefully, supervise

the job to avoid delays and additional expenses.

Although it is

,evident from the quality of the carved stonework and the Council
.'

Chamber paneling that some experienced and talented craftsmen
'I

worked on the house, the

l~vel

of uniformity as to the quality of

"

'!

IIjj.

other work throughout the house is missing.

As a builder usually

11

was a master craftsman in addition to general supervisor, one

i:1l

would expect a reasonably high qual ity of workmanship throughout.

i':1

II

a'I
:I

:1

I:
~l

From evidence discovered
numerous

idiosyncrasi~s

~uring

the restoration, there were

in the house.

1M fact, part of the charm

and naivete of the house results from discrepancies in detai.ls.
"

i;.

Ii
Ii
':

h
il
IJ

Ii
it
I:

Although described in more detail elsewhere, some such discrepancies are the lack of a frieze over the pilasters in the Council
Chamber, the positioning of the stone cornice higher than the
adjacent wOQd cornices, the use of an odd butterfly hinge on the

il

shutters 'when the others were H hinges, and the laying of some

I)

stone hearths slightly off center from fireplace openings.

II'Ij
,f

1\

II

These deviations Jrom standard details were unique and illustrate

I

that C.arlyle accepted them as part of the finished product.
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As

the restoration attempted to recreate the house Carlyle knew, it
was important to .not correCt identifiable original discrepancies
and to allow certain discrepancies which later surfaced to remain.
While it is already indicated that Carlyle acted as his own
supervisor, it is also likely that he may have been the actual
design~r

tatio~,

of the house.

Unfortunately, there is no firm documen-

to date, identifying the designer. ,With Carlyle's

Scottish background and his familiarity with stone, manor-house
designs, it is possible that he worked with the assistance of
itinerant craftsmen and contemporary publ'i{shed builder's guides.
John Carlyle surely would have been familiar with basic design
and prototypes from his chjldhood in Scotland.

In John Dunbar's

recent book, The Kistoric Architecture of Scotland, he identifies
numerous small manor houses of Scottish lairds of the early
eighteenth century which dotted the countryside near Carlyle's
childhood region.

As mid-century houses were built, the simple

rectangular form of the earlier houses was embellished with
classical detailing such as quoining, be(t courses, water tables,
cornices, carved architraves and dressed ashlar facings.

Several

6f Dunbar's mid-century houses are strikingly similar to the
Carlyle House.

Those illustrated includ~ Glendoick (Perthshire),

AirdsHouse (Argyll) and Front Street House (Argyll).

II
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John left Stotland wheMhe was twenty

yea~s

old and, should the

memory-of his own architectural heritage have been dimmed during
h~s

decade in the Colonies, he had aM opportunity tb refresh it in

1751.

In that year he traveled to England and Scotland with his

father-in-law, William Fairfax, returning to Alexandria April 30,

1751.

This was recorded in a letter to George.

As John had two years from the 1749 purchase date of the lots to
begin construction, it is possible that he waited until his returnfrom abroad to begin.

Although we-have no starting date for con-

struction, the house was well under way by his account to his
brother on May 23, 1752.
into by August I, 1753,

The house..was completed enough to move
~:ndicating

an estimated construction' time

of sl ightly over tWQ years.
In investigating other"possible influences on the

des~gn

of-the

Carlyle House, the architect pursued the hypothesis developed by
the Architectural Historian, Thomas T. Waterman.

His analysis of

the house is included -in his' 1945 The Mansions of Virginia and a
great

~eal

of credit should be given to him in bringing the house

to the attention of concerned citizens of Alexandria and
pr~servationists.

othe~

Had he not recognized ~he architectu~al signif-

icance of -this remarkable stone mansion in Alexandria, it may have
fallen to thawrecking balJyears ago.
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W~terman's

theory was that John Ariss, an undertaker and stone

mason, was responsible for the:design of the Carlyle House which
was based on Craigiehal1.

Waterman bases his theory on the fact

that Aris~ ~as in the area, was capable of· producing the stonework, and that he advertised his knowledge of, the latest British
styles.

His May 22, 1751, advertisement ln the Maryland Gazette

sEat~d th~t he co~ldprovide designs from either the '~ncient or

Modern Order of Gibbs," referring to James Gibbs' Book of
Architecture.

Gibbs' book, along with Adam's Vitruvius Scoticus,

was readily available and·extremely popular in the Colonies.
Waterman believed that the Carlyle House
was the first of Ariss'
;"'"
,

projects.
h~pothesize

was

While there is .nospecific documentation, one could
that the number of idiosyncracies in construction

due to Ariss' inexperience.

capable of creating the

c~rved

He was, apparently, more than

stonework which is remarkably

similar in profile to that at Mt. Airy (1758), another mansion
. bel ieved by Waterman to have beenw6rkedon by Ariss.

Although

historians are beginning to take a greater interest in John Ariss,
he still remains an elusive figure in American architecture.
Until further evidence comes to 1 ight, it will be impossible to
conclusively tie Ariss to Carlyle House.
scrutiny of available

info~mation

Until then, the closest

points to John Carlyle as the

primary force behind the design and supervision of construction.
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In conclusion, then, the

be

thr~efold.

First, the Scottish

primary and thoroughly

the design appear to

sourcesinfluenc~ng

approp~iate

herita~e

of Carlyle played a

role in his desire.

~o

trans-

plant a part of his beloved Scotland, a sentimental attachmentto his family and his birthplace that showed itself again and
again in his correspondence, toa town he helped found.
'de~i~n

Seconaly,

books illustrating popular mid-Georgian designs were

available not only to gentlemen-builders such as Carlyle but,
also, to

profes~ionals

such as John Ariss.

These books contained
(

cl~ssical

details to assist in designing houses with prototypes

such as Craigiehal1.

Thirdly, there were itinerant craftsmen who
-

-

traveled from job to job bringing w1th them a personal interpretation of construction and influencing, to great degree, the
resultant structures of the period.

While, to date, these crafts-

.menremain anonymous, they may have brought with them the skills
to

tran~late

John Car1y1e ' s dreams and aspirations inio a reality.
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III

A DOCUMENTED HISTORY OF THE CARLYLE HOUSE AND PROPERTY

The Carlyle House was not, however; to be maintained over the
years with the care and concern of its first owner.

While

experiencing major remodel ing in '1855 and 1914, the years in
between were to take a heavy toll.

Fol lowing is a documented

history of the house, its owners, its uses and its various
conditions from 1749 to 1973. '
John Carlyle purchased two lots, numbered 41 and 42; in the
incipient township of Alexandria in July 1749 at a public s.ale.
The lots were in the center of town on the riverfront.
30 pistoles for lot 41 and 16 pist~l~! for lot 42.1.

He bid
It is not

known why bids were receiv'ed in Spanishpistoles, for when the
deeds were drawn up in September, the prices were converted to
pounds, -£32, 5s for lot 41, and £17, 4s for lot 42.2

It has

already been noted that a bargain was Struck among certain of the
purchasers to enable them to get the best riverfront lots.
The deed conveying the lots from the Trustees to Carlyle specified
that he had a two-year time limit to begin construction on.a
building, so it must have

be~n

begun before 1751; and it was

probably completed during 1753.

There is almost no documentary

evi'dence of the appearance of the house during Carfyle1s
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lifetime, but there are scattered hints.

For instance, there was

a reference to "Mr. Carlyle's gate" in 1760, implying that there
must have been some sort of fence or wall with a
on

~airfax

gate~

The gate

Street, across from the market place and courthouse

would have marked the center of town, and seems to have been used
as a landmark.
"

. When Carlyle died in the fall of 1780, his property was split into
several portJons, a rectangular strip at the corner of Fairfax and,
Cameron Streets left to his

dau~hter,

Sarah Herbert, a square

parcel at the corner of Water (Lee) Street and Cameron Street was
left to his'grandson, Carlyle
desce~ding

to his son,

G~prge

Fairfa~:Whiting,

William Carlyle.

'and the remainder

4

When his son was

killed the next year, the property was conveyed to Sarah Herbert's
son, John Carlyle Herbert, and the
I'

I!I'"

H~rbert

fa~ily

occupied the.

house.

i
Ii
II
'I

There was a dry goods house on the northwest corner of the property,

Ii
"

on the tract left to Sarah Herbert,which Will iam Herbert apparently

~~

~

.

5

leased out as a store to a series of retail merchants rn the 1780's.

.~

Along Cameron Street there was apparently s'ome sort of garden, '

r
I:

though the term garden and yard seem to have been used interchange-

l

ably in the eighteenth century.
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6

In July 1785 the Alexandria newspaper reported a brief news item
which te"lls us something of the structure:
Last Monday Afternoon there were frequent heavy gusts
of Thund~r here, accompanied with Hail and much Rain,
during which the Lightning struck the Conductor affixed
to the House of William Herbert, Esq.; which it followed,
without any further Damage than breaking some of the
windows, although the Shock was so great as to throw the
Conductor down.-- The great Quantity of Rain whic,h fell,
did considerable Damage to several new Buildings,
p'articularlya new Brick Building which. it entirely
destroyed. 7
It may be possible that this storm was partially
some of the cracking and 5ettling in the walls of

respo~sible
th~

for

Carlyle

Hou~e,

although it is known that some damage occurred during construction,
as confirmed by John's letter to his .brother on November 12, 1752 .
~

The first firm documentary; evidence of the appearance of the
building and lot appeared in 1796, when William Herbert insured
8
the lot with the Mutual Assurance Society.
The descriptions of
the lots in the insurance compahy'.s appraisals show that there were
three one-story wooden structures, listed as dwelling houses at the
corner of Fairfax and Cameron Streets, facing on Fairfax Street,
extending 80 feet along that street.
on Cameron Street

There was a wooden

st~ble

and several wooden siructures who~e functions
I

were not indicated.

The ) mansion house itself was described as

""Dwelling house, 51 feet in front, 35 feet deep or ,broad, 2 stories
high, the.Wallsbuilt of Stone and covered with Wood."
appraised at 12,000 dollars.

To the southwest of the
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It was
ho~se,

facing

on Fairfax, was a kitchen, one story high, bui lt and covered with
wood, 26 by 18 feet.

The plots also show that the property was

being extended out into the river beyond' Water Street, probably
taking the dirt from the backyard of the Carlyle House.
In 1802 the Alexandria tax .assessments appraised the 'house and
lot
, at $14,000, but in 1806 the value had decreased to $12,600.

9

Perhaps the construction of the large brick banking house for the
B~nk

of

Alexandria~

which was completed by the end of 1806

corner of Fairfax and Cameron Streets,was thought to
th'e va lue of the house.

det~act

on the
from

The lot for, the bank was conveyed to them

in 1803 bV John Carlyle Herbert, Will iam and Sarah1s son. Will iam
'"
Herbert was, at that time,; the president of the Bank of Alexandria
and continued to occupy the house until his death ih 1820.
There are a series of letters written by Sarah Herberti presumably
fro~

the Carlyle HouSe, in the period 1802 - 1807, to her daughter,

Margaret, who had married Thomas, Lord Fairfax, and moved with him
to his estate in western Virginia!OThere are delightful morsels
of local gossip of marriages, 'balls, sicknesses, etc., in the town,
and bits of motherly advice'warning her to look after her teeth
and hair.

Unhappily, they tell us almost nothing

abo~t

the house

itself.
After the death of Will iam Herbert in 1819, it is not, known what
was done with the Carlyle House; but it remained in the ownership
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of the Herbert fam i I Y unt II it was so I d to a group of bus i nessmen
in

18~7.

John Carlyle Herbert had removed to Maryland, but some

of the Herberts may have continued to occupy the house until
1827, the year in which S~rah Carlyle Herbert died.

The lot

and house were conveyed to John Ladd, john Lloyd, and George
and John Hoffman on 24 September 1827 to settle the debts owed
them

from;~he

estate of William Herbert's brother. Thomas;

of them to hold a share
-Apparently, none of

proportion~1

to his part of the debt.

th~mparticulatly

was offered for sale in 1830;

each

wanted

II

th~

house, for _it
.
12
but there were no buyers.
The

J

pr-operty was shifted back and forth among the group of them until
John Lloyd emerged as sole owner in L834.13
Lloyd, apparently, didn)t want the house either, for he repeatedly
tried to sell it or rent it out.

In 1834, for instance, he

advertised the house for rent or sale:
FOR RENT,
... The commodious STONE DWELLING HOUSE on Fairfax Street,
near the Bank of Alexandria, forme~ly the residente of
William Herbert,- Esq.
The House laSt menti6ned, with the lqrge and valuable
Lot, will be sold on reasonable terms.
When Lloyd learned that th~re wete plans to build a new courthouse
in Alexandria in 1838, he offered the house and lot as a suitable
location. for a new courthouse for 3,300 dollars.
m~eting,

After a publ ic

the offer was rejected, along with a simi lar offer from
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the trustees of the defunct Bank of Alexandria of their building
,.

on the corner .15

Lloyd, appa rent ly, did not occupy the house

himself, and it is unknown to what use t.he building was put until
. 1841.
A British traveler, J. S. Buckingham, visited Alexandria in 1841
and
, described the town.

He saw the Carlyle House and reported:

A large and handsome mansion, built as a family
residence, by an English gentleman named Carlisle,
is now occupied by a number of poor famil ies, two
or three 1 iving in each of the separate floors;
and the whole building exterior and interior, is
going grad~ally to ruin, for want of occasional
repa irs.l
.
This is the only descrlption of the byitding between the death of
William Herbert and the acquisition of the property by James Green
in 1848; but it may be surmised that the building .went through
gradual deterioration

throu~h

the whole period 1820 - 1848, none

of the owners having any interest in 1 iving in the house themselves,
or in engaging in any major alterations.
In the spring of 1848, James Green, a furniture manufacturer who
had prospered in trade, began to purchase lots in the Carlyle House
block.

In April he acquired the Carlyle House itself with its

.

property for 3,000 dollars.

17

He

hadal~eady

bought the lots

~t

the northwest corner, including the old Bank of Alexandria
building, and, by the end of the year, he owned the whole original
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Carlyle property, except for a small tract at the corner ot Cameron
18
and Water Streets and a 27-foot strip to the south of the house.
Green converted

th~

Bank of Alexandriabui-lding into a hotel , calling

it The Mansion House,

rec~gnizing

the importance of the mansion

house next door, and probably moved into the house with his family.
But, first, some renovation would have been

~ecessary,

fOr the

building must hav~_been severely deteriorated by that time.

The

exact extent of Green's renovation is not revealed by the documentary evidence, but archaeological exploratory work on the superstructufe revealed that Green's renovations and remodel ings were
extensive.

It appears that he not only wanted 'to upgrade the style
f"~

of the house to a more contemporary appearance but he also wanted
to expand the number of rooms.

While leaving the Council Chamber

and small Parlor intact, Green eliminated both original stairs,
the first floor south corridor a~d the pas~age t6 the kitchen
-j

pavilion (the pavilion having been previously demo,lished for construction
of, perhaps, the Law Building).

·f

See Sheet 17 and Sheet 18.

,I

In repl-acing features, Green incorporated the simple, yet flowing
linei of the

mid~nineteenth cen~ury.

All cornices and chair rails

were removed, except in the two north rooms, giving the rooms a
more restrained character.

To further accentuate the simpler

1 ines of the rooms, window seats were removed.
/

The two rooms on

the first floor south were joined as one, with the removal of the
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corridor and. the substitution of enormous sliding doors that
retracted into a pocketed wall . . The openness of the house and
the flowing of spaces were further enhanced by ,the once elegant
circular central stair:

To compliment the stair,

ci~cular

niches

were placed in the east corners of the hall as the stair roseto
the second floor.

A large eliptical fanl ight over the new front

door with sidel ights completed the transformation.
In order to increase the bedroom space, a second floor room was
added and the attic

~as

~nd activat~d.The

remodeled

second floor

(

bedroom was added by partitioning off the west end of the large
second floor center hall, creating a fifth bedroom.
provfded six more small dormered
overflow guests or servants.

bedroo~s, perhap~

The attic
for the use of

Unfortun'ately; in remodel ing the

attic, numerous structural timbers were removed from the trusses,
seriously threatening the structural stability of the roof.
Although, originally, there were only two dormers on the north
and the south hips, Green added three dormers ea~h to the east and
west to 1 ight and ventilate the newly activated bedrooms.
Green also made a number of major exterior changes in connection
with the 1855 ·hotel construction.

In order to provide basement
-

space for the hotel, the front yard was totally el iminated, along
with the office pavilion.

A large stone retaining wall, terrace
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and new entrance steps were constructed, thereby el iminating all
traces'of original landscape ,features,etc.
also added over the front door.

A Doric portico was

(See Illustration No.8).

The rear of the house also suffered the loss of eighteenth century
archaeological evidence by the further cutting down of the grade
and the construction of the stone terrace over two barrel-vaulted
storage rooms.

The vaults could be reached by an exterior approach

tunnel whose stone frame reused the keystone
front door frame of the house.

~rom

the original

To further increase the use of the,

terrace, a long porch was added to the rear of the house, providing
shelter to the terrace as well as a,,. roof terrace for the second
froor.

The exterior of ,the rear of the house lost its integrity

as terraces,porticos, dormers, French doors, etc., were added.
further detract from the

il'
',':-/

~:l
"

11

st~tely eleg~nce

of the Carlyle House, it

was, eventually, con~ected on the north end to a back wi~g of The
Mansion House Hotel, which, eventually, formed a IIU" shape, including

rJ

in it,'also, the once handsome freestanding Bank of Alexandria.

i.I

Green's Mansion House Hotel rapidly became one of the most

r

To

promin~nt

hotels in the area, a " ... spacious and newly furnished Establishment
•.. commandingan extensive view of the river and surrounding country
..• The spacious basement rooms are fitted up as a RESTAURANT, and
I

I

I

s~ppl

iedwith the most select wines and liquors, oysters

~ndother

19
delicacies ... Also a billiard table for the amusement of his guests. 11
,

t
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,

In 1855 business, was so booming that Green commenced construction
on

four-story addition which ran along the ent,ire open
,
,
20
space on Fairfax Street.
Thus the west facade of the Carlyle
~

lar~e

House was totally hidden from the street, and hemmed i'n on three sides,
leaving only the east elevation open.

The west ftont opened onto

an unbelievable small courtyard, completely surrounded by the
b..-i ck wa 11 s ,of the hotel and the adj acent Law Bu i 1ding.
During the elvi 1 War the hotel, and, perhaps, the house as we,ll',
was occupied by the occupation forces of t~e Union army.

The

hotel was, probably, used as a hospital and the house may have
quartered Union officers.

The Green family, apparently, remained

in the house during the war, perhaps, sharing part of it with the
officers,

An Alexandria patriot described the occupation in his

diary:
One of the greatest sufferers by the present occupation
of Alexandria by the Hessians is Mr. James Green, one
of our most 'esteemed & enterprising citizens -- for they
seem to have an enmity against him unparalleled in the
history of a civilized people, Just after the Battle
of Bull Run they occupied his Hotel (the largest &
finest in the city) & after abusing it most shamefully
left the premises in such diso~der, as to require
great repairs & months of cleansing, and he had
scarcely reopened it when they demanded its evacuation,
to which he was compelled to accede, & voluntarily
offered him a large rent, but was told, upon the first
month's rent coming due, that his rent money was ready
whenev~r he would take the oath of allegiance to the
U. S. Of course the rent remains uMpaid: 21
Immediately after the war, Green refurnished and reopened the
hotel, and was back in operation by
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Augus~ 1865. 22

r
I

Du~ing

the

oc~up~tion,

the house had been pointed out to

as the"Braddock House."

~lmstead

But there is not any documentary

evidence as to the physical status of the structure until the
1870's, ,when the centennial began a"revival of interest in the
historical

co~nections

of the. old mansion.

From this period,

also, date the earl iest extant photographs of the house, showing
the stucco beginning to crumble, balconies sagging, but stIll
looking 1 ived-in.

James Green died in 1880, and the building

went silently and slowly to ruin for the ne?<t few decades; but
it appears that it was already somewhat neglected, for a pair of
vi~itors

to Alexandria recorded their impressions of the Carlyle

House in 1881.
After talking for some time longer about the early
days of the town, we went back to our room, and as
we sat by the open window we 106ked out across the
court-yard at an old mansion ~hich forms one wing
of the hotel. With the broad Potomac back of it,
and the rich Maryland hills, covered by forests
and fertile fields beyond, it stands silent and
gray. Huge, heavy-shouldered chimneys, with
seal ing yellbw-white stucco; 1 ift themselves
above the moss-grown roof, -from wh i ch queer dormerwindows jut out. Through the half-open sash of
. many little panes a glimpse is caught of the attic
to which they give light. A warped and rotting
balustrade of fat stanchions runs along two. sides
of the roof. ~n the side next the river a double
row of porches, covered with wisteria vines now in
bloom~ break the 1 ine of the old wall.
The morning
sun makes the chimneys blink, and, falling upon
the balustrad~, sends long lInes of uhgainly
shadow striding up the hipped roof. Standing
here, so age-worn, it is a gray old monument to
an episode of its y6uth. 23
.
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After Greenls death, the hotel and the Carlyle House along
with i t

~"

changed hands f requen t 1y; and the name of the hote 1

was changed as well to the "Braddock House Hotel

.11

I twas

not until '1906, when the buildings were bought by Earnest
Wagar that a major restoration of the house as an historic site
was commenced.

There were several visitors who described the

building in the decade of the 1880's.
.'

A visitor in 1887 was

not too flattering:
The ~raddock~~adquarters, 'as the Carl~le house
came to be called, is now incorporated into the
hotel once famil iarly known as the Mansion House,
but rechristened of late years the Braddock House.
It stands, doors wide open, upon the grassy courtyard
of the hotel, a desetted, dismantled, dilapidated
house, the plaster loosened fro~ the ceilings, and
the rats its only inhabitants. Some of the rooms
are locked, but the most interesting, from its
associations, stands bpen. This is the4paneled
room where the British Council met ... 2
Two years later the house was visited by Constance Cary Ha~rison)
a direct descendant of John Carlyle through the Herbert family.
She was a romantic riovelist who wrote several tales of colonial
Alexandria and the Carlyle House, reconstructing with a lively
imagination the life that must have been lived there by her
ancestors. 25

She recorded her visit in her diary:

Took boat to Alex. reaching there about three
thirty-- went first with Archie & Edgar Mason
to visit the old Carlyle or "Braddock" House .
... In grandmamma Carlyle & Herbertls time, the
family used to stroll down to the riv water on
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their own lawn, & watch their own ships go by to
England. Now, warehouses, city-lots, and dark
foul-smelling, fishy buildings cut it off from
the river ...
In the parlour,·where grandmamma Fairfax stood
as a little gir1. •. there is no furniture. The
wal Is are in good repair, panels painted blue,
& an egg and pine apple decoration running
around thi cornices and over the mantle pieces.
The top of the dade is a Grecian key border,
part of which has been chipped off by tourists'
penknives during the late centennial agitation ...
The town has so crowded & jostled & gagged the
house so that it has hardly breathing space -and the famous fish markets 0ppQsite would make
the place untenable ... 26
A photograph of the house from the east, which waspubl ished in
1894, confirms the dismal picture.

It shows the balconies which

had been add~d in the mid-ninetee~th century sagging with age,
panes mi ss i ng from the.wi ndows, and the stucco crumb 1 i ng. 27
.The slow ruin of the Carlyle House was probably topped off·by the
hurricane which swept through Alexandria in 1896.

A photograph

shows the ruins around the west elevation, the balconies having
beenb lown down, the windows broken, and. the ends of the basement
vaults torn away, exposing them to.the outside.
A decade later the building finally found a sympathetic owner
again, in the person of Earnest Wagar, who undertook .to restore
···
t he house as an h ·
Istorlc
site.28

With the help of Mittie Herbert,

a descendant of the original owners, he gave the place a general
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\

face~1

ifting,along with a sincere attempt to refurnish the house

with appropriate objects.

It was opened as a house museum, which

one could visit by crossing through the lobby of the hotel building (converted into apartments).

The wing of the old hotel which

had abutted the north ele~ation of the house was remdved and the
house restored to its basic dimensions.

The work was completed

probably by 1914, and photographs publ ished in 1917 show the
house in the same bas i c cond i t i on it was found in the 1960 1s .
and 1970 1s.
The documentary evidence of the eighteenth and nineteenth century
allows littlemore than a peek at the original structure of the
.~

.

Carlyle House, but it maYtreflect the changing aiiitudes of
several generations toward the aging mansion and its historical
significance.

The building went through three basic periods of

renovation, each followed by a period of decay.

During the

occupation by the Carlyle and Herbert families, the house,
undoubtedly, was maintained as a splendid dwelling house.

There

followed the period of decTine through thel820 l s and 1830 1s,
which was halted by its acquisition by Green in. 1848; and after
the heyday of Green1s Mansion House, there followed the slow ruin.
of the 1870 1s, 1880 l s and 1890 1s;

Wagar1s restoration was

succeeded by another period of decl ine, which, in 1974, was halted
again, as a major effort to preserve and restore the Carlyle House
was initiated by the Northern

Virgini~

II' -14

Regional Park Authority.
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IV
CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESTORATION PROGRAM

In 1972 the architectural office of J. Everetie Fauber, Jr.~
F.A.J.A.~was

retairied by the Park Authority to commence research

on the house and its owner, John Carlyle, as a preliminary phase
of a proposed restoration of the house.

The findings of the

research
effort resulted in a subsequent development of a program
,
for restoration.

The research indicated that the greatest

significance of the

his~ory

and architecture of the house centered

around Carlyle's own lifetime i,n the house, 1753 - 1780, and it
was determined by the Authority; with the support of the

~rchitect,

that this should be the focus period for the restoration.
,""

~,

.

The years of neglect could not, hide the majestic Georgian
character and Scot flavor of this sophisticaied house, one of
the first built in Alexandria.
original configuration,

By returning the house to its

not only would a house of distinctive

architectural design be returned to the Alexandria scene but
all of the historical associations of the house could be developed
into a meaningful interpretive program.

For example, the Council

of Governors meeting held at the house in 1755 was thought by
many historians to have been the earliest of the taxation policies
that led to the Stamp Act and, hence,to the American Revolution.
Still another example would be the close association of George
Wa~hington

and other political leaders with Carlyle.

was open to many prominent persons.

I. V-I

His house

What is evident from,the

history of the man himself? John Carlylel.s career paralleled,
,,-

the early growth and development of the tity
home served' as a perfect

its~lf

and his

1970~s

not only

~ackdrop.

Architecturally, the house retained into the

the gr~ndeur and proportio~ of its exterior with its decorative
,stone elements but, also, two originai rooms remained almost
intact.

Extensive

remodel~ng

of

th~

house in the mid-nineteenth

century and its "restoration" in the early twentieth century,
each followed by extended periods of neglect, left the house'
with a minimum of significant original architecturai features
that would justify restoring the
architectural

evolution~

ho~se

as a chronology of

Except for the handsome front hall

circular stai,r, ca. 1855, and a few Federal mantelpieces,

th~

earliest Georgian character of the interi6r was preserved in
only two rooms, the Council Chamber and the adjacent small
Parlor'.
The Park Authority determined that.the best use of the house
should be as a

hou~e

of John Carlyle.

museum, interpreting the life and times

The interpretive program would fe~ture

educational exhibits, using the

re~tored

house as a backdrop

for its future collection of furnishings and cultural material.
The restored rooms could'also be used for revolving exhibits on
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the social, political and economic development of Alexandria.
The period of restoration, then, centered around John Carlylets
life within the house.
!

In order to insure the security of the house and its future
valuable
collection, it was determined at an early stage that
,
the most

sophi~ticated

systems

.fo~

climate control and fire

and burglar protection be installed.

In keeping with the

generally authentic character of the restoration, it was, essential that such modern systems be nearly invisible to the visiting public.

As such, innovative design 'of these systems, along

with a new, totally conceaJed,structural frame for the house,
was programmed during the earliest planning stages.
One unusual 'element of the program, as developed by the
Architect and the Park Authority,
"Interpretive Room."

wa~

the

incl~sion

of an

This one room would be left, more or

less, unfinished and would show orig'inal eighteenth century
construction features, obvious attempts at modification over
a, two hundred year period and, finally, the behind the scenes
efforts of thi$ restoration not evident in the restored
finished rooms.

Not only would the modern steel framing,

,/
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electf~c~l

wiring and insulation be visible but it could be

readily compared with the eiposed

~and-adzed

oak joists, hand

split lathing strips arid cavity wall construction
of the eighteenth

cent~ry.

By leaving exposed

th~

t~chniq~es

efforts of

restoratioh,the publJc would be apprised of the many problems
of both past and present

builder~.
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v
, THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

After

agreem~nt

between the

own~r

and the architect on basic

restoration philosophy, policies and directives for the project and ,needs and objectives of the overall program, the
architect

establishe~

three phases and/or levels of research.

A.' ,Extensive documentary research was commenced, which led
staff researchers from the architect's

offic~

to sources

such as libraries, archives, photos, Clerks' records,
insurance records, family Bibles, wills and:deeds, liThe
Proceedings of the Board of Trustees, Town of Alexandria,"
newspapers and priv~te letters ana jou~nals.

An important

phase of th is research :was a concent ratedi nves t i gat i on of
John Carlyle,the,man.

Contained in the appendix of this

report are ,the comprehensive findings of that study.
Perhaps one of the most exciting and rewarding discoveries
among documents was the packet of letters that John Carlyle
wrote to his brother in Scotland from 1744 to 1770.

Sir

Carlyle~,

also

Fitzroy Maclean, a Scot descendant of the
owned port ra its of John and George.
~ommissioned

another.

These port ra its were

by the brothers as exchange gifts for one

John's was painted in 1765 in,the Annapolis
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studio of the eminent por~rait painter, John Hesselfus.
Th~

discovery of these documents ln Scotland in late

1974 by a staff researcher from the arch'itectls office
~~ch

provided not only

impo~tant

specific documentation

available on the construction of the house but also the
most accurate image of this prominent Alexandrian.'
-'

B.

A well organized program of exp'loratory investigation on
the remaining superstructure of the house itself followed
the completion of measured drawings of the structure as
it existed in 1972.

Th~se

drawings, aldngwith a 1ull

and complete set of photographs of existing conditions,
....

would

pro~ide

a record for posterity as to the features.

in and configuratidn'of the house prior ·to the forthcoming restoration.
It soon became evident during this early phase of research
that extensive changes had been made, mostly in James
Greenfs 1855 remodeling.
From cursory surface 6bservations it appeared that the
Council Chamber and the adjacent small room on the west
side appeared to be original ,with Georgian moldings and
details.

.

'

Very suspect was the circular sta'ir in the
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Central Hall and several Federal period mantels and 6ther
.

..,

c~ind~ details throughout the rest of the house.
Perhaps the most exciting, interesting and conclusive.
pieces of evidence uncovered during these explorations
were in the Council Chamber while removing several pieces
of trim and decorative sections for closer examination
and conf i rmat i on.

Found under the broken serpent i ne ped i-

ments over the doors were two distinctive chalk outlines
I

'

on the raw wood.

Not only were the pediments original

but also revealed was the fact that the original doorways
had been later raised approximately nine inches and
shifted off center of the panellng above, preiumably
when the later hall s'tai r had replaced an earl ier Georgian
model.

The original door opening was a typical low height

of 6 1 -211.

(See accompanying Illustration No. 13.)

One ·of the fluted pi lasters forming the overmantel at the
chimney breast in the Council Chamber was carefully
removed to reveal that the unorthodox arrangement and
contept of the chimney breast
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w~s

original.

~ ~

i 'b,!~; tr',i::!H ~)'n

if~·O,

11:

p~{1 ~ m,e:n t DV'!'l:r ;[k~Q r ~kj, ~,~ 'I:()l 't:n th,i'.!1
Council Chamber prior to investigation.

i~

Compofite

Order.
/

I I

Illustration No. 12:

Plate from Palladio Londenensis by Wm. Salman.
Prototype for broken pediments in Counci 1 Chamber.

I

Illustration No. 13:

Same door after the broken pediment had
been removed.
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Removal of the circular stair installed by, James Green in '
the Central 'HaIr exposed equally exciting ~'~i<a1:~d eJiden~e.
The ghosts and' dust 'I ines

o~,the

original' UdoglegIIGeorgian

stair with the ,1o'1er landing - confirming the'o'riginal
6 1 -211 dooropeni ng below f rOm the Counc i I Chambe r -"," re~a i:n~d,
•

i n tact on the unc6ve red wa II.

','

,.'

0"

Th Ls type of ca refu I,se ];ect ive

, ", di,smantl ingwas continued throughout the entire house under',
the watchful eyes of~rchitects
and the'particularl~ caref~i,
.
.
.'",..

: '

".

"

and observant workmen froni'the Wm. P. Lipscomb Company, Inc.
As the Iiselective dismantling ll phase was reveal ing such
important information and as the,program cal led for returning
.

' .

.

the house to iis orig~nal configuration, the scope 6f removing
materials and finishes was expanded.

All post-nineteenth

century plaster and trim were removed to reveal, wall,' structure,
and interior partitions.

The uncovered evidence of]ost

features included a sniall service stair,thefirst-floor,
south corridor, original fireplace openings
heights.

andOrigi~~l:d?or

Clear evidence of originCllframing ,lumber with

rosehead nails andSca~.marksonth~ ceLling joists 'indicated
'that anarrowcorrido~between the two rooms had been an
or,i gi naf;featu?~~

>

Traces ,were a I so found, revea 1i ng ;the,

. -'.'

'and'locationoforiginal cornices~; chair rails and base
I nl972dormers
occurred onall .four ,hips of
.'
1
roof.

Selective removal of portiohs,of the roof revealed
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that onli the south dormer was

~riginal.

A twinnbrth

dor~er had, doubtless, ~een removed whe~ the house roof was

altered to tie into the hotel wing.

Yet, the symmetrical

nature of mid-Geo'rgiari architecture would have called for
its existence.

A

compari~on

of the measured drawings of
('

the house in 1972 versus the restoration will show the
enormous change in the chatacter of the house as it was
returned to its mid-Georgian configuration.
When the house was first measured by the architect, there
was,no visible suggestion of a first-floor bedroom or the
adjacent
service stair. ,Upon removal of wall plaster and
.
~

some

~id-nineteenth

century flooring, the evidence COn-

clusively revealed the location of a basement-to-attic service
stair and a first-floor chamber suitable for a study/o~~ice or
master

bedroo~.

Not only was the service stair adjacent

to bedrooms, an important service being the emptying of the
commode chairs, but on the first floor it was across the corridor
from the probable dining room and next to the south entry to
the kitchen pavilion.
efficiently handled,

This meant that food could also be
fo~,

if it were not directly served

from the kitchen dependency, it could be brought from the
downstairs, "warm ing kitchen.11
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J Important

during the ilselective dismantling ll phase is the

ihterpret~tion

of the evidence.

•

Reading the scar and shadow

marks requires a famil iarity and knowledge of construction
technology and the use of materials and tools of the period.
For example, the original interior partition'

constru~tion

of' the house uti l.i zed pit and wh i p sawn .f ram i ng 1umber
anchored by handwrought rosehead nails with flat or spade
tips.

The studs were covered with hand spl it lath attached

with small,

handmade~

rosehead nails and covered with 1 ime

plaster containing a large amount of red animal hair as a
.

bonding agent.
IILII

The nails used to hold the chair rails were

headed trim nails with both flat and fine drawn tips.

This construction;contrasted sharply with the evidence of
James Green1s later remodeling, which. utilized sawn studs

•

~

(cut with a circular saw), machined framing,

sp~ig,

trim

nai Is, rough sawn laths and harder lime plaster, free of
an ima 1 ha i r.
Generally, the eighteenth century method for

connectin~

a

joist to a beam was to leave a projecting tenon ih the
middle of the end of the joist and insert it into a correspond i ng mort ise in the beam.

At Carl yl e House, however; a

system of notching the joist in a stepped manner· with
corresponding cuts in the. beam doubled the amount of bearing
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•

for the joists.

The connections were further strengthened

by dovetailing or wedging the cutouts.
No. 14.)

(See Illustration

The dovetailing avoided the need for pinnfng or

pegging the connection, while providing a tolerance for
swell ing and shrinking of the wood.
The unusual ~onnection of the joists to the beams was further
systematized by their Roman numeral markings.

(See

"Iilustration No. 14,)

The markings identify a corresponding
•
,joist to its position on the beam, indicating that the
entire framing system

m~st

ground, marked and then

have been prefabricated on the

dismantl~d

,for a later and higher

installation.
,

Two reasons for this technique immediately come to mind.
First, the stone masons might not have been ready for the
carpenter, in which case he marked his framing members as
they were made and, secondly, asa matter,of economy.

Carlyle

may have hired a carpenter for this phase of the work only.
As Carlyle used his slaves for much of the construction, it
is possible that this system of "prefabrication" reduced the
overall cost of construction.
Much of this may be seen in the "Interpretive Room," which
was establ ished precisely for the purpose of helping the
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visiting public understand graphically this important phase
of the restoration operation and seeing with their own eyes
this archaeological evidence.
Once the house was stripped of all such Mon-original interior
features, the evidence revealed was again photographed and
measured.

Prel iminary designs were then developed for the
I

replacement of these elements, in light of their known physical
dimensions, 'imilar architectural

prototype~ ~lsewhere

house and/or as typical of the period.

in the

These preliminary

designs were often modified several times as new
. subsequerit
.

evidence came to light, either through
written documentation
.,
···or through the unanticipated discovery of additionalphysical
evidence.
C.

Another source of information which revealed many aspects of
the life of , the Carlyle House was the archaeologica) excavation.

While the majority of the recovered artifacts dealt

with the construction of the 1855 hotel, several features
related directly to the house, both before and after James
Green I S remodeling.

For suchdeta i I s and

fo~

the record,

please refer to the full documentation of underground
archaeology in Chapter IX.
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VI

STRUCTURAL

ANALYS~S

AND DESIGN EVOLUTION

The analysis of the existing prerestorationstructuralconditions
of t~e Carlyle House and the design evol~tion of the completed
project was, from the

beginni~g,

a joint effort by the architect,

the consulting. engineers and the building contractor.

Each

contributed certain solutions within the bounds of the program
requirements, ,always in terms of the aesthetic, theoretical and
pra~tical

1 imit~tions in achieving the absolute best final solution.

The constant exchange of concept, triticism and creative innovation
in the face of constantly changing criteri?, coupled with a unified
percept of the larger objectives of the
'<

~estoration,

was essential

to the ultimate attainment,of that goal.
In the early investigative stages of the restoration, the'process
of controlled dismantling and probing into the architectural fabric
of the building had, as its principal objective, the determination
of the extent

and~ature

. completed in 1753.

of change to the original design as

As was readily discernible, little of the

original fabric remained and much of which had survived 220 years
of depredation was highly suspect.
remo~al

Consequently, the'successive

.

.

of nineteenth and twentieth century layering in search

of purely architectural evidence also
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reveale~

an extensive amount

of structural evidence as

well~

ex~mination

di~couragingly

had intimated

.

Although previous surface

•

negative premonitions

of structural instability, this first close inspection of the
actual deterioration only foreshadowed .what was later found to
be near total disaster.
:The following discussionis organized around the
components of the structural system.

ptinc~pal

These consist, in general

terms, of the foundat10~s and sub-surface conditions, the bearing
walls and the framing subsystems.

Each was examined in the light

of predesign conditions, inalysis of the causes of deterioratlon
and a review of the initial design concepts for overcoming the
p rob I ems.

Each componen tis then i so 1a ted aga info r .a survey of

•

conditions or limitations encountered during construction and
reintegrated into the final design solutions as executed.
The native soil around the house wa~ analyzed an~ found to be·
primatilya silty clay mixed with sand.

The relativel~ high

water table, attributable to the fact that the house was bui.l t at
the river's edge as it existed in 1752, had no appa~ent effect
in terms of weakening the bearing

capaci~y

of the soil.

Although

,the tested capacity was not high, it was deemed adequate, as no
discernible displacement had previously occurred due solely to
soil failure.
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The exterior foundation walls were constructed with no footings
and carried to an average elevation of three feet below what was
ide.ntified as original grade.
consisting of

~

They were of uncoursed stone,

mix of field stone, crudely cut sandstone and an

occasi6nal dressed stone.

The original lime mortar was intact in

locations where no lateral movement of the wall had broken it or
wa'ter had not dissolved it.

Extensive repointing had occurred in

many exposed areas wi.th cement mortar.

The most severe movement

had taken place along the entire length of the south wal I, caused
primarily by the failure of the exterior stone retaining wall at
that location.

Except as affected by that condition, most of the

rest of the exterior foundation walls ~ere in a reasonably sound
state of repair.
The interior foundations under the east-to-west bearing partitions
were relatively undamaged with only slight, to be expected, normal
deterioration of the mortar.

There was one

The fireplace foundation in Room No.

B~4

~ignificant

exception.

had buckled severely,

causing not only settling in the masonry mass but, also, a separation from its bonded connection to the east exterior wall for its
full height.

The initial cause of the condition may have been a

combination of poor original construction combined with subsequent
intrusion and erosion from the non-original east terrace.

A

further source of the problem could be, possibly, traceable to the
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existence'of the well shaft located in the middle of the room,
4 feet -fn diameter and its bottom nearly 13 feet below the floor
elevation.

The early removal of the soi 1 in the shaft in a,n.

area subject to bearing pressures from all directions would,
inall likelihood, contribute to an

~lready

weakened condition,

,thereby precipitating the ultimate failure in the masonry mass
~f

the one chimney.

Some early attempts were devised to resist the buckling of the
wall in Room No. 6-1 and the movement of the south exterior'wall
in Room No. 6-4!

These consisted of flat platforms built of

brick, twb feet high and extending the.full length of the wall.
As may be surmised, no appreciable effect was obtained towards
the objective of resisting.or stabilizing the moving masonry.
As

intimat~d

above, the exterior retaining walls, which defined

the terraces on the east, south and west, were a major contributor
to foundation failure.

Built at' the time bf the final lowering

of the grade around the house in conjunction with the erection of
the hotel in 1855, the construction of the terrace walls reflected
no design or practical consideration for the bearing pressures
\

transmitted to and acting upon them from the house above.
oMe foot in thickness uniformly for an

aver~ge

Averaging

height of 12 feet,

these walls were o~ rubble and fieldstone interspersed with dressed
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sandstone reused from remodeled portions of the house walls.
There was no

r~cognizab1e

coursing system employed and the mortar,

although cementitlous, was not

c~refu11y ap~lied,

resulting in a

fragile pile of stone, dependent mostly upon gravity and friction
for its stability.

Unfortunately, this proved to be insufficient

as substantial movement was observable in the western and southern
I

portions of the waJ1.

The western section was an irregular arc

approximately 50 feet in diameter.

The basic shape, as well as the

distance of the retaining .wall from the house, which dissipated to
a degree the,forces acting upon it, no doubt, saved it'from further
collapse.

Tests on sandstone samples were not favorable.

The southern part of the wall was parallel to the house and only
6 feet away due to the proximity of the adjoining property.

The

wall reached its maximum height of 14 feet at this location and,
as seen in·the se,ction drawing, this· combination of height,
proximity to the house and the poor construction was highly
s'usceptib1e to a most severe overturning force.

Prior to the

beginning of the restoration, the top of ihe wall had deflected
laterally nearly 18 inches out of plumb and clearly on a course
which could, eventually, only have resulted in total failure.
Early anchoring attempts to reduce this movement through the
,

insertion of plates
value.

~nd

'

bolts embedded in concrete were of little

The continuing deflection of the wall had racked the south
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wall of the house. into a curiously undulating surface, while
sim~l~aneously grinding the fo~ndation stones to a state of

complete uselessness.

The movement also exerted a tensile stress

on the east and west walls of the hbuse, whith, even in the best
of circumstances, were ill

equip~ed

to resist this force.

Unfortunately, the 1855 remodeling project had dictated the
I

removal of much of the structural stone in the center bays of
both the east and west walls, .replacing it with frame and stucco
panels, thereby eliminating even the potential value that this
mass may have had in resisting stress.
The eastern portion of the

terrace~wall

was least affected by

the beari~g forces of the house, as it is considerably further
away at this location.

Additi6nalfy, the east t~rrace walls are

slightly battered and are thicker J thereby possessing a greater
·inherent ability to resist overturning forces.

Although the

terrace wall did not continue on the north side of the house,
the building foundation was, nonetheless, underpinned with
brick down to the lowered grade created by the cOl)struction of
the hotel addition.

~Allowing

for the·fact that the hotel was

adjacent to the house for a number of years, it is.remarkable
that, with the extensive movement which occurred elsewhere, ·the
underpinning did not fail, notwithstanding its crude

in~tallation.

The underpinning consisted of variable thickness, two or three
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bricks wide, crude or nonexistent

mo~tar

joints, and no bonding

,.-

with either the east or west terrace wall structure.

Evidence of

later attempts to provide such,a bond by means of concrete poured
loosely between the bricks

a~d

stones was clearly ineffective in

achieving that objective and, in all likel ihood, unnecessary from
.the beg inn i ng.
1he flbor framing systems were among the best preserved components
of the entire structure.

Despite evidence of movement induted by

failure elsewhere in the building, the preservation of the floor
framing maybe attr"ibuted to the fact that they were well built
and Iides i gned" in the sense of be i ng, fO,r the mos t part, adequate
for

thetas~s

assigned them.

The spans were relatively short,

the section modulus acceptable and the mortise and tenon connections, while inherently weak, were

~trengthened

somewhat by flaring

the tenon into a distinct dovetail and by the additional measute
of stepping the tenons to provide more bearing surface.
The original joists varied in size ,from roughly 2" x ·IOP to 3" x 12 11 ,
spaced at varying distances from 16 1i to
from 8 to 12 feet.

2211

and span'ning anywhere

The joists were framed to,

bea~,

in all cases,

either on the masonry walls or into the large beams whose dimensions
varied from 1211 x 12" to lOll x 14".

The wood-to-masonry connections

consisted of unshimmed pockets let into the masonry, with an
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occasional irtstance of a wood member cut iM a beveled fashion, as
if to imply recognition of the need for firebreaks.

All of the

.

,

original wood-to-wQod connecti·ons were mortise and te'non, although
later modifications to the

~tructure

in a straight bearing condition.
directly over

~he

the ceiling

f~aming

replacement of

th~

neces~ary

to seat

Slight evidence of undated fire damage to

members in Room No. B-2 msy account for the
original flooring in Rooms No. 102 and 104 above,

but,the structural integrity of the framing was,
affected.

beams

The fin'ish floori l1 g wasa'pplied

joists and leveled where

properly by notching.

sup~lementary

introduced

~pparently,

not

(See measured and archaeological drawings bound .herein.)

The principal element jn the original roof framing consisted of
~rge

trusses, which flanked the masonry masses of the chimneys.

(See measured drawings.)

The bottom chords remain in place,

as do the top chords, although the latter had been dimensionally
reduced in most cases.

All of the intermediate members, as well

as the mid,,:,span purl ins, were, evid,ently, removed at the time the
attic was first

con~erted

to habitable space.

the original 3" x 4" rafters remain intact.
rest on plates on the masonry walls.
int~

The majority of
All framing members

Outriggers were mortised

the plates (see drawings), to carry th~ eaves and cornices.

Principal truss connections were pinned
were mortise and tenon.

~nd

all other connections

The entire' north bay framing was destroyed
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and rebuilt in the succession of changes to the house in conjuhction with the abbreviated life of the hotel addition, which
abutted and was physically connected to the north side of the
house.

(See Illustration No.8 in Chapter 111.)

The interior brick bearing walls run east to west the full width
of the house.

Although it is clear that they were built in a

I

less than perfect fashion, it is probable that they would have
survived with no serious problems had not the foundations begun
their perilous movement or had the entire center bays on the east
and west elevations not been removed.

The north wall was rela-

tively sound for its entire length, with the exception of

.

th~

easternmost end, which, undoubtedly, failed due to the removal
of the exterior masonry.
The south wall reflected the. problems emanating from all the
sources of failure acting upon it, such as the foundations and the
removal of the masonry sections; but it also exhibited an
ing variation in its failure pattern.

interest~

Illustration No. 15 shows

an opening into the dining room from the hall, which was clearly
original construction.

Also clear was the fact that the failure

had occurred early in the building's histor~, as the material
employed to close it consisted of spl it lath and handwrought nails.
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Additionally, although the

origi~a1

plaster had been replaced

several times over in the house, no surface trace of the
aberration was evident, thereby indicating that the
measures had stabi 1 ized the -movement.

cor~ective

A probable cause for the

failure is revealed in a letter dated November 12, 1752, f~om
John Carlyle to hls brother, George.

John stated that a severe

r~instorm damaged much of th~ masonry work, de1~ying construction
considerab1y~

was sealed.

and it must have been at this

tim~

that the passage

Other locations in the wall show stabile signs of

shear failure, which began moving discernibly only during the
restoration process while lateral bracing was temporarily removed.
The question of whether or, not the Carlyle House was built entirely.
of brick or stone, seriously raised not too many years ago, was
quickly resolved by the
remote locations.

re~ova1

of the cement stucco in several

The stucco, itself up to four layers and several

inches thick in many places, indicates successive applications from
very early in the building's history.

The earl iest photographs

from the 1860's show the house as stuccoed and other evidence
indicates earlier origin.

The disasterous conditions which wefe

immediately revealed concisely explained the reason behind the
earlier question of the building materfa1.

The house was built of

sandstone but had been repaired many times and in many locations
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with brick infill.

Undoubtedly, some previous observers had seen

this extensive brickwork through spall ingstucco and concluded
that the entire structure was of brick.
The exterior walls were all nominally 2411 thick and thought to be
sol id construction.
~

The interior surfaces were rough cut and

unevenly coursed stone.
.

north elevatiohs was
ashlar pattern.

The exterior on the south, east and

rough finished and laid in a crudely coursed

The west facade consisted of smoothly dressed

stbnes s.t in a coursed ashlar pattern.

(Examination of the

measured drawings of the west elevation reveals the extreme
irregularity in the st6ne dimensions,.bothhdrizontally and

..

vertically.

The

dispar~ty

three bays led to some

i~teresting

transitions at the corners.
in fact, each corner

in the course heights on each of the

ha~

and certainly awkward

No quoin aligns

wit~

another and,

a different number of quoins.)

('

It was evident that the walls had suffered the most serious
- deterioration of the structural components.

Based upon laboratory

tests, the Aquia Creek stone was proven to be an inherently weak
material.

The compressive strength was determined to be approxi-

mately 1,200 psi.

The bonding agent was weak, water soluble and

unevenly. distributed and consisted, primari ly, of aluminum and
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iron oxides,

~ith

sil icon oxides comprising the bulk of the

remainde~~l From its beginning, this combination was poorly
equipped to withstand the many negative factors which were to
relentlessly attack it in the years to come.
Most.pe~sisten~ and severe of these factors w~s water, which

di,ssolved the bonding agents and left a verY'fragile shell of
sand stabilized and held together only by the interior plaster
and exterior stucco . . Water attacked the walls from all directions
and was aggravated by the lack of maintenance, as leaking roof
settions and
of rainwater.

do~nspouts

permitted continuously eroding
cascades
. .

Wind damage was

perhap~

l~ss

a constant source

of damage but equally so and certainly more spectacular.

A.

hurricane in 1896 severely damaged the southeast corner of the
house and high winds in

th~

spring of 1975, during construction,

nearly demolished the south~estcornet befdre e~ergencybracing
could be installed. 2
The lateral shifting of the foundation wal Is as described above,
in conjunciion with the removal of the center bays on the east
and west elevatio~s, contributed most severely to the deterioration.
The stone could not resist

th~ ~tress~s

placed upon it and had

fal led in shear and compression at several locations.
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An additional

factor in the buckling of the walls resulted from the fact that
there was virtually no lateral bracing of the wall or other
conMection to the interior framing systems.

All such

~onnections

were simple bearing conditions, which had no abi1 ity to withstand
the dynamics of moving masonry.

Engineering analysis showed that

the wa 11 s were more than adequate to' res is t the forces placed
f

"-

upon,them in simple bearing or vertically impoied conditions
from the floor and roof
little ability t6 deal

sy~tems
~ith

but, without the

br~cing,

had but

the lateral stresses.

The mortar. emp)oyed in the original construction was a 1 ime
mixture with small quantities of sand.,
0,

Much of the original

had washed out and been pa,tched or replaced wi~h cement mortar in
varying proportions.

This later work contributed to the continued

deterioration of the stone, as the dissimilar mater.ia1s had
reacted to the weather cycles and other .stresses in different
ways.

The cement mortar was generally stronger than the stone

and, thus, hastened the process of spa11ing and disintegration
begun by the other factors.
,I n summary, the sources of s tructura 1 deter i orat i on encountered
in the Carlyle House are as varied and severe as ever could be
expected and their cumulative effects illustrate this fatt in
excruciating completeness.

In brief, they are:
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a.

Soil conditions:

While adequate in a static condition, the

clay subsoils near the water table did not offer resistance
to the dynamic forces acting upon it.
b.

Design inadequacies:

Failure to laterally'brace the walls

hastened their own destruction.
c.

Induced failure through remodeling:

Removal of the masonry

bays, lowering of the grade elevation, dismantl ing of roof
trusses and other careless techniques.
d.

Water:

Dissolution of stone and mortar.

e.

Wind:

f.

Organic attack:

Hurricanes.
Fungal attack (dry rot) in some framing

members, plant growth, vines, etc., on exterior masonry.
g.

Animal attack:

Minor, but evident, damage from termites,

powder: post beetles and carpenter ants.,
h.

,Poor craftsmanship:

Significant
evidence of poor technique
,

throughout the house in both the original and subsequent
construction.
The early and tonsistent observation of the last of these factors,
poor craftsmanship in the original work, remained a constant
puzzle.

The cause of the incongruity of this kind of workmanship

in the context of the grand design concept of the house and
juxtaposed with examples of fine execution in the decorative
details in both stone and wood was not readily discernible.
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Obvipusly, different craftsmen were

responsib~e

for different

! ..~

parts-of the building; but

~hy

such disparity in technique?

Upon the discovery of Carlyle's letters to his brother, the
answer became very clear as

Carly~e

described the circumstances

surrounding the completion of the house in 1752.
As nothing has happen'd sirice my former letter I
cannot think of anything from hence that will be
I nterta i n i ng to you or my s i s_-ter. [Carl yle was
referring to his sister-in-law.] I have had a
Very Troublesome year of this last, & expect not
much better the next. As I am now out of hopes
of getting into my house This Winter, the Violent
Rains we have had this Fall, has hurt the Stone
Walls that we was obliged to Take down apart,
aftet it was neigh its'height, which has been a
,loss & great disappointment to me, however Time
& patience will overcome all tl am in hopes} its
a pleasure to buil~ in England but here where we
are obliged to do everything with one's own
Servants & these Negrosmake it require constanb
attendance-& care- & so much Trouble that if I
had suspect~d it would have been what I have meet
with, I believe. I should made shift with a Very
Small house. 3

,
I.

! .

Faced with correctihg both the causes and effects of errors
initially committed over 220 years ago proved to be a task as
,

-

complicated and more so than that of identifying the problems.
The following briefly represent the basic objectives to be
aChieved in the structural restoration.
a.

Live load criteria:

100 psf on first floor, 50 -psf on

second.
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b.

Strengthen roof structure.

c.

Prevent subso i I movement.

d.

Brace bearing walls to prevent buckling.

Initial design decisions which reflect these objectives were
carefully considered in conjunction with the broader aims of
re~toratio~

process.

th~

These lncludedthe retention and minimal

I

disruption of the original fabric wherever possible.

Also to be

considered were the aesthetic aims of the finished project, which.
demanded that all .modern structural work be as

invisib~e

as

feasibly possible when complete.
The foundation de~ign, although ~riti~al, was relatively straightforward in concept.

It was projected to place a concrete retaining

wall at the north end of the house in order to protect the weakened
wall from the earth
this location.

pr~ssures

A mass

of the

concret~

restor~d

original grade at

buttress was plahned at the

exist~

ing south retaining wall to resist the overturning forces from
tHe house above.

The stone footings of the house were to be

underpinned with a concrete grade beam. in order to provide firm
bearing and to 'more evenly distribute the load t.O the clay subsoil.
The collapsed footing beneath the southeast fireplace was to be
rebuilt, while the masonry above it was temporarily shored.
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~

Illustration No. 16:

WAL.L.

STEEL SUPPORT FOUHOATION

Study for underpinning and reinforcement
of north wa 1 1 .
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BASEMENT

SECTION THRU SOUTH

-"Illustration

No. 17:

RETAINING

WALL

Reinforcement and section through south
retaining wall.

The

fra~!ng

systems were, essentially, to be left in place but

strengthened, as

requir~d,

to

me~t

design t6ad

c~iteria.

Due to

space needs in the attic, it was decidea riot to restore the
original truss and purl in system.

t'

X l~'

~lates

In 1 ieu of restoration, new

rafters were installed adjacent to the existing, ridge

were added, hip rafters were rebuilt with the addition of

1 .

flitch plates inserted between 2". X 10"s.
tio~s

All the bearing connec-

were redone in order to relate to the steel frami~g

described below.

New plywood sheathing was installed, as required,

to replace deteriorated original, thereby providing additional
stiffening to the roof members.
As requ i red on an i nd i vi d\.Ia I bas is, floor beams were to be re i nforced by the addition of steel fl itch

~lates.

All original floor

Joists were td remain in place; but many of the beam conriections
were to be redone with the use of new metal joist hangers, as
required to meet loads.
floor were to receive

Additionally, some areas of the first

sup~lementary

meet new load requi rements.

joists, also

~here

required to

(See Illustration No. 19.)

As the most critical component,the bearing wall system was to
receive the most extensive structural solution.
con~tsted

The basic concept

of the installation of an independent steel frame designed

toaccompl ish the following principal objectives:
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I, '

Typical structural

t'utH111-!;:(H"l1er :r~ infon;;.!i n'::J~'o ,a$';;;'UiiliIE.!:
{t~:o;te ~te:IS·' :e{j·i:;i:~r' dn9~e)

-.

-

a.

To directly receive the floor and roof framing connections,
th~s relieving ,the be~ring wa~l~ of the lat~ral loads.

b.

To carry these loads to firm bearing through the means of
independent concrete pad footings;

c.

To provide a base for ~nchoring of ihe walls for their full
height.

The principal component of this system consisted of the following:
a.

Rectangular tube columns embedded and grouted into the walls
at each of the window jamb openings.

This concept was

predicated on the fact that many window openings existed",
th~reby

-

providing space for an adequate number of vertical

members, which,
~ell

b;

corre~pondingly,

'

would reduce their size, as

as that of the horizontal member.

Channel sections to be placed at the floor I ine to receive
all of the roof and floor wood framing.

The decisions regarding the restoration 'of the exterior stonework
were based upon structural, as well as aesthetic" considerations.
The north, east and south walls were to be covered again with new
cement stucco.

This would provide an impermeable membrane to

resist the effects of water, as well as serve as binder to the
surface of, the

deteriorat~d

and movement.

The west elevation, as well as the quoins and stone

stone, thus
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preventing further erosion

architrave of the windows were to be restored through a process
of chemical reconstitution of the stone, using a permanent binder
on the surface w.ith powder to achieve the original surface color,
texture and profile.

This process would disturb the existing

fragile,stone the least, thus

pres,ervJng its intrinisic 1 as well
\

as its weak but supposedly remaining structural integrity.
The

s~ructural

restoration concepts described above had attempted

"to resolve and anticipate the aesthetic and theoretical problems
involved in the actual proce?s within the scope of known determinants.

Upon the actual

beginni~g

of the reconstruction, "two

factorsmaterialized.which made it increasingly clear that the
premises of earlier

decisi~ns ~ere

eroding, irrevocably.

These

factors included the emergence of totally new and unexpected
conditions which wou·ld prohibit'the execution of the concept as
designed and the painful

~onclusion

that many of the deteriorated

conditions previously analyzed were, in fact, more extensive
more severe than thought possible.
is not

unr~alistic

~nd

Theoretically, and, perhaps, it

to speculate that reality was only.a short step

'In time and space from theory, the building should have ceased to
,~~.

~xist a 'long time ago.

Given this new set of conditions, Serious debate
which

th~

ensued~

in

efficacy of any system in conjuction with the existing
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remains could ever prove useful.

The only option not seriously

considered was demolitioriand total reconstruction.

Again the

mutual cooperation of contractor, engineer and architect was
required to devise some experimental solutions,each to be
carefully tried and ~he results analyzed before proceeding with
the succeeding steps.
The following description of problem areas indicates graphically
the extent of the problem:·

~evere

space 1 imitations and excessive

deterioration in both the fOLindation and the nineteenth century
retaining wall

~t

the south side precluded the installation of the

new retaining wall as designed.
As seen in Illustration No. 17, the configuration of the new
mass retaining wall was modified significantly.

The fill between

the house and the wa 11 was removed in order· to lower the po i nt at
which the soil pressure from the masonry wall was

trans~itted

the new, . thus redLic i n9 the overtu rn i~ng movemen t.

Add i tiona 11 y,

to

a shallow retaining wall was placed next to the house footing with
a cont·inuous slab to the mass wall.

This became, in sum, a form

of box beam which provided additional resistance to lateral
buck 1 ing.
The state of deterioration in

th~

north wal I, combined with excep-

tionally poor workmanship in the nineteenth· century underpinning,
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demanded still another revision in concept.
wall was placed against the house.

A concrete retaining

.

Its primary function was to keep
"

earth pressure from the new garden fi 11 from buckl in"g the wall.
To serve the same effect," the columns along the north wall were
dropped to new pad footings at an elevation below the shaky'exist1ng underpinning.

In 1 ieu of the segmental concrete underpinning

'originallY,conceived for this area, a continuous grade beam was
cast adjacent to it on the inside in order to avoid disturbing the
fragile balance of the masonry.
The stone foundation mass of the

southea~tchimney

more deteriorated than

anticipated,~which

concept of temporarily

~upporting

was considerably

meant that the original

the wall and fireplaces above

whi Ie restoring the foundation became totally impossible.

The only

available bption was to remove the ehtire structure and rebuild it
in i tsent i rety.
The general condition of the wood framing systems

~as

well documented

in advance of constructJon; hence, no surprises came to the surface.
Modification of some minor aspects of the design approach was
necessary in order to accommodate the major changes precipitated"by
redesign of the principal steel framing system.
The single most disturbing factor discovered as construction began
concerned the exterior bearing 0alls. "The previous assumption
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concerning their sol idity was quickly negated, as they

wer~

discovered to have been constructed as a cavity wall consisting of
thi~k

two veneers approximately 6" - 8"
an infill and rubble loose
started life as

a~ough

materi~l

of cut and rough stone, with

and what, apparently, had

approximatfonof

concret~

slurry.

The

cumulative effects of the negative forces at work on this inherently
I

weaker structure had reduced the stone in many locations to a mere
sand castle, held in place, literally, by the stucco.

Upon removal

(

of the remaining parts of the original stu6co and partial disassembly
of the interior framing, it was discovered that wood I intels on the
inner veheer extended the full width of the bay, spanning both

..

openings and, in fact, providing some very critical horizontal
continuity in the structure.
clearly indicated that the

The combination of these factors

concep~

of

imb~dding

tube columns into

the wal Is was not a desirable solution . . Providing the vertical
chase requited would have further weakened what I ittle firm stone
remained and penetrated the lintels - which was not a good ideal_
The first priority was to commence at once the evidently extensive
task of stabilizing'the deteriorated stone veneer.

A mason

wit~

substantial experience in stone work was summoned to perform this
almost ~urgically' ~ej icate task of selecting and excising the
damaged stone, while retaining .that which was still basically
sound.

The distinction in many
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i~stances

was not always perfectly

\

clear and the mason1s skill was critical to maintaining that
fragileb~)ance.

The object of the exercise ~asthreefold; to

simply stabil ize the remains, to provide a firm and, more or less,
true surface for the new finish work and,
provide firm

anc~orage

mo~t

important, to

mass for the new steel frame members.

This process consisted of packing the voids with grout, steel'
reinforcement,

wh~re

possible, and sol id

bri~k.

The basic concept

of removing the vertically imposed loads and lateral thrusts upon
the walls was not altered-but the means of achieving this end-was
significantly changed.

After considerable debate, the solution

arrived at, with the consensus of the ehgineers and contractors,
consisted of the following;
selected to be large angle
th~

The principal vertical members were
s~ctions,

corners of the principal spaces.

located flush to the wall in·
This s~ction required minimal

destruction to the existing stone surface'and eliminated the problems

~f

inst~llation

~roposed.

in the window jamb reveals, as previously

(The major exception to the reduced chasing int~the

masonry occurred where the walls were significantly out of plumb
for their full height, particularly in the north bay
and first floor.)

~asement

Inasmuch as the number of vertical members was

decreased, the size was correspondingly increased.

The horizontal

channel members were changed to deep tube sections in order to
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more effectively carry the. necessary loads over the greater
span
,
at the floor I ines and to wide flange beams at the roof line.
The decision with regard to the final 'selection of exterior
surface treatment had been initially based on aesthetics rather
than structural considerations.

The east,

no~th ~nd

south eleva-

tions
were to be recovered with cemen't stucco to cover the known
I
.
extent of brick infill and to avoid the restoration of the
undressed and irregularly coursed stone in these elevations.
final exposition

~f

the

exten~

and degree of the stone

The

deterio~a-

tion provided an additional function for the stucco; in addition
to providing weather protection, that of a bonding membrane.

The

west elevation surface was initially to have been restored in
pl~ce

by chemical processes.

Rejection of this for economic

reasons was further vindicated in reviewing the structural condi-.
tion of the west wall.

The final choice of a new I imestone veneer

had the corollary benefit of providing a structurally sound and
true ~urface, with each stone anchored individ~ally to solid
~asonry

behind it.

The old surface

w~s

totally removed

~nd,

thus,

the entire wall acquired new added strength that it probably never
had.
In sum, the Carlyle House presented an extreme set of difficult
structural problems, each of which was subject to theoretical,
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practica,1 and aesthetic,scrutiny and, in certain cases, a new
approach before it was finally

adopted~

The structural dynamics

'which had created the near disaster created, in turn, a dynamic
structural dialogue which overcame them.

It is safe to say that,

despite the 'legacy of imperfection, the Carlyle House will now
stand
safely,and comfortably to the tercentennial,
,
\.

Footnotes

I.

Froehl ing & Robertson, Inc. - Lette'r to Harris, Norman,
Giles & Walker, 8.December 1972, on tests 'of sandstone
sample.

2.

Wash i ngton 5 tar, 1896.

3.

Carlyle to George, 12 November 1752.
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VII

.

DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Required new systems consisted of'year-round climate control with
critical humidification instrumentation, general electrification
system for adequate 1 ighting and power operati6ns, sensitive fire
detection and suppression systems and intrusion and space motion
detection and alarm systems.
Ai

Climate Control:

After study and comparative feasibility

investigations had been completed, the basic system selected
and finally adopted was an electrically driven, two-pipe
chilled water system with air-cooled condensers and electric
resistance heating elements, distributed through ducts and
providing, forced air heating, copling and ventilating.

This

was accomp 1 i shed through a centra 1 fan and coi 1 un it supp 1 i ed
with an electric power humidifier and special filters to
reduce dust and air-borne contaminants.

Such a system was

required for a house museum - exhibiting antique furnishings,
valuable portraits and other reI ics and decorative art objects.
The special

requirem~nt~

of the machinery for such an operation

were beyond the handling tapacity of
existing house.

~ny

one area 0ithin the

,Even the attit under the high, hipped roof

was not sufficiently large to accommodate the chiller-condenser
and the necessary fans and coil units.

The owner strongly

felt the basement of the house could not be sacrificed for
mechanical equipment.
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Inasmuch as the NVRPA owned and expected to eventually restore
th~ adjacent, larger, Bank of Alexandria building, the system

was-designed to separate the chiller-condenser and to locate
it iri a vault in the basement of that structure.
insulated

und~rground

Well

piping connects the chiller-condenser

to fan-and-coil units within the Carlyle House, thus separating and isolating the noisy machinery from the house

mu~eum

proper.
An imaginative and innovative use of chimney flues, fireplace openings and closeted and furred spaces for ductwork
served to return the public viewing areas of the Carlyle
House to a closer resemblance of the spaces as they
existed during John Carlyle's li~etime.
The large and important Council Chamber has its very own
fan-and-coil unit below the first floor level with conditioned air introduced through unobtrusive floor slots and
return air routed inconspicioosly through the fireplace.
Few, if any, insurance carriers will permit the use of
open fires in.house museums due to added exposure.

The

fire suppressant system would discharge or have to be
disconnected,

henc~,

eliminating its effectiveness.

Because

current fire detection and suppression systems are so very
sensitive and far beyond minimum code requirements, local
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,

officials also permitted the use of flexible ducting in the
~hrmney

flues with dampers at the main unit.

This special

waiver of the code allowed, the chimneys to be used without
tota 1 rebu i 1ding.
During the early design phase, the pr6jected, interpretive
program determined that visitors would not 'have ,total access
to the smaller individual r06ms.

This gave the architect and

his consulting mechanical engineer more flexibil ity in locating and concealing supply and return air grilles:

Thermostats,

so necessary in a multizoned system, are cleverly hidden
behind hinged sections of chair rai 1, whose topside and bottom"

side are slotted to

~ermit

room air to circulate around the

sensors.
8.

Electrical System:

Other than the service wiring for the

various mechanical systems, the general electrification of
the house was strictly to provide outlets for off-hours
janitorial use, for emergency and safety lighting required
by local building codes and for exhibit 1 ighting and office
and

toil~tuse

in the basement area.

Aga in, the ph i losophy of concea 1ment was fo 11 owed by pI ac ing
, recessed emergency lighting in the exhibit hallways
outlets and switches hidden behind hinged
rails and baseboards.
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se~tions

~nd

with

of chair

The basement was to be adaptively used for reception areas,
rest rooms and office work rooms.

'Hence~

electrical outlets,

receptacles and fixtures were not hidden from view.
Another waiver granted by the City because of the special use
of this house was the mandatory requirement for the use of
lJluminated exit 1 ights in the

e~hibit

relativ~ly

p~bllc

small scale of this

areas.

Due to the

building and because

., of its relatively open and conventional plan, discreet,
painted, exit signs were substituted.
C.

Fire Detection and Suppression Systems:
1.

Perhaps one of the most sophisticated systems placed in,
the Carlyle House is the f1re protection system.

NVRPA

demanded the best system to not only shield the restore,d
bu11ding but, also, to protect its irreplaceable collect i on of ant i ques, re,l i cs and documen ts shown with in.
A system of Halon 1301 gas was installed.

This intricate

system of gas was determined to be far superior to water
or chemical suppressants.

It would, when activated,

neither harm the' building and its coll~ction nor would
it be toxic to human beings.

Halon cylinders

ar~stored

in the attic and piped under pressure to the individual
rooms below.

Conduits were concealed behind floor

joists, cornices and within the walls.
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Each room is

suppl ied with a supply nozzle, hidden behind a hinged
section of cornice.

There are two detectors or sensors,

an inconspicuous rate-of-rise over the doorway architrave and an ionlzation detector within the return air
duct.

The house is divided into eight zones, two on

each of four floors:

Each zone is immediately sealed

by the automatic closing of

doo~s

and dampers within

the mechanical system and Halon gas is discharged
under pressure within ten seconds.
for many years

in.~omputer· stor~ge

Successfully used
banks, Halon is

beginning to find a greater application in museums .

..

Its rapid response and ,clean operation make it ideal
for valuable restored buildings and antiques and collections housed within.
D.

Intrusion Alarms:

Suffice it to say that highly sophisti-

cated motion detection and magnetic contact systems have
been installed and provide a high degree of security and
are'reasonabl~ free of constant maintenance and chances of

accidental activation.

Further choices for the protection

of individual objects have been left to the discretion of
the Cu rator.
The climate control, fire suppression and other security systems
all include select features for the house and its collections.
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They provide for constant levels of humidity, dust filters,
,..

non-toxtc fire suppressant agents and a high degree of perimeter
and interior security,
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VIII

EXPLORATORY WORK ON SUPERSTRUCTURE

Above Ground Archaedlogy and Exploratory Work on the Superstructure
The following is a room by
room ~abulation identifyIng
all interpreted original
features, physical evidence
of subsequent changes,
gathered evidence with,
bearing on restoratt5n and
restoration action indicated
by this evidence ,and
itemized restorattve action
consummated during this
exerc i se.,
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ROOM· NO.

B-1

CARLYLE HOUSE

FLOOR
.Basement

SIZE
11' x 32'

USE/NAME
Ha 11

Evidence of Chan~e

Original Features

East and west walls removed or
altered; one to provide access
under nineteenth century terrace
and the other to open~p under fr
entry ,steps.

North wall.
Cei 1 ing joists;
Beams.

Nineteenth century construction
on service stair. '
Floor of rough' concrete.

Evidence for Restoration
Archaeological probing indicated
floor had been lowered about one
foot atone time.
Ceiling joists had been cut to
provide opening for ca. 1855 service
stair under main st~ir location.

Restoration Action
Service stair removed.
West wall under front entry repl
Southeast chimney mass rebuilt,
original stones. West wall had
severe structural defect due to
buckl i ng.
Floor lowered and brick flooring
replaced,using running pattern~
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ROOM NO.
B-2

CARLYLE HOUSE

SIZE

USE/NAME
Ki tchen

Basement

Evidence of Change

OrigLnal Features
Walls and ceiling

FLOOR

Original fireplace reworked with
nineteenth century hardware and
details .

jois~s.

. Fi replace.

Windows-enlarged.

Evidence for Restoration
Original plaster fr~gments, again,
6utlined missing service stair.

Restoration Action
Doorway brfcked in.
Old service stair replaced.

Windows had been cut down and made
larger~

Floor lowered and bricks set.

Evidence that floor had been lowered
and then paved with bricks.

Joists reinforced as needed.

Joi"sts showed positive evidence of
having been burned 1n a fire.
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ROOM NO.

SIZE

FLOOR
~

B-3

CARLYLE HOUSE

Basement

16'

X

31'

Evidence of Change

,Original Features
Walls, ceil ing.joists ·and beams.

Enlarged windows.

Stone door frame.
Original large handwrought hook in
beam - possibly for hanging meat.
We II shaft B-3.

Restoration Action

Evidence for Restoration
Well shaft B-3 - 3'-1" at opening,
tapering to' 2'-9" at bottom. 11'-2"
deep weI I originally brick I ined was
filled with oyster shells.

Well B-3 evacavated, filled with
and bricked over with distinct
pattern to preserve location in
brick floor. .

Cut ~tone jambs of windows clearly
revea I ed s i I (s had been lowered.

Structure reinforced.
Floor lowered and paved.

Floor lowered and then paved with brick.
Wide service door replaced with
beaded board door with historic
hardware.
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ROOM NO.
B-4

CARLYLE HOUSE

,.
cei~ing

Basement

SIZE

USE/NAME

17 1 X 221

Evidence of Change

Original Features
Walls,

FLOOR

joists and beams.

Enlarged windows.

We 11 shaft B-4.
Mummified cat found in masonry of
southeast chimney mass.
Original Outline of service stair.

(

Evidence for Restoration
Well B-4was·JI-6" x 13' deep with
dry-laid brick stretchers. There
was a brick lined drainage trough
which led into well from exterior
of south wall, indicating that well
may have been a cistern at one time.

Restoration Action
Well shaft excavated and filled in
with sand.
Area of B-4 used for publ ic and
staff toilets and service closets.
All new construction was held away
from original walls so entire new
facil ity can be removed at ~ny time.
Service stair replaced.
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CARLYLE HOUSE

ROOM NO.

FLOOR

B-5, B-6

Basement

and B-7

SIZE

USE/NAME
Tunnel a
Vaults

Evidence of Change

Original Features
,.-

These features are all from the
mid-nineteenth century.
Well shaft B-7 constructed between
1750 - 1850.

Evidence for Restoration
Well shaft B-7 predated the ca. 1850
construction of the vaults and was
bisected b~ the foundati6n wall for
the tunne I .
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Restoration Action
Well shaft B-7 left for exhibit
viewing by visitingpubl ic.

CARLYLE HOUSE

ROOM NO.

FLOOR

100

First

SIZE
121

X

USE/NAME
Center Hall

. 33 -6"
1

Evidence of Change

Original Features
Triangular bead and bevel panel ing
stair closure skirt.

Ca. 1855 spiral stair.
Later service stair under spiral stair.

Wide plank, heart pine, tongue-andgroove floor i ng.

Ra ised doorways No. D-10J, 0-105
and 0-107.-

Original sealed opening to dining room.
Second floor head of stair beam
in place.

~till

-Nineteenth century door No. 0-104 to
bedchambe r .
Nineteenth century exterior doors No.
0-100 and 0-101.

- f

Evidence for Restoration

Restoration Action

Dust marks on walls and recessed
pockets in walls showing rake and run
of ririginaldogleg stair and actual
l~nding location.

Dogleg stair replaced, embellished
with typical' trim from Council Chamber.
All plaster and trim replaced.,

Eighteenth century plaster fragments
stair outlined closet.

Closet replaced under stair.

Cut floor joists under stair reveal
service stair to b?sement was not
original.

Flooring patched with old wood floor
from demol ished Mansion House Hotel.

Carved stone fragments in cheek walls
outside Door No. 0-100 bel ieved
original to house.

Door No. 0-100 conjectural design
from stone fragments~ (Not unlike
door at Mt. Pleasant.)

Patnt research done on stair panel
was clear ~videnceat foot of walls
for base trim.

Woodwork painted Robin1s Egg Blue
to match origi~al color on stair
sk i rt.

~nder

Doors lowered to original 6 1 -211 height,
using six-panel doors.
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Hallway received raised, bead and
bevel, dado paneling similar to
original stair skirt:

ROOM NO.
101

CARLYLE HOUSE

FLOOR

USE/NAME

SIZE

9'-9"

First
A

X

16 '.-10"

Sma.ll Pa.

Evidence of Change

Original Features
The room is almost totally original,
including floorihg, ceiling plaster,
window jamb and seat assembly, fireplace opening and trim and all wood
trim, including dentiled cornice and
pedestaf chair rail. Also, fir~place
cl~set door, only original doorLn
place in house. Original iron jamb
spike intact.

Ra i sed doorways.
Replaced wiridow sash.
Replaced closet hardware.

Shuttef hardware original - closure
bar.s mi ss i ng.

Evidencefdr Restoration

Restoration Action
Doors lowered to ~rigi~al 6 i -z", w
doors and authentic har

Sash weight and portion of sash chord
found· in window assembly No. W-10l.

six~panel

Paint research done on all surfaces.

Window sash replaced with 6/9.
Typical reproduction closure bars
fabricated for shutters.
Paint colors, as represented by
original color scheme.
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ROOM NO.

FLOOR

102

First

CARLYLE HOUSE

USE/NAME

SIZE
121

X

15 1

Dining Room

Evidence of Change

Original Features
This room was totally remodeled in
1855, when it wa~ joined with Room
No. 104 to form a large double room.

Narrow

tongue~and-grooveflooring:

Windows were totally reworked with
nineteenth century millwork;
eliminating window seat.
Fireplace opening made

Evidence for Restoration
Scar marks on ceiling joists and
lath indicate location of original
corridor partition wall on east end
of room.
Charred floor joists and closet
adjacent to fireplace indicated a
fire from kitchen below.
Original jack arch for fireplace
opening in situ.

s~aller.

Restoration Action
East wall was rebuilt.
Fireplac~ opened up to original size
and bead and bevel paneled end wall,
typical- of the period, designed as
~onjecrural- restoration.

Windows and shutters replaced, based
on prototype in smal I Parlor.
All wood trim and plaster replaced.
Floor, which was in good condition,
was cleaned and refinished.
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ROOM NO.

FLOOR

103

First

CARLYLE HOUSE

SIZE

USE/NAME

17'

Counci 1 C

X

19 1 -10 11

Ori~inal

Evidence of Change

Features

This fully pa~eled room is almost
entirely original. The only modifications being to the north wall where
later passage connection to the hotel
was made. Decorative elements include
heavy modill,ioned cornice with rosettes,
Gr~ek key fretwork on the chair rail
and heavily molded base. The large
,fireplace opening is faced with gray
~arble with a painted egg-and-dart
backbahd t rim with Iidog ea rs.1I The
ovetmantel panel is framed by fluted
Doric pilasters. The two principal
doors have broken serpentine pediments
with a central pineapple motif.
Original flooringand~ceil ing remain.

Evidence for Restoration
Removal of ninete~nth century doot
frames indicated scroll p'ediments were
original, as ch~lk ma~k outline was on
bare wood. Door No. 0-107 had been
moved 21~1/211 to the east and all
lintels had been raised with sawn
wood filler blocks.
Small cupboard on north apparently
part of the 1914 restoration of the
house, when passage door of'18SS was
sealed. Panel surround of cupboard
was executed in plaster and not wood.
Two original panels removed for
authentication Fevealed sequential
numbers on the back, possibly to
pair mortises and panels in original
installation.
Paint research undertaken on all
original surfaces.
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Doorways were raised and returned
original configuration.
Small cupboard on north wall, not
original.

Restoration Action
Doorways to central hall returned
original location and 6'-2 11 height.
Small cupboard was removed and
stone window frame installed.'
New section of wood p~nel fabricat
for north wall to match others in
room.
Complete window and Jamb assembly
lost window fabricated to match ot

ROOM NO.

FLOOR

104

First

CARLYLE HOUSE

Original Features

USE/NAME

SIZE

13 1

X

15 1

Bedroom or
Study/Offi ce

Evidente of Change

No original· features except a bit of
plaster survived. One interesting
feature was graffiti scratched into
the closet wall near the fireplace
by soldiers convalesiirig in the
hquse when it was used in the 1860 1 s"
as a hospital for Federal troops.
Thes~ marks were photographed prior
to the restoration. One closet
contained the very best example of
original plaster surface and texture.

Narrow, "tongue-and-groove flooring.
Removal of all decorative trim f6r
cornice and chair rail.
Nineteenth century woodworking for
remodeled windows.
West wall was obviously nineteenth
century, wi~h large double sl idirig
doors which retracted into pockets.

Restoration Action

Evidence for Restoration
Floor framing and plaster .fragments
on south wall identified original
service stair loc~tion. A notched,
old center post for win"der" stai r
had been reused in framing later.
divider wall.
Fragments of. original plaster near
fireplace provided scar evidence
for cornice "depth.
Jagged stone surround to window
frame No. 104 revealed it was a
relocated original window. Its
slightly smaller size indicated it
came from the second floor east:
West wall was of nineteenth
century (circular saw) construction and was thicker than original
pa r tit ion wa 11 .
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New trim was installed with a conjectural cornice, based on size of
.
scar mark on old plaster.
The 41-6" x 6 1-0" service stair was
replaced and faced with flush,
tongue-and-groove; beaded board
paneling similar to old typical
pieces found in basement below.
Reset window No. W-lo4 was
removed and closed.
New window jamb assembly was
installed to match small Parlor
prototype.
The west

p~rtition

wall was rebuilt.

North wall had to be totally
rebuilt due to serious structural
fai lure below.
The north wall was detailed ~s
beaded board "to complement the wall
of the service stair. Delft tiles,
popular in England and the tidewater area of Virginia,were used
around therfireplace as typical of
the period.

CARLYLE HOUSE

ROOM NO.

FLOOR

SIZE

106

Fi rst

4'-6"
i7'

X

Evidence of Change

Original Features
,.

This corridor; providing access to the
documented kitchen pavil ion, was
removed in 1855 and .incorporated into
the resulting large, double room.

Evidence for Restoration
Mos~

of the or~ginal stone frame
remained in situ when·the doorway
was filled in, presumably, when the
room layout was altered.
Evidence on ceiling joists and lathing
indicated location of both original
pa rt i t ions.
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Observed brick and frame infill
original exterior opening on s
wall.

Restoration Action
The original exterior door with
transom 1 ight was restored.
The two restored partition walls
were rebuilt.

ROOM NO.
CARLYLE HOUSE

200 & 207

FLOOR
Second

USE/NAME

SIZE
1.21

X

321

Central Hall

Evidence of Change

Original Features
Floor framing and flooring.

Ca. 1855 spiral stair.

Some extant, original, ceil ing plaster
and hand split lathing.

Later nbrth-south partitlon dividing
hallway.
Curved~orners at intersection of
corridors and hallway.

Modified east windows and exterior
roof terrace.

/
Evidence for Restoration
The evidence for the dogleg stair is
discussed for Room No. 100 and·
reconfirmed by framing pattern of
second floor construction.
The partition across the hallway was
of nineteenth century construction,
with extant, original fragments of
plaster above p~rtition framing.
Total rear east wall had been rebuilt
in brick with large n~neteenth century
French doors leading to a roof terrace
over added porch below.

Restoration Action
Stair was replaced, using a conjectural, large, Palladian window at the
landing. The window, while typical
of the period, was embellished with
trim elements inspired by the Council
Chamber.
The hallway partition was eliminated
and a woode~, bead and bevel panel
dado was installed to complement
the stair and to tie in with the first
floor hall design and the dado co~tinu
ing up the restored stai r.,
The Robin1s Egg Blue of the woodwork
is from the original stair panel ing.
New wood trim was installed, matching
old prototypes from below.
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ROOM NO.
204

CARLYLE HOUSE

O~iginal

FLOOR

SIZE

Second

Evidence of Change

Features

Flooring and hearth.

Ra i sed doorways. .

. Exposed floor framing.

Remodeled windows.

Fragments of plaster

a~d

USE

lath.

All original trim removed.
Remodeled fireplace.

Evidence for Restoration
This room was stripped of much of its
finish material to expose original
construction features and subsequent
remode lings.
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Restoration Action
All modern systems, such as
structural reinforcement, piping
for Halon gas and wiring, were I
exposed as an interpretive exhib)t
of restoration details.

ROOM NO.
CARLYLE HOUSE

206

FLOOR

SIZE

Second

13 1 -4"

USE/NAME
X

Bedchamber S.E.

15 1 -4"

Evidence of Change

Original Features

Raised doorways.

Most flooring and hearth.

Windows remodeled to French doors.
AI.I

origin~ltrimremoved.

Remodeled fireplace.

EvideMce for Restoration
Plasfer fragments on .south wall
outlining original service stair.
Patched floor over service stair
well framing.

Restoration Action
Service stair replaced.
New window f~ames with paneled jambs
and 6/9 sash installed.
New plaster and trim.

Portion of original, reused, 311 X '3"
center post for service stair found
in stud wall adjacent to corridor.
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New fireplace surround to match
the original in small Parlor.

CARLYLE HOUSE

ROOM NO.

FLOOR

203 & 205

Second

SIZE

USE

Original Features

Evidence of Change

Evidence for Restoration

Restoration Action

Flooring.
Hearths.

These two rooms were completely
over for the restoration.
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ROOM NO.

FLOOR
Attic

CARLYLE HOUSE

Original Features

SIZE

USE/NAME
Attic

Evidence of Change

South dormer original.
Large framing chord of roof truss.

Nlneteenth century trim, plaster and
partitions were used to finish attic
space into bedrooms, presumably, to
jncre~se number of hotel rooms.

Sheathing boards for roof.
Enough old and original .parts in most
of roof apparently in.situ,except at
north end where connection was made to
hotel in nineteenth century.

Evidence for Restoration
Purl ins were removed from original
trusses, thereby weakening them.

Nineteenth century dormers added,east and west.,
N.ineteenth century service stair
under south dormer.

Restoration Action
Roof trusses strengthened.
East and west dormers removed.

Shed roof over entrance pavil ion
establ ished as very early change.
Original shingles found scattered
under flooring. One round butt
shingle with traces of Spanish
red paint still had rosehead nail
intact.
Only two dormers (those on north and
south ends) were original. South
was extant and intact except for
sash, which had to be renewed when
connection to hotel was made, even
at th is 1eve 1 .

VI 1.1. -17

North dormer restored to match
original south dormer.
Service stair restored to original
location.
Remainder of attic was treated as
mechanical equipment space, with
heavy air-handling unit supported on
special steel beams. Springs were
used to reduce vibrations to the
house below.
Round butt shingles used to replace
twentieth century tin roof.

,,

IX
UNDERGROUND ARCHAEOLOGY
Introductiori:
;.

The underground archaeological investigations

carried out on the Carlyle House property between 1973 and
1975 in

~onjunction

with the restoration project were both a source

of frustration and of reward.

Although I ittl~

~f

significance

in the form of specific architectural data dire~tjy relevant
to the period of the current restoration was recovered, much
new information was retrieved which answered some and asked
more questions abo~tthe various occupants of the house and site
and how they lived.

A.

Corner at Cameron and Lee Streets.

B. Kelso examination.
C. Well Shaft B-7.
D. WeI I Shaft B-3.
E. Well Shaft B-4.
F. Ga rden we II .
G. The Bank weI I.
H. Architectu,rai remain's on Lee'Street.
I. The Bank privy.
J. Miscellaneous recovery.
A.

In May ,of 1973, Mr. Richard Muzzrole, Rescue Archaeologist
for the City of Alexandria, conducted a brief examination of
the property at ihe corner of Cameron and Lee Streets.
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In a

test pit, which mec3sured

21'-0

11

x 3 1 -6", located 10 1 -0" from

Cameron Street and 121-6" from Lee Street, six distinct strata
we re ·i den t i f i ed as fo 11 ows :
"A - 8" of coal ashes
B - 4" of late nineteenth century concrete rubble
C - 3" to 4" of dirty yard clean-up, mixed with ashes
I

D - 11" of dirty clay, mixed with brick bats and ashes
E - 13" of dark ~rown sand, mixed with building rubble,
mixed ca. eighteenth ce~~ury, possi,bly dependency house

\

.

- Rubble rests on surface of undisturbed soil."

1

Itis not known by what means the m.~terial from StratumE
..

was determined to have been eighteenth century in origin.
Inasmuch as this area 1 ies within the portion of the property

•

which Carlyle wi 1 leJi.to his grandson, Carlyle Fairfax
Whiting, it is conceivable that this rubble may be from a
structure erected by Carlyle.

This seems more likely when

the dimensions of that ~iece of property are considered.
They are 501 along Cameron Street and 30 1 along Lee Street.
With the exception of the northwe~t corner of the original
property which he willed to his surviving daughter, Sarah,
and the corner in ~uestion, Carlyle left the entire site to
his SOn~

There is, of course, the possibillty that they
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contained some of
ca~~,

Carlyle~s

warehouses.

If this were the

it indicates that the existing grade elevation is

within two feet of what existed in

1780~

Based 6n the
"\

conclusion that Carlyl.e had initiated the process of cutting
down the level of his property at the river's edge, the
evidence hetein presented, although not conclusive, supports

"

,

t ha t concep t.
No further probing was done in this area.

The construction

of the existing transformer pad and enclosure was 'not done
in a controlled manner, thereby obliterating any further
evidence, if any, in fact,
B.

Kelso Examination:

e~isted.

Dr. William Kelso of the Virginia State

Landmarks' Commission was commissioned in May of 1973 to
conduct a series of coritrol led test excavations in and
around the Carlyle House.

The objective of this process

was to determine the feasibil)ty and/or advisability of more
extensive excavation which might locate and identify
(

architectural features and data relevant to the restoration
process.

The plan drawing on Sheet 1 shows the location of

the 17 test

squares~

which, in all cases, were excavated to

undisturbed nat,ive soil."
Although a partial

sectio~

ofa builder's trench was iden-

tified along the east wall of the house at the terrace
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level, "'it was concluded that construction of the terrace
itself had destroyed any possible evidence of earlier
architectural

featur~s.

Thi~

same conclusion

~pplied

as

well to the south and west terraces, accentuated by the
extent and proximity of the ex~avation around the terraces'
,walls.

According to Mr. Kelso, liThe nine test holes in the

basement were equally discouraging.

No 18th century layers

. of fill or features were encountered below the modern brick
pav i ng ."2
Herewith are sunmaries of the data on the test

pit~

extracted from Mr. Kelso's field notes dated 24 May 1973:
CrH-l
2' X 3'
lA- Modern sand bed under terrace paving
1B- Gray loam, yellow sand, ca. 1840-60
"1 C- Disturbed area with ironstone pottery ca~ 1840-60
10- Yellow sand," 1840-60
1E- Brown clay with handmade nail
IF- Dark brown loam fill, gaudy Dutch shard
ca. 1790 -1810
CrH-2
3' X 3'
2A- Black loam, yellow sand below slab, slate
shingle, iron nail, not dated
2B- Sandy fill with mixed building rubble
20" X 38"
CrH-3
3A- Late 19th C. fill below slab
3B- 19th C. squared deposit in builder's trench
with brick, oyster shell mortar
3C- Yellow clay fill with mortar flecks, filled
builder's trench, bottle-fragment ca. 1770~90
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,. CrH-4
2' X 3'
4A- Modern rubble below slab
4B- Black. cinder fi 11
4c- Black loam with brick bats~ late 19th C.
40- Fragment of scratch blue, ca. 17S0-70
natural grade at -3'
CrH-S
16" x 36" .
SA- loa0 and sand under slab
SB- Brown loam with mortar and concrete, 1840-60
CrH-6
1 '-0" xl' -6"
6A- 2'i sand bed for brick pavers; fragment of
colonial glass
68- 1/2" layer of black filIon natural grade
Unidentified pit
CrH-8
2-1/2' x 2-1/2'
'SA- Yellow sand fil·l on natural and builder's
trench, 19th C.
SB- Mixed brown fill with shell mortar, presence of
ironstone tureen base, 1842-67
8C- Fill in builder's' trench, drain feature c'ut into
natural grade, no date
SO- Fill in trench, no artifacts
I' x l-l/Zi
CrH-9
9A- Yellow sand below brick pavers, 3-1/2",
1840-60
9B- Gray loam fi 11, 9" thick, then sand. Probe
indicated minimum depth of 3-1/2 feet, suggesting
backfi Hed root cellar.

CrH-10 2' x 2'
lOA-Layer of mixed clay and lime,. no

d~te

CrH-ll 2' x 2'.
-IIA Mixed brown clay fill under brick paving, iron
nail and ironstone
pottery, post 18S0
,
.

CrH-12 2' x 2'
12A-Mixed brown soi 1, 411 thick below slab
12B-pocket of powdered mortar, no date
CrH-13

20" x 20"
brown fill below brick rubble under
slab, no date

13A~Mixed
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CrH-14
,-'. 14A14B14c-

16 11 X 34"
2" sand below brick pavers
Sandy loam with bricks and mortar,
Red sand on natu~al grade

~a.

1840-60

CrH-15
30 11 x 36 11
15A- Brown sandy filIon natural grade
CrH .. 16
16A
CrH-17
17A
t~e

drain

l' x 2 I

Brown sandy loam .beneath br i ck rubb Ie ca. 1850.
5411 X 26"
Brown sandy loam with brick bats and mortar,
below sandstone

featur~

identified in CrH-8 was found later during

construction to have passed.unde~ the foundation wall into
Space No. B-3.
projecting stone
'wall.

It was brick lined and terminated in the
le~der

still

vis~bje

on the east terrace

No conclusive hypothesis was developed as to why such

a drain may have been required in that space.

The speculated

date of ca. 1842-67 for the fill level above it corresponds
to the

probableconstr~c~ion

date of

th~

terrace wall, ca.

1850-55.
The hypothesized root cellar in pit CrH-9 in. fact turned out
to be a well shaft (8-4), which is discussed in greater detail
below.

The sandstone slabs found in CrH-17 were probably

pl~ced

during the period that the house was signlficantly

altered, again during the 1850 1 s.

Reused sandstone blocks

were found in several locations in the terrace wall.
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&.

It was clear that the eighteenth century grade around the
house ha"d been lowered, as had the basement floors.

No

architectural feature, except as noted, was discovered.
The small quantity of artifacts recovered

is

in the

possession of the Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission
in Richmond •

'

.

C.

Well Shaft B-7:

Based on oral tradition concerning the

alleged existence of an underground tunnel to the river
from Space B-7, portions of which were

report~d

visible in the 1920 1 5, incidental probing was
the floor of the room 'in January. of 1974.

.to have been

car~ied

out in

A circular

brick lined shaft was discovered a few inches below the
surface.
~xtended

It was clear that the outer diameter of the shaft
beyond the south wall of the space,

Inasmuch as

the date of th i 5 wa 11 was known to be ca. 1850, the shaft
evidently predated the wall.

(Se~

drawing of the shaft.)

Because this shaft represented the first discovery on the
site of any feature earlier than ,mid-nineteenth century in
origin, it was decided to proceed with systematic excavation.
The Wm. P. Lipscomb Company .was contracted to place a concre.te
beam beneath the wall. to support and stab iIi ze it and to
provide labor and logistic support for the archaeologist .

. I X-7

Mr. Richard Muzzrole was contracted to conduct the excavation
and to interpret whatever cultural artifacts~ightbe recovered.
Herewith are extracts from -Mr. Muzzrole's notes which were
submitted to accompany the drawing.
GEN ERAL NOTES
- Ex~avation of Shaft B~7 began Jan. 22, 1974 ....
- Assistant to archaeologist, Col. David C.Schwulst.
- Though scattered remnants of worked stone were
used in the constr~ction of the vaults and passage
way, they were not used in the construction of the
exterior side of the terrace walls.
- It is my belief that the promary (sic) purpose for
constructing the vaults and passage way was to
provide storage space for large quantiiies of food
stuffs for the Hotel, which was removed as need
through the passageway and Mansion basement and
through the Hotel wing abutting the north side of
the Mansion.
- The interpretat"ion of Strata (1) was largely made
on the basis of a verbal description given by the
person who had disturbed it.
- The examination and interpretation of 'Strata (A)
was made in the Shaft after it was d.i sturbed
through Strata (1) and after its removal at the
wa s te r p i 1e .
BREAKDOWN OF STRATIGRAPHY
1.

A.

B-1:

Approx.·6 to 8". of dirty top and clay soil mixed
with a few late 19th cen. porcelain and ironstone
sherds. Bits of brick, electric light socket,
general debris usually found in a yard clean-up.
One dumping, ca. 1900-1910.
Consisted largely of clean sandy brown clay mixed with a few bri~k bats - bjts of field stone
bits of mortar - wide range of misc. earthenware
19th cen. sherds. Strata slopes north to south.
Consisted largely of dirty clay - a few bricks brick bats lwith and without mortar) a few
oyster shell~ - 2 field stone~ (on~ with traces
of mortar) Scattering fragments of pane glass Few meat bones (butchered and unbutchered} . one
cobble stone - large copper penny (no date) Brown

/
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~

"

and gray globs of clay (brown dominating gray)
A few glazier's glass trimmings - 2 broken dressed
sandstones (one brown the other 1 ight gray) , A
fair quantity of pearlware and ironstone sherds The uppermost part of a stoneware jug with
impressed mark on shoulder B. C. Milburn.
C-l. Some ~irty clay mixed with globs of brown clay A few glazier's glass trimmings - Brick-Brick bats
with mortar-Good quantity of earthenware arid glass
sherds - Strorig on Gaudy Dut6h pearlware • 2 large
globs of unused mortar or plaster - Increasing
amounts of plaster fragments have impression of
hand split laths on one side-portion of large
b~ick, possibly hearth stone - Broken'worked
sandstone. '
C-2. C-2 is an arbitrary on~ foot l~vel establ ished,
through C-l. It is at this level a heavy concentration of brick bats begin to appear mixed with'
a good quantity bf earthenware sherds. Fragments
of at least 3 or 4 flower pots - one with inscribed
'letter S on the bottom . . (Possibly John Swann of
Alex. before 1841) Th'~ same plaster as above is
found in increasing amounts down to the brown
sandy clay' bottom of the shaft. Lying on the
bottom-.a, stoneware milkpan ri~ sherd attributed
to B. C. Milburn {after.1841} Also a few scattered
rotted boards were faintly revealed resting cin the
bottom. Two bricks revealed chimney soot on
stretcher sides. One broken dressed sandstone,
and one copper boat spike.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND THE PRECEDING BREAKDOWN
APPEARS TO SUPPORT THE FOLLOWING CONCLUSIONS
1.

Strata 1 is the result of a yard clean up,
possibly dumped in from the outside after 1896.
hu~~icane repair.
2. Strata A appears to have been the result of an
., after construction clean up.
3. Stra~a B-1 and C-l and 2 are clearly two
distinct strata. The architectural debris is
from the same ~lteration and clean up and it is
apparent that two separate dumpings were made
within a short period of time.
4. The finding of a stoneware jug sherd marked
B. C. Milburn in B-1 and a B. C. Milburn stoneware mil"kpan rim sherd in C-20n the bottom
dates all fill after 1841.
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The architectural debris. found in 8-1 thr9u9h C-2
could be attributed to.alterations made when the
Hotel wing and terrace wall were constructed

1848-1855
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

The dark brown sandy lime mortar used in the
original remaining 8" of footing laid through the
shaft and key~d to th~ side walls .is identical
to th~ mort~r used in the original vault.
construction.
The base of the shaft rests several feet above
water 1eve.l .
_
No artifactual evidence' imbedded or resting on
the bottom of the shaft was found to date the
shaft's construction earlier than the second
quarter of the 19th cen.
Since the shaft is several feet above water
level and was not used as a well or privy, in
all probability it waS constructed and used as
a cool ing shaft for som~ perishable food stuffs
and beverages.
If, as it is believed, that the shaft was
standing before grade level was cutdown for
the. construction of the terraces walls, (18481855) it is only logical to conclude that the
dumpings were made before the grade cut during
early alterations of the Mansion's east and
north walls.·
.
Until further exploratory work is .done within
- the east vault, and particularly the southeast
corner of the terrace wall, many questions must
remain unanswered concerning the l6cation of th~
shaft and possibly the original depth of the
vaults. 3

The conclusion rendered as to the possible use of the vault
spaces is unsubstantiated; but, inasmuch as no knowledge
exists as to their precise function, it is probably valid as
a general hypothesis if not in its specifics.

The attribution

of the origin of the architectural debris to the ca. 1850·
remodeling is well taken.

To assume that the probable date

of construction of theshaft is no earlier than the second
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Illustration No. 20:

Vault B-7 (looking south)
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qua~~er

of the ninete~nth century bel ies the observation that

the shaft was ·used for the cooling of perishables.

If so,

it undoubtedly would have been kept relatively clean throughout lts

functio~a1

life.

Given this and the fact that the

bricks in the walls are more characteristic of eighteenth
than nineteenth century models, the only possible assumption
is that the shaft could have been built at any time between
1750 and 1850.
The shaft was partially restored and left open to become part
of the interpretive program for the house.

All recovered

artifacts were cleaned and number.ed and are now in the
possession of the curator.
D.

Well Shaft B-3:

The shaft in Space B-3 located just inside

the exterior door was discovered and excavated by Mr. Muzzro1e.
He d.id not complete a formal report on the shaft but he did
transmit verbally the information which follows.
The shaft measures 111-211 deep from the floor of B-3 and
taper.s in diameter from
bottom.

)I_]tl

at the opening to 21-9 11 at the

Impiessions in the clay wall reveal that the shaft

had been lined with dry laid brick stretchers which were
removed prior to its filling.

Based upon analysis of the few

sherds recovered, Mr. Muzzro1e speculates that the shaft was
filled ca. 1780-85.

I X-11

~iyen

the narrow diameter of the shaft and its location near

the basement entry, its most 1 ike1y function was that of
cooling perishables rather than as a well as such.

Reasons

for its abandonment cannot be determined from available
. evidence but it obviously would have been a hazard located

..

'as it was.

It was apparent that the fill ing was done at one

time, as no stratigraphic evidence exists to suggest an
accretive process.

The fill consisted of tightly compacted

oyster shells intermixed with butchered and unbutchered
animal bones, bits of brick clay and pebbles, as well as a
few sherds of earthenware, glass_and pottery.

It is probable

that the shells were kept outside for use as a component in
mortar and brought inside for-the filling, thus accounting
for the random assortment of other materials.
The shaft was excavated in arbitrary one-foot levels, numbered
C-1 through C-10.

Stratum A consisted of the modern brick

floor and base (5 11 ) and Stratum B was composed of 1411 of mixed
debris on top of the shell ·layers.

The following 1 ist of

cultural artifacts were described by.Mr. Muzzr61e and are
listed in accordance with the context of their finding.
Stratum B

1.

2.

3.

4.

"Delft pitcher handle, possibly French"
"Hand wrought iron object possibly
attributed to kitchen"
"Oyster shells with traces of tar"
112 Acqu i a quarry worked stones poss i b 1Y assoc i ated wi th kitchen ovenl,1
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l

:

,".

'"

111ustt~ti6n ~o, 21

i A.
.
. Exc;:avated "weI1

.,.."

";

Stratum C-3

1.

"Small Westerwald grey stoneware,
salt-glazed sherd t '

Stratum C-4

1.
2.\

"American Iridian potsherd"
"Blue decorated delft rim sherd t '

Stratum C-7

1.
2.

"English white salt-glazed stoneware"
t'Plate base and rim sherds, dot,
diaper and basket pattern'"
"Engl ish delft ointment pot rim sherd t '
"Underglazed polychrome decorated
sma 11 de 1ft pitcher sherds"
t'Base of glass tumbler"
"2 creamware exterior green-glazed
Whieldon type ware sherds"

3.
4.

5.
6.
. Stratum C-8

1.
2.

3.
4."
Stratum C-9

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
St ra tum C-1 0 . 1 ,

"Base of handle from glass pitcher
or mug"
llBase of English white. salt-glazed
stoneware pitcher l '
"Delft chamberpot rim sherd"
"Part of. clay pipe bowJl'
"Mo 1ded wh i te sa 1t -g 1azed s tonewa re
bowl sherd"
"Westerwald gray salt-glazed stoneware jug body sherd"
"Appl ied sprig molded vine on stoneware white salt-glazed bowl sherd"
"Slip decorated lead-glazed earthenware jar rim sherd"
"Unglazed potsherd residue of paint
inside"
"B ].ue, and red underg 1azed 'decorat i on
on ;base of Ch i nese export cup sherd"

Throughout mixed straia
1.
"Fragments of green bottle glass"
2.
C-7 through C... 10, "Sherds from
2 English white salt-glazed chamberpots"
3.
Throughout - Animal bones
No strata given
1.

2.

"Half of bone pistol grip cutlery
handle"
4
"Part of brass drawer pull"
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Thes~.artifacts

bear study because of the fact that they,

alone of the entire collection, were found in a context which
'can be attributed

~o

of Carlyle himself.

within or very close to the 1 ifetime
poten~

Though few in'number, they offer

tial evidence to some of the types of things which must have
been in use at the house at that time, ca. 1780.
The location of the shaft, as·well as the' extent of work
necessary in the structural restoration, required that it be
filled with sand and sealed.

Its perimeter !s accurately

marked in the newly installed brick paving.

All artifacts

are in the possession of the curator (except the oyster shel Is).
E.

W~ll Shaft 9-4:

Hr. Huzzr~le excavated this feature in the.

spring of 1974.

No

wrjtt~n

record exists as to the nature of

the stratigraphic context of the shaft nor of the specific
types of artifacts recovered;

The walls were dry latd

stretchers of what may be eightcienth centurY.brick.

The

diameter of the shaft is 3 1 -6 11 inside and the bottom is
1]1 -0(1 from the floor of 9-4.
The finding of an early twenti~th century tin can at the very
bottom.of the ftl 1 clearly establ ishes a fill date, which
probably corresponds to the period in which the house
~ither

~as

first converted to museum use or the restoration, which
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occurred a few years later.

Th~

bulk of

~he

fill consisted

of soil, building ~ubblej ceramics and glass sherds of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century dates.
The remnants of a brick-l ined drainage trough, which led into
the shaft from the south exterior wall, indicated that the
feature may have been used as a cistern.

If so, this would

explain the abs~nce of artifactual material from earl ier
periods, as a cistern was undoubtedly kept very clean of
debris and silt.

The bottom of the shaft is above the water

table elevation for this area, which would preclude its
possible

~se

as a well.

The extensive structural repair work in the foundations adjacent
to this f~ature prevented its being left accessible after the

F.

restoration.

It was filled"with sand and sealed.

Garden Well:

In March. of 1974, Mr. Muzzrole located a

depression in the garden near the northeast corner of the
Test probes revealed a brick-lined shaft 10'-6"

terrace wall.
in diameter.

The test pits yielded a high concentration of

ashes mixed with large quantities of-mid-to-late nineteenth
century shards.

These were mostly commercial type dinner

and glassware and correspond to the operational dates of the
Mansion House Hotel and its successors.
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.No further probing was carried out.

It is hoped

that time and resources will permit a more detailed
investigation into the function and origin of this shaft.
G.

The Bank Well:

Although the existence of this feature had

been suspected, no attempt to locate it had been done prior
to the start of construction in 1974.

In January of 1975,

while trenching for uti1 ity 1ines.between the house and the
bank, the backhoe struck a partially intact brick dome .beneath
a concrete slab.

The Robert Mi 115 drawing done in 1838

identified a stabie and a privy on the southeast corner of the
bank property.

This newly discovered feature was evidently

the receptacle for that privy.

Shallowly placed fragmentary

masonry foundations were later found to the south of the shaft,
which were not
The hotel
dire~t1y

~ing,

specifi~a11y

identified.

)

which abutted the hoose on the north,

over the site of the privy.

pas~ed

The dome structure

probably dates from th.is period, while the concrete slab was
most likely

~n

early twentieth century effort.

Despite the adverse weather and the ever pressing exigen~ie~
of :the construction schedule" the potential information
recovery from this shaft merited a full investigation.
to

th~

Due

above ·factors, as well as the size of the shaft, it

was decided to uti1 ize mechanical equipment to
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remov~

the

.

overburden until a definable historic level could be
identified.

This did not occur until approximately two-thirds

6f the shaft had been excavated.

The remaining one-third,

which proved to be rich in artifacts, was at or below the
water

tabl~,which

salvage operations.

was to prevent all but the most basic of
Ultimately, the pumps could not keep up

with the incoming flow of water, so the 1 iquid me~ium was
brought to the surface in buckets and then screened for retrieval.
The shaft measures 8 1-6" in diameter and is 221-6" deep from
the surface 'elevation.

It was built of dry laid brick

stretchers which rested on a wooden ring at the bottom.
the relationship to the water

t~ble,

Given

it is reasonable to

assume that the shaft was initially constructed as a water
well .. The large diameter cannot be accounted for, except to
hypothesize that it may have had some relationship to the
warehouse or stable buildings known to have existed on the
site near it in the elghteenth century;
The well was evidently kept clean, for there was no indication
of a· gradual accreti6n of debris at the bottom.

The privy

deposits bega~ ~nd ended within known 1 imits (ca. 1807-1855)
and the large quantities of closely dated objects recovered
in the historic levels seem to indicate a large clea~-up at
one time.
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A layer of building debris from the ca. 1915 demolition of
the hotel formed the top layer of the shaft.
earl~er

The bulk of the

fill consisted of earth organic waste, soiled ~traw

from the stables, large - quantities
of wooden architectural
fragments from the demol ition and remodel ings, as well as
trimmi~g

scrapi of decorative pieces for new construction._

There were several such mouldings in both wood and plaster
which match exactly extant examples in the bank, which
undoubtedly originate with the remodelings done by James Green.
The great majority of

th~

cultural artifacts can be dated as

originating- in the period between 1830 and 1850

an~

the

documented closing of the shaft in 1855 gives a convenient
terminus post quem.

The presence of several fragments of

hotel china marked "Newtonls Mansion House ll definitively
proves of a fill date after 1849, for it is known that
A. G. Newton had vacated the Marshal] House on King Street
to become the proprietor of James Greenls newly opened
Mansion House. 5
The following descriptions of the main catagories of the
artifacts represent only the result of the initial analysis
. made concurrently with .the first washing and sprting.
cat~loguing

No

per se was done and, in reality, the worth of
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this collection requires a most careful study in order to
exact all that it can offer in terms of illuminating
cultural patterns of the occupants of these buildings.
A grant given in 1978 by the Northern Virginia Service
League to the Carlyle House will be used to catalogue this
fine collection of artifacts.
1.

Ceramics - All the popular patterns and types of the
first half of the nineteenth century are well represented.

Great quantities'of feather edged pear1ware

and ironstone were recovered, as well as a considerable
part of a large service of Canton, one of Wi 110ware
and a large service of Ri1ey's'Kings Lodge, Windsor
Park pattern.

Many of the ceramics are some

form of Staffordshire type transfer ware.

There are

small samplings of copper lustre and silver resist
wares, as well as Mocha.

The earl iest item recovered

was a Liverpool transfer pitcher of 1785-90 printed
with two versions of the popular Sai loris Farewell.
It appears that many of the earthenware items were
discarded intact and, since many Gould ,have been 20
years old at that point, it is possible to infer that
a change in taste may have dictated the discarding.
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Several. items survived the trip into the well intact,
including stoneware crock$ and a pitcher, a Piercy
flower pot of ca. 1800, and several wine bottles,
including three which kept their seals and contents.
2..

Metal - A number of horse brasses and furniture brasses
survived.

There were

abo~t o~e-half

dozen drawer pulls

of, perhaps, Federal style and two bolt hole covers
from Sheraton beds.

Several pieces of folded lead were

found; which may have been intended for flashing.
Also, a badly crushed brass spittoon and numerous brass
and plated buttons were

3.

recov~red.

Glass - The -remains of hundreds of wine bottles of the
early nineteenth· century were recovered.

Besides the

three previously mentioned, which were sealed and full,
many more were found with corked and.sealed mouths,
which indicated that they

w~re

full before being broken.

The majority of these were first quarter of the nineteenth
century and may represent the contents of a wine- cellar
which had spoiled.

Also present we~e many fragments

'from French olive oil bottles, including one with a seal
which indicated that it was produced specifically for
the American market.
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Hundreds of fragments of drinking glasses, tumblers,
'"decanters and oil lamp bases provide a wide selecti6n
of patterns and dates.

The wine glass bases range from

ca. 1800 t6 1850 with majority from the 1830·s.

There

are a few examples of early Sandwich glass.
4.

Clay Pipes - Only a few stem fragments and six bowls
were recovered.

The bowls are early nineteenth century

English and are highly or~amented.

One is decorated

with Masonic emblems and two others have the city arms
of Engl ish pipe making centers.
5.

Organic Materials - Several~d6zen shoe soles ~nd
several complete shoes of leather were recovered, as
well as a saddlei

sev~ral

harness fragments and the

leather visor from a mil itary hat.

Besides the

architectural wood fragments mentioned above, several
furniture fragments were found.

Notably, these

included spindles from Windsor chairs, a wooden
commode seat and what may have been the crest rail
ofa country-made, Chippendale chair.
Other wooden objects included dozens of sewing thread
~pools,

the arms and legs from two Jointed dolls and"

the torso and head of an extraordinary doll of possible
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African characteristics, perhaps carved by a slave, and
--,

complete with tiny brass hoop earrings.
Several bone items were found, including a domino,
numerous buttons, a knife handle and several
brushes.

tooth~

Textiles were represented by numerous frag-

ments of gold silk, a large mesh hair net, several
pieces of black si lk from a folding fan, whose lacquered
bamboo staves were also recovered, and a complete scarf
of gossamer silk in a striking gold -and red pattern.
,

-

Thousands of natural seeds were present throughout the
fill material.
~nd

Peach pits, cherry seeds, 'gourd, pumpkin

watermelon seeds were the most readily identified.

There were also fragments of large calabash gourds,
several coconut shells and numerous eggshells, apparently
from chickens.

Oyster shells, clam shells, fish verte-

brae and scales were identified, as well as hundreds of
domestic animal bones,both butchered and unbutchered.
Many boar tusks were found, but it is not known if they
were from wil~ or domestic animals:
The artifacts from this shaft are so numerous and of such a
rich variety that they must represent one of the
tant local finds ever made for

~his

period.

mostimpor~

The presence of

the Newton china and several dozen common white chamber pots '
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indicate that some of this material came from the early hotel,
although some items seem to have been made for private use
and others substantially predate the hotel .

This find is

coeval with the contents of Shaft B-7 and a few pieces crossmatch.

This would indicate the possibility that some of the

artifacts came from the house, which was being used as a
private residence at this time.

One intact pair of shoes is

almost certainly third quarter of the eighteenth century,
and there is a wood and wire jack from an early harpsichord.
These, as well as the 1785 Liverpool pitcher, may plausibly
be sutvivors from the Carlyle/Herbert period of occupancy,
which may have been discarded in one of the general house
cleanings effected when the property changed hands, as it so
frequently did between 1827 and 1848.
Due to

p~oject

I imi~ations at the time, processing of the

artifacts was restricted to superficial washing and preliminary sorting as to types.

Some pieces were reassembled

others have been taped preparat6ry to gluing.

~nd

As the context

of this find was unitary, it was intended that all pieces
receive the same basic cataloguing designation.

The important

organic items were either'treated with Carbowax or left in water
pending that treatment.
sion of the turator.

Th~

All artifacts are now in the possesshaft itself was filled with sand

prior to the installation of the utility lines, which precipiiated its initial discovery.
H.

Architectural Remains on Lee Street:

During the course of·

final grading for the garden along the Lee Street property
1 ine, the decayed remains of what appeared to have been plank
flooring were discovered at. a depth of approximately 24"
below the surface.

No

d~table

extensive probing carried out.

artifacts were found nor was
From thelocatron and eleva-

tion of this· material, it may be reasonably assumed that it
was a part of the large wooden stable building erected by
James Green.

exist~d

The building

in 1877 and probably dates

from around 1852, when he acquired this portion of the
Carlyle property.
I.

Bank Privy:

6

•

The Robert Mills drawing ~f 1838 showed a privy

located on the southeast corner of the main section of the
bank building with access from Fairfax Street only.
attempt was made during the current
this feature.

project~to

No

investigate

Construction of the hotel in 1855 destroyed

the site and 10 - 12 feet of the shaft and modern backfill
covers what may remain of the lower elevations of the shaft.
Given ·the known early date of the privy, it may contain
information of value, particularly if its location on .the
property line between the bank and house is considered.
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The Carlyle office dependency was known to be extant to at
least 1827 and possibly to 1847, when J. C. Herbert'.s widow
sold that portion of the inheritance.

It is conceivable that

the demol ished componenti of the office may have found their
way into the auspiciously located privy.

Should the possi-

bility of reconstructing the dependencies ever become viable,
this source of information need not be entirely forgotten.

J.

Miscellaneous Recovery:

Due to the extent and frequency of

architectural and landscape modification to the Carlyle
property, it is virtually impossible to scratch the surface
anywhere on the site and not discover some form of ceramic
shard.

Many were found with a great spread in their presumed

dates of origin.

During construction it became next to

impossible to monitor the individual finds and, as a result,
few were seriously studied' and fewer yet kept.

In no instance,

except as previously described, did any of this random
recovery lead to the discovery of any archaeological feature.
During the extended course of the controlled dismantl ingof
the interior of the house, many objects and artifacts were
discovered and retained.

Although not precisely archaeological

in nature, this is an appropriate place to identify those
which were catalogued.

The three-digit portion of the number
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refers to the room in which the find was made., All objects
herein identified are now in the possession of,thecurator.
CH-B2-1

Board trim found above ceil ing between
joists with dirt insulation no top. 11-1/2"
wide, double beaded 3-1/2 11 unpainted band at
center. (Many other pieces of similar
description were'found and are now in the
bank building. This example was confirmed
to have been used in the house and served
as ~ prototype for the chair rail restoration.)

CH-B3-1

Bottle found in ceiling

CH-IOO-l

Bullet mold, above ceiling, two chambers,
octagonal wrench handle

CH-10l-l

Plaster from ceil ing

CH-102-1

Board tr im under floor, baseboard 10-1/2"
with 1/2" bead, rose head wrought nail wi'th
fl~t po~nt inpla~e

CH.-103-1
-2

-3

-4
-5
CH-200-1
-2

-3

-4

-5
-6
CH-202-1
-2

-3

-4
-5
-6

Unpa j nted mod ill ion blocks found above corn ice
2-1/4" x 2-1/4 11 x 3-3/8 11
Newspaper fragment of 1867
Plaster fragment from ceil ing
Door hook, cast iron, 3-1/4"
Door key, 3-1/2 11 , hollow shaft, ring loop
\
Shoe sole, 1011
Roof shingle, 22-1/2" long, 3 11 wide, 611
weathered,rose head wrought nail in place
Brass button with stem loop, American eagle
motif, mil itary issue
'
Scissors, 4-7/8 11
.
Stirrup above 1 intel, 4-3/4'1 X 4-1/2"
Stamped spoon over lintel, 6" long
Liberty head penny~ 1854
Llberty head penny, 1852, above partition
Brass thimble
"
Button 3/4", "NRCO. Goodyear's Pat. 1851"
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CH-203-1
-2

-3
CH-204-1

-2

-3

Shoe fragment above fireplace, 4-1/2 1'
Child1s shoe sole and upper, 7"
Shoe fragment, 4"
Shoe, 9", undifferentiated, worn on right foot
Shoe, 9-1/2", undifferentiated, worn on right foot
Shoe, with heel and cloth upper, 9-1/2 11

CH-20S-1 Furniture key, 2-1/4", hollow cylindrical shaft
-2 . Wooden comb fragment, 5/8" teeth
-3 Carved cap, 1""3/8" tall,l" diameter
-5 Black plastic hairpin
CH--:206-1

Spoon I above fi rep 1ace, 8"

CH-207.-1

Green t i rited botde, 5-3/4"
Bottle, 3", basket weave texture, handles
Bottle, 4-1/2", "Genuine Essences"
Bottle, 4-1/4", "Dr. Munn1s Elixir of Opium"
Furniture key,I-S/8", hollow cylindrical
shaft
Door key, 3-7/8";._decorated shaft, ring loop
Clay pipe fragment
Textured pipe bowl with stem base
Glass fragment, 2", portion of stem and base
Bottle neck fragment
Bottle base, 1-3/8" diameter
Cylindrical 'wooden pill box, 1-1/4" O.D. x
2-1/4" high

-2

-3
-4
-5
-6

-7

-8
-9

-10
-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19
-20
-21
-22
-23
. CH-303-1

Cy 1 i nd rica I, wooden· pill box, 1-1/4" O. D.
2-1/4" high
Cap for pill box
Cap for pill box
Wood thread spool

X

Wood thread spool
Wood fragment
Button, 5/8" diameter, five holes
Button, 1/2" diameter, four holes
Button, 1/2" diameter, "NRCO. Goodyear's Pat."
Men's shoe, leather upper, 9"
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An old Scot legend says that, in order to have continual good
lu~k

in your house, a cat should be buried in the foundatiori

wal~Lof

your home.

During the restoration f Jon Battista, the stone mason, found'the
partially mummified body of a cat in the southeast chimney wall
that was being taken down for structural reasons.

At first it was

assumed that the cat had crawled into the flue and died; but upon
further investigation, it was evident that the cat had been
interred in a masonry cavity,

As the body was partially mummified,

with the skin and fur intact, it can be assumed that the cavity
was airtight.
The body of the cat was carefully removed and photographed and,
when the masonry wall was rebuilt a few days'
carefully returned to its proper place.
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later~

the cat was

Footnotes
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CONCLUSION

After a reading of the "biographical material contained in the
Appendix following, the figure of John Carlyle will actually
blossom into 1 ife.

The story of his life in the Virginia Colony

was one of success with his marriage to Sarah Fairfax, the
offspring of one of the most important and wealthy famil ies of
Virginia.

He became one of the founders and trustees of the

then new town of Alexandria.

One·of the earl iest purchasers of

lots in the new town, he chose an elevated site

o~erlooking

the

Potomac and completed his house there toward the end of the year

1753.
About this time, a new style 6f architecture was gaining ground
in England and his native Scotland.

Because of the King, in whose

reign it developed, it was and still is known as "Georgian,, 1
It has been aptly said that the architects of this new style
came to America "in bundles."

They were books from London and

Edinburgh inspired by the riches of the Engl ish Renaissance
and filied with details carefully drawn, which colonial craftsmen
were quick to

~dopt

and master.
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"

Men of means and taste became architectural
Georgian

hom~s

a~ateurs

and their

achieved, in m6stcases, English, Scottish and a

certain portion of real American personality.

An outstanding

example and just such a reflection of this growing maturity and
manners was the home that John Carlyle built, with the help of
primitive
tools, some of his staff of manservants (without
,
.

expertise in the building discipl ine) and, doubtless, with
limited amount of help
manuals and handbooks.

f~om

craftsmen who came along with the

We know that Will iam Buckland was

engaged, as an indentured servant, in the building of Gunston
Hall for George Mason - just downriver _from Alexandria - and
was later

responsibl~_for

elegant"and sophisticated Georgian

houses in neighboring Annapol is.· Highly conjectural accredita,

tion for many homes of great stature at this time is assigned
to John Ariss who was

~Iso

working extensively in the

are~.

The restoration of this mansion has not only preserved for
posterity a Georgian building of historic significance,great
distinytion and Scot flavor, but its rehabilitation from
almost total collapse called for innovative and
techntques in the

plannin~

imaginat~ve·

and building discipl ines .torestore

its structural integrity and to introduce highly complicated

X~

o

and

sophis~icated me~hanic~l

whi~h

and security installations

are so neceisary for the safety and operational effectiveness
of the house museum.

Long may it I ive and continue to

inter~st

.and inspire future generat'ions by providing and preserving still
another isolated fragment of our Colonial.past and great
her i tage.
It is the earnest hope of the owners, the many dedicated
architects, engineers, historians, archaeologists and b'uilders
that our three years of stimulating,

innervative and cooperative

work on this important project.will merit public and peer
approval as a correct, proper and ·scholarly approach to the
restoration and

~reservation

of the John Carlyle

Hous~

on its.

original site in "Olde Towne" Alexandria.
The instinct to retain ~uch historical reference points sugges~s
a personal need that tends to go unrecognized until it often can
be no longer fulfilled.
House.

This almost happened to the John Carlyle

liThe awareness of this need and the consciousness of a

duty to act upon it is sure evidence of our nation1s cultural
maturity."
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APPENDIX A
CARLYLE HOWSE CHRONOLOGY
1720 .

Jo~n

1744/45

John Carlyle - arrived Dumfries, Prince Will iam County

1747

John Carlyle - moved t9 Hunting Creek warehouses at
foot of present day Otonoco Street, Belhaven

Carlyle - born- in Dumfrieshire, Scotland

1747

12/31

John Carlyle (age 27 yrs., 10 mo., 25 days) married
Sarah Fairfax (17th birthday), second daughter of
William Fairfax of Belvoir and brother of famous
Lord Fa i rfax

1749

7/13

Purchased two lots in-Alexandria, No. 41 for 30
and No. 42 for 16 pistoles - deed d~t~d 9/20/49

1750 (7)

Construction of house began

1750

Child born; died 8/19/50

6/5

pistolB~

175- (7-)

Storm

1751

Feb.

Child born; died April 1752

1753

Aug.

Carlyle and Sarah move into house

1753

8/1

Will iam born; died 11/8/55

1755

4/14

Council of Governors in Carlyle-House - Braddock Washington (23 years old)

1755

7/27

George Fairfax born; died November 22

'1757

1/4

Sarah Fairfax born

1759

8/12

Hanah born; died January 1760

damag~

to house and rebuilding

17611/21

Ann Fairfax born at midnight; married Henry Whiting, Esq.
in October 1775

1761

1/22

Sarah Carlyle died - in chi Idbi rth at 1 :00 a.m, (30 years,
22 ~ays old). Buried in Presbyterian Church iard

1761

Oct.

John married Sybil West
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1763 Sept.

John (Jackie) born; ·died February 25, 1766

1765 6/26

~illiam

1766 May

GeorgeWillia~ b~rn; died 1781

1769 3/7

Sybil died

1772-73

Will iam Herbert
daughter, Sarah

1775

John Carlyle Herbert, .son of William and Sarah,. born

1780

John Carlyle died, leaving estate to son, George William
(son by s~cond wife, Sybil West). George William killed
in action at. age 16 at Eutaw Springs.

1781

S; C. The estate passed to grandson John Carlyle Herbert

1792

Bank of Alexandria chartered - Will iam Herbert, third
president - funds stored in Carlyle House -Quartered
305 Cameron Street

. 1794

Reference in Maryland Gazette to commencement address
given at St. John's Coll~ge by graduate John Carlyle
Herbert

born; died June 30, 1765

~rrived

Alexandria; married Carlyle's

1796 3/18

Mutual Assurance Society indicated kitchen dependency
26' xI8', one-storyhigh and "covered with wood" (shingles)

1800

Carlyle Herbert received M. A. Degree from St.
John's College

1803

John Carlyle, Esq. inheritance to John Carlyle Herbert

1803

Cholera epidemic and yellow fever

1803 2/19

John Carlyle Herbert sold corner property, Fairfax and
Cameron Streets, to Bank of Alexandria for $3,100.

1804-07

Bank building constructed

1805

John C. Herbert moved to Maryland

'\
Joh~
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1807

Bank of Alexandria moved ~o .new building - Cameron and
'Fa i rfax - Tax record shows $50,000
Carlyle Fairfax Whiting inherited -Struttfie1d Patent Alexandria and Leesburg Rd., Episcopal H. S.

1819 2/25
. 1827 7/26

Will

ia~

Herbert died (74 years old)

Sarah Herbert died

1829. 7/27

Arthur Herbert, ~on of William 11 and Maria Dulaney,
(great grandso~ of Col. John Carlyle) born in Carlyle
House, reared by John Peyton Dulaney, We1bourne,
Middleburg, Loudon County, also, ~uckross, near
Episcopal School.
.

1830 7/15

Carlyle House advertised for auction - House and lot on
Fairfax Street about 67 feet and extending east 156 feet.

1834·6/25

Carlyle House Deed transferred to John Lloyd and wife,
Ann, trustees, Or1ando.S. Morse (LibA V. No 2 page 76)

1843 2/28

Alexan~ria Gazet~e, Auction,'Bank of Alexandria building three-story tenement, March 10 - (12 ~ooms, kitchen,

store rooms, ce11a~s, vaults, smoke h~use) stable)
(Occupied by Mrs. Minor)
1843 4/15

Bank building of A1ex~ndria conveyed by trustees to
U. S. Treasurer for $7,200.

1848 3/21

Solicitor of U. S. Treasurer conveyed three-story brick
tenement to James C. McGuire for $3,600.

1848 3/25

James C. McGuire sold to James Green the three-story
tenement and lot of ground for $3,700.

1848 4/6

A 33-foot strip of land between Bank of Alexandria building
and the Carlyle house sold for $800 to James Green. Sold
June 18, 1847, by Mary Herbert (wife of John C. Herbert,
and duly recorded in Orphanls Court in Prince George
County, Maryland, in his last will) to Charles P. Shaw.

1848 4/10

Carlyle House conveyed by John Lloyd to James Green
for $3,000; 78 1 -8" south of Cameron Street, and
easterly 150 1 -10".

1848

Deed Book I (3) page 460 describes Carlyle House with
extant dependencies.
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1849 5/24

Mansion House Hotel a~v~rtised under proprietor A. G. Newton.
Alexandria Gazette - Mansion House is hotel for guest operated by A. G. Newton with Restaurant in Bas~ment.

1850 6/19

Mansion House described as "e1egant HoteP' by a traveler.
Reprint from "Trip to A1exandria " in Norfolk Beacon.

1855 8/11

Alexandria Gazette news item that James Green building a
four-story addition to Mansion House.

1861-62

Green asked to vacate Hotel for use as Union Hospital
headquarters.

1861

7/23

Mansion House occupied by Union troops, reported in
Whittington Diary.

1861

11/9

Mansion House stripped of furniture, reported in
Whittington Diary.

1862

1/27

Damages to house by Federal troops, reported in
Whittington Diary.

1865

8/29

Thoroughly repaired and .refi·tted, reported in
Alexandria Gazette.

1887

Nov.

Dilapidated, reported in Century magazine.

1914

Rehabil itation of Carlyle House by Wagar as museum.
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APPENDIX B
DEEDS ASSOCIATED WITH CARLYLE PROPERTY
1749, 20 Sept.'

Trustee Deed to John Carlyle
Lot #41, 32 pounds, 5shill ings
Lot #42,
as surveyed by John West, MDCCXsix

1780, Apri 1 5

Jo.hn Carlylels Will - Fairfax Courthouse

Fairfax Cths
Bk B, 501

to. Carlyle Fairfax Whiting (grandson)
"a part of my two lotts wheron I 1 ive in
Alex. begining on Cameron & Water .. at the
corner, continue on Cameron 50 1 , then
parallel to Fairfax into my garden 30 1. 11
to Sarah Herbert (daughter)
"a part of my 2 lotts beg. at intersection
of Cameron & Fairfax and with Fairfax 30 1
so as to include my dryware house, then
parallel to Cameron 100 1 into my garden. 11
to Geo. Wm. Carlyle (son)
"all the rest & residue of my estate real
& perso~al but if he dies .... to grahdson
J. C. Herbert and Carlyle F. Whiting & their
he irs. II
1803,9 Feb.

Wm. & Sarah Herbert to Johh Carlyle
Herbert, B&S East sjde of Fairfax St.
and south side of Cameron St. beginning
at intersection and running south 30 1,
then east 100 1; $1500

Alex Cths
Bk F, 145

1803, 19 Feb.

John Carlyle Herbert t~ Bank of
Alexandria, .B&S property bought from
Wm. & Sarah H~rbert, 9 Feb., 1803 plus
property inherited from John Carlyle;
total 45 1 south from jntersection and
1231-5" east from intersection; $3100

Alex.
Bk F, 149

John Carlyle Herbert and Robert J. Taylor
to Geo. & John Hoffman, deed.
Beg~nning on Fairfax ~t the house then
occupied by William Herbert Junior as
an office supposed to be 78 1 -8" to
south of Cameron, then south on Fairfax
to the house used by Wm. Herbert as a
kitchen 67 1 , then extending from Fairfax

Alex.
Bk Q 2, 207
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182], 24 Sept.
(cont i nued}
1827 .. 24 Sep't.
1827, 24 Sept.

and parallel to Cameron and King Stree~s
the same width as on Fairfax St. to Water
Street. (to settle debt of Thomas F.
Herbert,p~oportiona1 to debt)
D.O. to John Ladd
Bk Q 2, 211
D.O. to John Lloyd
Bk Q2, 214

1831, 25 Feb.

John H. Ladd, executor of the will of
John G. Ladd to Orlando S. Morse, B&S
(see entry of Carlyle to Hoffman,
24 Sept., 1803, except on 1y 156 1-1011
deep.l $146.49

Alex
Bk S 2, 627 .

1831, 24 Mar.

Geo. Hoffman & Henrietta (wi.fe) and John
Hoffman to Orlando S. Morse, 'B&S
~.o. Ladd to Morse), $304.50

Alex.
Bk S 2

1831, 8 Apri 1

John Lloyd and Harriet (wife) to Orlando
S. Morse, B&S
(d.o. Ladd to Morse, remaining shares
of the property) $2,300

Alex
Bk S 2, 644

1831, 8 Apri 1

Morsels property held in Trust by Ed. Lee
and Robt. Taylor to cover debt to Lloyd.

Alex
Bk S2, 538

1832,18 Aug.

J. C. Herbert to Guy Atkinson, B&S
beginning on east side of Fairfax at
the dividing line of the square being
the north 1 i ne Of the lot where the .
said Guy Atkinson now lives; north on
Fairfax 27 1, then east to Water Street;
$994.30

Alex
Bk U 2, 203

1834, 25 June

Edward Lee and Robert Taylor. trustees for
Orlando S. Morse to John Lloyd, B&S
(sale for payment of debt; Lloyd
purchased property; see entry for Ladd
to Morse)

Alex
Bk V 2, 76

1843, 15 April

Geo. Brant, Benjamin W~ters, Wm. H. Miller Alex
and Wm. C. Gardner to Charles B. Penrose, Bk C 3, 241
Solicitor of the Treasury in behalf of
the USA, B&S I'which siad lot of ground
with all buildings thereon as was s61~ and
'conveyed by J. C. Herbert unto the said
Bank of Alex., 19 Feb., 1803 11 ; $7200
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1844, 25 Apr i 1

Neale & Smith to Shaw (public auction) 'ut
beginning of Fairfax 69 1 N of Ramsayls
Alley, east 123 1511 , north 27 1,:.; $405

1844, 25 Apd f

Neale & Smith (public auction) to Anthony
C. Cazenove beginning on Water St .46 1
N of Ramsayls Alley, N 471,W 123 1-5 11 ;
$300

Bk E 3, 122

1847,5 April

Cazenove to J~mes Green
(entry Apri 1 25, 1844)

Bk 1, 3, 5
$350

1847, 18 June

Alex
Mary Herbert (of Baltimore) to Charles
Bk I 3, 17
P .. Shaw B&S
Property on east side of Fairfax and
south of Cameron; beginning on the
east side of Fairfax 45 1 south of
Cameron and running south 33 1-8 14
to line of John Lloyds ground, then
east 123 1-5 11 ; $505
.
(Mary inherited property from J. C. Herbert)

)847, 18 June

Mary Herbert to George H. Smoot
beg. on Cameron 123 1-5 11 east of Fairfax E 73 1-5 11 ·to Whitingls 1 ine, then S 30 1 ,
then E 50 1 to Water St., then S 48 1-8+ 11
to Mandervi11e l s line, thenW 123 1-5 11 and close ..

1848, 21 Ma r .

United States to James C. McGuire, B&S
all that 3 story brick tenement and
lot of ground situate on the south side
:of. Cameron ea~t of Fairfax; beginning at
intersection south 45 1 and east 120 1-5 11 ;
$3,600

Alex
Bk I 3, 447

James C. McGuire to James Green, B&S
property as entered under US to
McGuire; $3,700

Alex
Bk I 3, 448

Charles P. Shaw to James Green; B&S
property as entered under Mary Herbert
to Shaw, 18 June, 184].; $800

.A1ex
Bk I 3,453

John Lloyd & Ann (wife) to James Green,
B&S
property as entered under Lee &
Taylor to Lloyd, 25 June, 1834; $3,000

Alex
Bk I 3, 460

f

1848, 25 Mar. ~

:1

Ij"
1

1848, 6 Apri 11

J
1848, 10 Ap rill .

. J

."
~

~
~

J

o

•'I
'I

~

I
'f
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1848, 11 Apri 1

James Green and Jane (wife) to
Charles P. Shaw, B&S
beginning on the east side of Fairfax
at the north line of that lot which
Shaw purchased from Christopher Neale
and-Francis L.·Smith 25 April, 1844, and
running north 5 1 then east 63 1 ; the
same being part of the lot conveyed to
Green from Lloyd Apri 1 10; $80
(25 April, 1844 - Neale & SmitH,
Commissioners to Shaw by order of
US Circu)t Court for Alex., Oct.
term, 1843; prOp. owned by Atkinson,
beginning on Fairfax 69 1 N of Ramsayls
Alley, then east 123 1 -5", north 27 1 ;
$405)

Alex·
Bk K 3, 6

J

Alex
Bk E 3, 119

Bk K 3, 136

1848, 20 Sept.

Geo. G. Smoot & Catharine (w) to James
Green beginning on Cameron St. at the
said Greenls' present east line (bel ieved
to be 123 1 -5" east of Fairfax; E 33 1 -5",
S 78 1 -8", W 33 1 -5", N to close; $375

1848, 18 Dec.

Geo. H.Smoot and Catharine (w) to James
Green beginning of Cameron 156 1 -10" E
of Fairfax (Greenls east line); E 40 1
to Whiting Line, S 30, E to Water St.,
S 48 1-8", then W 90 1 , N to beginning;
$625

. Bk M 3, 108

1852, 1~ Oct.

Joseph Eaches to J~mes Green (pu~lic
auction of Jos~ph Mandervi11e l s
property) beginning of west side Water
St 78 1 -8; S of Cameron, then S 67 1 , W
90 1 , N 67 1 E to beginning; $425

Bk 03, 217

1866, 8 Aug ..

Wm W. Whiting & Lucy E. (w) to James
Green
Lot on SW corner Cameron and Water,
30 1 on Water and 50 1 on Cameron, being
a part of Wm Whiting)s inheritance
from C. F. Whiting; $350.
C. F. Whiting1s Wi11,1 July, 1831, Alex
Cths, Will Book .#4, p. 11.

Bk 3, 153
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1882, 1 Nov.

Green1s heirs to Geo. W. Brown
Known as Gree~ls Mans~on House
beginning at S intersection of Fairfax
and Cameron, then S 145 1-8 11 +, E
246 1-10 II 'to Lee St (formerly Water) ,
N 145 1-8 11 +, W to beginning; plus all
furniture~ carpets, crockery, mirrors,
stores, and Bill lard tables now used
in conducting the hotel business in the
Mansion House; $60,000
James Green1s Will written 28 July,
1866, executed 6 Oct., 1880; Alex Cths,
Will BoOk #1, p. 313 .

,
1884, 7 July

.Geo. W. Brown to Christopher C. Watson,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Known as Braddoc~ House, formerly
Green1s Mansion House, beginning.
(see prevo entry); $1.

Bk 12, 193 .

Bk 15, 588,--,

1885, 6 August

Christopher Watson to John D. Fish,
Hempstead, N.Y.
(see entry for 7 July, 1884); $1500

Bk 16, 95

1887, 9 June

John D. Fish to Timothy OIMeara, N.Y.,
N.Y.
(see entry for 7 July, 1884); $2],500

Bk 19,' 25

1888, 12 Jan.

Timothy OIMeara to Robert S. Widdecomb,
Washington, D.C.
(see entry for 7 July, 1884); $2000

Bk 19, 445

1888, J u 1y 14

Irvjng Fish (Trustee) to Dean Fish
(Fish toOIMeara Trust - Closed)

Bk 20, p. 277

1888, Sept.

Robert s. Widdecomb to M.V. Tierney Trust in debt to Tierney for $445.
All household and kitchen furniture,
beds, bedding, sheeting, crockery,
napkins, tableware, ice box in the
bar and b~r room fixtures, Billiard and
poole tables and other personal property
now being in the Braddock House Hotel,
but shortly to be removed to the Fontine
Hotel on Cameron St.

Bk 20, 406

1892, Jan. 15

Dean Fish to W~ Hancock (Wilkes Barre,

Bk.27, p. 128

Pa. )
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1906, May 25

m
w:::Hancock to Humphrey R.

\.Jagar

(Ionia,

Bk. 55, p-95

Mich.)
1906, June 14 ."

Humphrey R. Wagar
, Wagar Land Co.

1916,' Feb. 26

Wagar Land Co .• Inc. to Wagar Realty
Co., Inc.

1925, Feb. 9

Wagar Realty to Ernest Wagar
Bk. 82, p. 110
(parcel #1 containing CARLYLE ROUSE first mention as "HIST. CARLYLE HOUSE") on Lee 721 S of Cameron, W 1941, S
73 1-8", E 1941, N 73 1-8 11 and all the
furnishings: personal property of every
descripti6n contained in the bldg. located
upon the premises hereinbefore described.

"

&

Ophelia E. (W) to

Bk.55, p. 343
Bk.65, p., 162

1941, Dec. 15

Wagar Apt. Corp. to Schaeffer
(amendment - Charter Bk. 11, p. 261)
(except for 51 strip)

Bk. lB2i p. 521

1941, Nov. 10

Schaeffer:Royster: (owner adj. ·prop. to S)
(Boundary agreement - boundary to be
146.47 1 S of bldg. 1 ine' on Cameron.
This cov~rs that 51 x 63 1 conflici
along S side of property.) ,

Bk.182, p. 564

1968, Nov. 26

Schaeffer to Carlyle Investment Corp.
Ilincluding the Old Carlyle House ll

B~

1970,.13 July

Carlyle Investm~nt Corp. to NVRPA

7)i - 243

1971, 10 July

Carlyle Investment Corp. to NVRPA

726 - 730

1972. 7 July

Carlyle Investment Corp. to NVRPA

743 - 209
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APPENDIX C
BIOGRAPHICAL SK6TCH OF JOHN CARLYLE

The early life of John Carlyle is shrouded in mystery.

It is

known that he was born into an ancient and gentle family of
Southern Scot1and,in Dumfrieshire, on 6 February 1720,
into the Limeki1n ' s branch of the Carlyle (or"Car1 isle) fami1y.1
His
, father was

Wi11iamCar1y1e~

an apothecary who took up resi-

dence across the border in Eng1and,in the" town of Carlisle,
and styled himself Ilsurgeon.112

His mother was Rachel Murray

Carlyle, of the neighboring family of Murray.3

There were ten

children born to Rachel between 1715 and 1733, but all but two
died in early childhood.

Two sons survived.

The eldest, George,

apparently studied medicine and became a physician and inherited
his father's estate in 1744.

4

John, the second son, became a

merchant and eventually moved across the Atlantic to take up
business in Virginia.

Nothing is known for certain of his chi1d-

hood or education; it cannot even be said for sure where he lived,
but certain things may be

su~mised.

Younger sons of gentle

families were often provided for by setting them up in a trade,
by sending them to an Inn of Court to study the law, or by
apprenticing them to merchants or tradesmen.

John was probably

either set up in trade or was apprenticed, for by 1744 (John was
24 years of age) he was described as a merchant of Whitehaven. 5
When William died in 1744, he left the entirety of his estate to
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his eldest son George, reserving a generous yearly allowance for
Rachel, as well as some of the furniture, and leaving the sum of

~300 to John, to be received by him after his mother's ~eath.6
The will was proved in the Bishop's court

i~

Carlisle ori 7 July

1744, and the sig8ature of John Carlyle is found along with that
of his brother. on a court do~ument in which they posted bond~or
the faithful execution of their father's estate.1
It is not known when John Carlyle moved to Virginia, but it is
clear that he was in England in 1744 at the proving of his father's
will.

Less than a year later, on 17 June 1745, he is found in

Truro Parish in Fairfax County, Virginia.

On that date he pur-

chased from one Mary Awberry 373 acres of land in Fairfax County
for

-L

45. 8

It seems likely that he came over to Virginia as

factor (representative or agent) for a trading company and set
himself up in business at the earliest opportunity.
lett~rs

to his brother George, it

~ppears

that Carlyle was the

Virginia agent for a British merchant, a Mr. Hicks
December 1, 1746).

From John's

(dated

His money from hisfather's estate would not

come to him until his mother died (ca. 175S), so he must have had
another source to accumulate the capital necessary for-buying up
large tracts of land.

Thet 45 paid for the lands in 1745 was a

large sum in those days, more than an average year's income for a
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man of Carlyle1s station.
ulatedu~on;

Where he got his

mo~ey

can only be spec-

but in the course of the next few years he bought'up

6ther tracts of land in the same area, along the banks of Holmes
Run, Hunting Creek, Goose Creek and the Tuskarora, all in the
J

~eceiving

vicinity of the tobacco
mouth of Hunting Creek. 9

station and warehouse at the

It may be guessed that he was

ex~orting

tobacco, using the station at Hunting Creek warehouse as his
center of operations.

He may have been trying to set himself up

as a gentleman-planter of the type that thrived in northern Virginia.
But in a deed of 1746 h~ was ~escribed as a merchant of Truro
Parish and Fairfax County, and by 1749 he was important enough to
be appointed a )ustice of the Peace for Fairfax County, a position
. d great prestige
.
.an d power. 10
wh '-h
IC
carrie

In 1747 John Carlyle joined with other landowners and merchants in
~

plan to settle

w~stern

.

lands.

11

They planned to

a~ply

for a

grant from the king to take up and settle 200,000 acres in Ohio.
The members of the Ohio Company included John Hanbury, a London
merchant, arid a number of prominent Virginians, including Lawrence
Washington, Augustine Washington, George Fairfax, and were joined
l~ter

by George Mason, John Tayloe, Governor Dinwiddie and

several members of the Lee

family~

Thus, only two years after

taking up residence in northern Virginia he was associated with many
important families .in the area.
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But Carlyle and George Fairfax both

resigned from the company in June 1749.

Perhaps they were busy

with plans for a new town.to be built around the tobacco warehouse at Hunting Creek.
Meanwhile, in 1747. John Carlyle married Sarah Fairfax, one of the
12
daughters of William Fairfax.
Thus he became all ied with one of
the,most important families in Virginia,
tracts of land in northefn and we$tern
. Carlyle must

~ave.

~

family that held vast

Virgi~ia.

By 1748, then,

been a prominent man indeed. for the Fairfax

girls did not marry"just anybody." Sarahls sisters were married to
Lawrence Washington and George Lee.

Through this marriage,

Carlyle undoubtedly received a portion

~f

the vast Fairfax land-'

holdings in Virginia and became allied with Fairfax wealth and
prestige.
In 1749 pet~tions were received b~ the Virginia colonial legislature in Will iamsburg praying a st~tute

io

authorize the erection

of a town to be cal led Alexandria on the Potomac River near Hunting
Creek warehouse.

The legislature passed, on 11 May 1749. art act

for the establishment of a town and trustees were appointed for the
survey of the town, the marking off and sale
management of the town IS business affairs.

o~

lots and the general

John Carlyle, William

Fairfax, George Fairfax and others were appointed to the Board of
Trustees.

13J

Lots in the new town were sold on 10 July 1749, at
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which time John Carlyl,e bought two of the best lots in the town,
on the main street and on a bluff overlooking the Potomac in
center of the town. 14

th~

I t seems that there was an agr'eement among

the trustees so

t~at

they could buy the choice lots and divide up

the costs among

themselv~s.

In a letter from Augustine

W~shington

to his brother Lawrence, written just after the sale, Augustine
says:
... the reason the lots sold so high was Riverside ones
being sett up first which were purchased at a very extravagant pr ice b>y the prop (j 11 eg i b 1e) You r two, Mr Car 1y les
Mr Dortons Mr Ramseys (illegible) Mr Chapmans sold at
different prices, as you may se by the sale, but we agreed
before the Sale to give any Price for them & to strike them
upon an average so that by adding them up & dividing them
oy five you sill se what your two lotts Cost. IS
Carlyle may have begun construction on his house on his two
",
C

lots at the corner of Fairfax and Cameron Streets, for it was stipulated in the deed that the purchaser " ... shall and will Erect build
and Finish on the said Lot one House of Brick Stone or Wood well
framed of the Dimensions of twenty feet Square and nine feet pitched
at the.least with a Brick or Stone Chimney proportionably thereto

.within two years after the date hereof. .. " 16
The house may not even have been begun when Carlyle returned to
England for a visit, traveling with his father-:in-Iaw, William
Fairfax.

On 11 April 1750 he signed over to his friend and business

partner, John Dal ton, a complete power of attorney to transact
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business in his absence, and by July was at Whitehaven, his old
place of business on the Solway Firth in
William

Fairf~x

north~rn

,

Eng~and

17
..

wrote to Lawrence Washington from Whitehaven on

6 July, "We set off for Carl isle to morrow to visit Mrs. Carlyle,"
and closed his letter with a reference

~o

his daughter Sarah,

"Hoping Sally has got a pretty Boy to dandle til I his Papa returns
and , reI ieves the Sport. .. 11

18

After leaving Mrs. Carlyle, they

apparently traveled down to London to transact some business.
Fairfax
again wrote on 12 October:
"
I had the pleasure to receiv~ your two Letters whl~h
relieved an anxious suspense Mr Carlyle and I were
under on Accot of beLng tol~ of Sally's dangerous
Symptons in a cancerous Breast. You'l do Us Justice
in thinking that your present Narration of her expected
Recovery ~9s only made our Enjoyment easy and sometimes
cheerful.·
.
John .tarlyle returned to the colonies on one of Mr. Hicks' ships
on April 30, 1751, as recorded in his letter of the next day to
his brother.
unpl~asant,

John described his passage as very long and extremely
as the cargo ship was leaky and short of drinking

water.· His return in the spring permitted him to resume his
civic duty as Justice of the Peace at Fairfax Court, which .met
again in June of 1751.20
The child John and Sarah were expecting while John,was in England
apparently died, as did a second chi ld who 1 ived only five

w~eks

afte~ her birth on February 24, 1752 (Letter dated May 23, 1752).
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Of the seven born to John and Sarah, only two, Sarah and Ann,
survived to adulthood.

At the young age of 30, Sarah Fairfax

Carlyle died in childbirth in 1761.21
The house John built for himself and Sarah in Alexandria was
ready for occupancy the night the i r th i rd baby, Wi 1n am, was
Dorn.
,

In his letter of August 11,1753, John announces the birth

·to his brother and says that his building is almost finished.

It

took almost a year longer than expected to finish the building,
due to a severe rainstorm which damaged the stone walls of the
house (Letter

dated

November 12, 17521.

The walls had to be,

in part, taken down and built backup by Car1y1e ' s own labor
force, a subject of great complaint in his letters.

The carved

keystone, dated 1752, -reflects Car1y1e ' s original aspiration of
moving into the house before the end of that year.
Although there is no evidence to date to pinpoint the beginning
of construction or the designer of the house, from John1s letter to
George dated May 23,· 1752, we do know that the house was under
construction and costing more
~truction

tha~

anticipated.

The date of con-

prior to July 18, 1752, is appropriate, for after that

date all new construction had to conform to the new Board of
Trustees' ordinance,

w~ich

required houses to be built on the front

property 1 ine to maintain a neat street facade. 22

Car1y1e ' s house

was set back to the middle of the property with two flanking pavi1ion~.
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As the threat from the French-supported Indians became more and
more appa-fent along the frontiers of Virginia and the northeast,
various mil itary plans were drawn up and
French.

~xecuted

against the

From its location, Alexandria quickly became an important

center for supply of the troops.

When an expedition under young

George Washington was prepared in Alexandria to march to Ohio,
John Carlyle was granted a commission as a Major in the mil itia,
. h t he d uty
Wit

t 'Ing
0 fac

'
as C
ommlssary

had apparently been for several
for

h~

ye~rs

0

f p. rovrslons.
"
23

Carlyle

an officer in the mil itia,

took the oaths required for a military commission at
~s

Fairfax Court

early as 1750.

24

Carlyle served as Commissary

through the next few years, arranging suppl ies and transportation
for the troops to be used on the frontier.

When

Gen~ral

Edward

8raddock came over to Virginia from Ireland with his veteran troops
to take command in the colonies, he made Alexandria his headquarters
during April 1755.
General Braddock stayed at the Carlyle House during his sojourn in
Alexandria and it was during this time that the five governors of
the

colonie~

met with him to discuss the

against the French and Indians.

financi~g

and the campaigns

In a detailed letter to his brother

dated August 15, 1755, John describes Braddock~s stay, his pers~~ality, and his

disa~trous

campaign over the Allegheny Mountains.

Carlyle1s d·escription of the Council of Governors was that I'their
(sic) was the Grandest Congress held at my home ever known on this
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Cont i nent."" As the Counc i 1 discussed measures of tax,i ng the
colonist in order to raise revenue to support the British troops"
it has been said by some historians that "taxation w\,thout
representation," which led the colonist to revolt, had its first
seeds sewn in the council room of the John Carlyle House.
was appointed
storekeeper for Braddock's expedition.
,

Carlyle

25

After the disaster of Braddock's expedition to the Monongahela
River Carlyle settled into the routine of a wealthy merchant and
leading_citizen, carrying on activities as an importer of
West Indian goods and possibly exporting tobacco.
attended meetings of the

T~ustees

sessions of Fairfax County Court.

He regularly ,

of Alexandria and the monthly
He was involved in a series

of lawsuits over his landholdings which he continued to increase
year after year.

After the death of his first wife John Carlyl'e
26
married again, this time to Sybil West.
In the 1760's he was in
bus i ness wi th Robe·rt Adam dea 1 i ng in gra in, and at the same time
was still in partnership with John Dalton, importing from the
West I nd i es •
As the coloriies were swept up in the revolutionary

f~rvor

in the

early 1770!s, Carlyle took an active part in the local revolutionary movement.

He served from the beginning on the Fairfax

County Committee of Correspondence after its establishment in
1774 and was one of the signers of the famous Fai-rfax County
Resolutions of 1,8 July 1774.27
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He again acted as a storekeeper

and provided supplies during the war for independence. but
died in 1780 before the end of the .war.

His only son, George

William Carlyle, was killed in the Battle of Eutaw Springs in

.

South Carol ina 1ess than a year 1ater.

28

John Carlyle's death cannot be determined.

.

The exact date of
He wrote his will in

April 1780 and it was proved in Fairfax County Court in October

.

29

of the same yearby his executors.

His property was left

devised to his son, with certain portions set aside for his grandsons by his two marri,ed daughters, Ann 'and Sarah.

When George

William died in South Carolina the entire property descended to
John's grandsons, Carlyle Fairfax Whiting (Ann's son) and John
Carlyle Herbert (Sarah's son).
Perhaps the life and activities of John Carlyle can be.more easily
appreciated through a sort of horizontal framework, by considering
his activities in several -categories, that is to say as a merchant,
as a landowner, as a local leader, and so forth.,

He was an

important man in the formative years of the seaport village of
Alexandria, and in many ways the story of John Carlyle must be also
the story of colonial Alexandria.

His house was a 10caJ landmark

from the beginning, and he can be considered along with a handful
of other transferred Scottish merchants one of the leading citizens
of Al exand ri a, and indeed i i1 a 1.1 of Northern Virg in i a.
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Carlyle, The Merchant
First and'"foremost, John l;arlyle of Alexandria was a merchant.
Trade remained his primary interest and occupation throughout
his life.

He undoubtedly accumulated most of his wealth

through his business dealings.

He was almost invar:-iably

described in the deed books of the time as IIJohn Carlyle,
Gept., Merchant. 11

There is, unhappily, very

sc~nty

material

to document this vital phase of Carlylels activities, but
from letters to his .brother it is. evident that John was
associated with

importi~g

and trading activities.

It appears

that he was first associated with a~ English merchant firm
whose principal represen~ative was a Mr. Hicki--either as a
junior partner or as some form of representative.

In a letter to'

George dated December 1, 1746, John writes that he must I'wait my
next orders from him [Mr. Hicks]."

In a letter after his marriase

to Sarah Fairfax, John again writes his brother and hints that he
would like to have some money in order to buyout of Mr. Hicks'
business.
beg~n

Apparently after his return from England in 1751, John

trading on his own for he adds a note to his brother saying:
When you direct to me now must be to Mjr. Jno Carlyle
Mercht at Alexandria on Standing bank South PotomuckVirginia (Letter dated May 1, 1751).
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Carlyle's business
~s

seen in" numerous

w~s

both from England and the West Indies

refe~ences

in letters to his brother.

Carlyle's trading in Alexandria was

~ll

led with his close

friend John Dalton who was, al6ng with Carlyle, one of the
original purchasers of lots in Alexandria.

In 1775,

Robert Carter of Nominy Hall compiled a diary letter-book
that 1 isted "Merchants and factors now residing in Alexandria,
(

Potomac River. 1I1 Their trade,primarily from the West Indies,
is identified in Carter's diary when the two merchants were
1 isted as "Carlyle

&

Dalton, sell rum and sugar."

Carlyle also sold slaves and in a letter ~to his father-in~law,
Thomas, Lord Fairfax, in 1762 he writes:·
We have a vessel just arrived & exp~ct her up
with Sugar, Mollasses & Neg'roes & the sale is
.to be .Monday.2
Cariyle's importing of slaves was confirmed in George
Washington's ledgers, where there may be found numerous
entries such as:
By cash lodgd. Jlth Colo. Carlyle to pay'for
Negroes ... 150.
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-In the ei9~teenth century the common medium of exchange in
-.,

Virginia 'was tobatco.
Ilchief money crop.11

Cash was scarce and tobacco was the
Even taxes in Fairfax County were,

collected in tobacco, each tithable rated at so many pounds
of tobacco.

-

I t may be surmised, .then, that Carlyle generally

received tobacco in payment for the imported goods and slaves
h~

sold in Alexandria.

He may have exported· this tobacco to

England or sold it for credit to exporting merchants.

It is

more likely that the tobacco never really passed through
Carlyle's hands, but only bills of exchange for so many
pounds or hogsheads of tobacco ..
Carlyle had warehouses and outlet stores in Alexandria for
storage and sa 1e of his goods.

In 1753 one 'James Farrow was

tossed in the County Gaol for breaking into Carlylels storehouse and stealing twenty shillings worth of, rum.4 In his
will Carlyle mentioned a dryware house located on the
northwest corner of his lots in Alexandria, at the intersection of Fairfax and Cameron

Streets~ He owned several

lots in Alexandria and may have operated warehouses there.
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Carlyle was also, in later years, an importer 6f English
thoroughbred racehorses.

Horseracing was,a popular sport

among the northern Virginia gentry, and frequent advertisements for horses and horseraces appear in the newspapers
of the 1760 1s.

Carlyle advertised ,imported English horses

throughout that decade, and was one of the managers of a
horserace in Alexandria (along with George Washington) in

1761? He even travelled as far as New York,to carryon his
horse trading acti.vi,ties.

George

\~ashington

wrote a,

letter of introduction for IICollo. Carlye [sic] the bearer
of this, going to New York to dispose of some Engl ish
horses... II 7 He owne d' a f amous t horoug hb re d named Holme1s

8

Stafl,ing which was imported in 1762. ,
Carlyle owned several large tracts of land in the
60untryside'around the tOWIT of Alexandria, on some of which
were situated water mills for grinding grain.

Towards the

end of the eighteenth century wheat began to replace
tobacco as the chief crop of the area, as the soil began
to be too worn out for tobacco planting.
went into the wheat business.

Carlyle also

He is found ln the 1760 l s

in business with Robert Adam, grindirig and selling grain.
In George Washington1s papers may ,be found letters to
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Carlyle and Adam along with entries in his ledger books for
9
accounts with them. Fr~m Washington'~ letters it can be seen
that they kept a mill on Four Mile Run Creek and that wheai
fo~

was often floated up to the mill

grinding on flat

bo~ts.

Perhaps Carlyle also grew wheat on some of his .Qwn lands and
ground it athis own mill into flour.

10

The seaport of Alexandria was situated near the mouth of an
important river which drained" the

fertil~

farmlands of

Western Virginia, Southern Pennsylvania, and Maryland.

If

the Potomac could be opened for the navigation of canal
boats the trade of

Alexandri~

w6uld certainly boom.

Carlyle, with other Alexandria merchants, real ized the
importance of this canal project for the future prosperity
,
of Alexandria.

George Washington was also one of those who

real ized the importance of the plan and supported such a
project throughout his

care~r.

As early as 1762 there was a

plan for a company of "adventurers" (they adventured their
mon~y) tosubscrlbe to a project to build.a canal around the

Great Falls above Georgetown.

An article appeared in the

Maryland Gazette/which was published in Annapolis in
February 1762:
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To the PUBLIC.
The Opening of the River Potowmack, and making
it pas"sable for SmallCraft, from Port Cumberland
at Will IS Creek, to the Great Falls, ~ill be of
the greatest Advantage to Virginia and Maryland,
by facilitating Commerce with the Back
Inhabitants, whowill not then have more than
20 miles Land Carriage to a Harbour, where
Ships of great Burthen load annually; whereas
at present many have 150; and what will perhaps
be considered still greater Importance, is, the
easy Communication it will afford the Inhabitants,
• of these Colonies wi th the Waters of the Ohio. 11
It was hoped that such a channel would entice trade away from
the Pennsylvanian seaports, including the lucrative fur and
skin trade.

In Alexandria import/export'merchants could

purchase goods from the inland farmers and trappers for.
export and at the same time sell them their imported tools,
cloth, etc.

The managers appointed to take subscriptions

for shares in the company included two prominent Alexandria
merchants, JOhn Carlyle ,and William Ramsay.
This was only the first of a series of
that purpose.

compani~s

formed for

In 1774 another company was seeki ng sub-

script ions to a "pl an and estimate for opening the navigation
of Patowmack river above the falls. 1f 120nce again a number of
Alexandrians were iiTlJTlediate subscribers, including George
Washington, John Carlyle, Will iam Ramsay, Robert Adam,
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Jo~n

Dalton, Geo~ge Mas6n"and other~.

Several meetings

/."

were held in Alexandria and Georgetown to try to raise funds,
and construction was commenced under the direction of
John Ballendine using. slave labor to cut the canals,
.

b~t

13.

this company, also, eventually failed.

It was not until

well into the next century that the long dreamed-of canal
to

~lexandria

was completed.

Within a few years the rai 1road

made it obsolete.
If Carlyle's chief interest during his years in Alexandria
~as

trade

and-imp~rting,

of his time.

other activities also occupied much

He continued to acquire more and more land,

supervised construction projects for the town and county and
served in a number of official
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posit~ons.
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Carlyle, Tne Landowner

It is sometimes difficult for a twentieth-century,
apartment-dwell ing society to appreciate the profound
importance of landowning in eighteenth-century

soclety~

The prestige of landowning can perhaps be more readily
understood. if we remember that only land was called "real"
property, or Ilrealil estate, as opposed to'moveables or
chattels.

The roots of this prestige are to be found in

feudal landholding when there were freeholders and nonfreeholders; only the former were able to claim the
privileges of free citizenship, the right to vote, the
protection of their

po~session

under the common law.

A

man was no more than a second~class citizen .unless he had
landed property.

The reasons for the distinction had

disappeared by the eighteenth century, but the shell of
privilege and prestige remained.

The ownership of "land

was still an essential prerequisite for entrance into the
rank~

of the gentry.

Within a. year of his removal to Virginia John Car1yle began
"

purchasing properties in Northern Virginia, along the rivers
and streams that drained into the Potomac.
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By 1749 one

begins to find his name
IIJohn Carl'lle, Gent.1I

I

list~d

on official documents.as

When he married Sarah Fairfax he

became accepted into 'the ranks of the landed gentry and
his rise into gentil ity was essentially complete.

Through

the years he continued to purchase tracts of land which he
added to his own and his wife's until he had accumulated
ver~

scattered and vast holdings.

To the north of Alexandria along the curves of Four Mile Run
Carlyle bought up several large tracts.

He seems to have

owned approximately 1500 acres or so along that stream
2

adjacent to George Washington's lands there.
Carlyle

~etitioned

In 1762

the Fairfax County for Court for permission

to erect a grist mill on his property on Four .Mile Run?
According to an act of the colonial legislature, such
permission was necessary in order to insure that no one.
else's lands would be damaged by its construction or
operation.

A jury was assembled on the property in May 1762

to inspect the proposed construction site, and stated under
oath that it appeared to them that the proposed mill would
cause 20 shill ings damag~to Wi lliam Ramsay's lands

4

adjoining, due to the run off from the mill race.

Carlyle

probably paid the damages to Ramsay', (or the Court ordered,
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four days later, to grant Carlyle permission to bui Id his mi 11.
Apparently Carlyle was already in the mi ller's trade, for in
1756 the County tourt ordered that two orphans be bound over
to 'John Carlyle:
Ordered that the Churchwardens of Truro parish
bind Philip David and Maria Sovia children of
Michael Dobile to John Carlyle Gent. according
to Law whoIs to learn them to readandswrite
the said Philip the trade of a miller.
To the south of A,lexandria Carlyle owned tracts of land along
,Great Hunting Creek and Ltttle Hunting Creek.

In 1760 he

was operating a mill on lithe main run of Great Hunting

6

Creek."

.
To the south and west of town he owned several

hundred acres along Holmes Run Creek?

He, a~so had

extensive landholdings in the more distant west, some of
which came from the Fairfax holdings.

Above Great Falls

there were lands ,on Goose' Creek, Sugar Land Run, and the

8

Tuskarora.

There were lands in Fauquier County, and a

large plantation in Berkeley County c~lled Limekilns after
9
his ancestral castle in Scotland.
In"addition to his extensive holding~ in the countryside
Carlyle was th~ owner of a number of lots in the .town of
Alexandria.

At the initial sale of lots Carlyle was both

an agent for the sale of lots and a purchaser of lots.
Carlyle,.· like many others, was able to purchase lots
as the town expanded at' low prices, some of which he resold
at substantial profits.

For !nstance, he purchased lots

number 66 and 67 on Prince Street, between Fai'rfax and
Royal Streets, from the Trustees in 1754 for a total of
about
::25, and sold them less than a year and a half later
,
for more than
away

fro~

=/ 107. 10

As the town expanded to the westward

the 'river and the Trustees marked off new lots

for sale, many of the new lots 'were covered by the large
marsh to the north and west.

Carlyle

~ought

marsh lots for pr ices rang i ng between from

some of these

of 4

to -::: 20. 11

At the sam,:: time the town was expanding out into the
river.
out on

The r,;riginal survey of 1749 showed the town laid
~

shallow basin with two points, Point Lumley at the

, foot of Duke Street and West Point at the footofOronoko
Street.

Between the two points was a curved inlet with the

river front running along Water Street (n'ow Lee Street).
But the only deep water for large ships to approach the town
was at the two points, so that the majority of the town's
waterfront was useless ,for mercantile purposes.

As a

result, the merchants who owned lots along the river began
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to fill and exte~d their lots out into the ri~er, so that
by the end of the eighteenth century the waterfront was a
straight line with wharves along the whole.

Carlyle extended

his lots into the river, and also bought up other river lots
12

with a,plan to fill and develop them.

He devised part of

his property behind his house "made out of the river " to his
daJghter

Sarah.I~CarlYle

bought up several lots,

and Dalton as business partners also
bo~h

developed and undeveloped,

which they either resold or leased out.

For instance, they

owned the "Long Ordinary," a tavern which was operated by
Nathan Hughes on the

~outh

side of Queen Street between

Fairfax and Royal' Streets, and the lot and tavern at the
corner of Cameron and Royal Streets which later achieved
fame as Gadsby's

Tavern~4

Actlng as execut6rs and

administrators for various estates they also came to
acquire and administer a number of properties.
As a large landowner, Carlyle was involved in the usual
array of lawsuits.

Most of the suits would be in actions

"'-

of trespass or debt.' Carl~le le~sed out most of his lands
in the country to farmers with rents payable in pounds of
tobacco.

Tenants would default on payment, or sometimes

squatters would have to be evicted.
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The Court Order Books

for Fairfax County demonstrate the litigious nature of the
\

landowners in northern Virginia in the eighteenth century,
and Carlyle appea~s frequently ~mbng the litigants.
cou~se,

bf

Carlyle was also a justic~ for the court, 56 he

would step down from the bench to plead his lawsuits"and
then resume his place with the IGentlemenJustices."
•
Sometimes the suits would involve

~~ltiple

defendants and

plaintiffs, including tenants, sub-tenants, original
15
patentees of the crown, and so forth. In one case, John
Carlyle sued one

Jo~n

King for recovery of a debt of 107

pounds of tobacco plus approximately 25 . . King failed to
appear before Fairfax Court in

A~gustI755"to

answer to

Carlylels complaint, so the sheriff was ordered to try
again to
court.

serv~

notice upon him to appear before the next

I n September Ki ng aga i n fai 1ed to appear, so the

sheriff was ordered to execute an attachment upon Kingls
goods to compel appearance.

When King again wa$ absent in

November the Court awarded the judgement to Carlyle by
defaul

t.

The sheri ff, however, reported that he had

executed an attachment upon Ilone· spoon,11 which was ordered
16
to be sold to payoff the debt.

John Carlyle, then, was both merchant and landowner.
made his

~ealth

r

in trade and invested in landed pfoperty.

He thus became a gentleman.
he

~ould

He

As a member of the landed gentry

have to perform certain public duties'and fil.l

certain public offices.

He must serve as a 'Justice

ofth~

Peace, an officer in the militia, overseer of streets and
••
wharves, adjustor of scales at the tobacco warehouses, ,tax
collector,

ce~sus

taker, judge, and administrator.

It is

to the publ ic figure, John Carlyle, that we must now turn,
but we have

looke~ fi~st

at his business activities in order

to keep in mind that John Carlyle was primarily a merchant
and landed gentleman; the other activities were the chores
that went along with the position.
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Carlyle, The Public Servant

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
Perhaps the most

~emarkable

feature of both Engl ish. and

colonfal Virginian government was the dependence on unpaid,
volunteer administrators on the local level.

The neighbor-

hood gentry served in a variety o·f positions and performed
a multitude of tiresome tasks, especially in thei~ duties
as Justices of the Peace .. The title of the position implies
the dual nature of their duties.

They were "justices l l who

heard and adjudged a variety of crimes, misdemeanors, and
lawsuits.

They were also expected to keep the peace and

serve a number of administrative functions in the absence
of a regular paid bureaucracy.

Even more remarkable was'

the willingness, even eagerness, of the country gentry to
assume

the~eburdens.

One may

sup~ose

that it was a means

of flaunting their position and prestige as well as
testifying to their sincere sense of citizenship associated
with thei.r

statu~.

As merchants became wealthy, they would

invest their wealth in landed

property~

setting themselves

up as country gentlemen gladly accepting the burdens of
their obligations as a clear demonstration that they had
finally arrived among the ranks of the .gentry.
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John Carlyle,as has been noted, began almost immediately
to

pur~hase

large tracts of

l~nd

upon his arrival in Virginia.

By 1749 he was included as a "Gentleman Justice"

in the
1

Commission 6f the Peace issued from Will iamsburg.

After

1757 he was one of the quorum for Fairfax County Court.

2

From the court records which survive one can see the multitude
of

~uties

of the Gentlemen Justices.

First of all they

1 istened to pleas of all sorts at their monthly sessions of
the County Court.

They received indictments from the grand

jury and heard the pleas of
offences.

for various

They committed to gaol, fined, flogged, or

pil16ried offenders.
juries.

thosei~dicted

They heard lawsuits and summoned

More difficult and serious cases, such as major

lawsuits and felonies, were sent to the General Court at
Wi 11 iamsburg.

For instance, James Farrow, who was accused

of breaking into John Carlyle's warehouse and stealing his
rum, was committed to the County gaol upon the oaths of two
of the Justices of the Peace.

He was presented at the next

session of the County Court, where the

j~stices ~ecided

transfer him to Will iamsburg for the next session of the
General Court.

Carlyle posted bond to ensure his

appearance as a witness in Williamsburg. 3
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to

.,

It must be assumed that these volunteer justices

h~d

some

sort of rud imentary knowl edge of the common I aw and equ i ty. '
Theyfollowed the outl ines of common law procedure.
must therefore have acquired a knowledge of the

la~

Carlyle
at some

time, though one may suppose that he never had any formal
training in the law.

Perhaps a volume or two of Blackstone,

the handbook of American colonial law, graced Carlyle's
bookshelves.
Even more important and

time-cons~ming

fo~

the Gentleman

Justice of the Peace were the various administrative chores
whi~h

he had t6 perform.

Carlyle collected taxes, took the

lists of tithables for. the parishes of Truro and Cameron,
adjusted the weights and scales at the tobacco warehouses
each year, and supervised construction of various public
works for the county.

4

They looked after t~e orphans of the

county, punished
vice
and disturbances of the peace, and
.
I
generally pried into the business of everyone under their
jurisdiction.
one

c~n

From the yearly assessments of the county levy

learn much of the activities of the Gentlemen

Justices.

Carlyle and others would, each year, present

their accounts of expenses for settlement at the County
Court.

One finds such entries as "Dr. To John Carlyle Gent.
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for Scalps received ~nd not ~redited ... 186 (pounds of
5
tob~ccO).il We thus learn that Carlyle was acting as
receiving agent for bounty hunters who would bring their
prizes to him for payment.

He also served as agent for

paying the bounty on wolves, as .we find -from such entries
as liTo John Carlyle Gt. Assee. of Wi 11 iam Thornton for
. woTfls head.& 6 young

Do~

6

certified by Do .... 400. 11

In 1751, the County Court ordered

11 . . .

that there be

Erected in the Town of Alexandria in this county a
Whipping post and Stocks' and also a Ducking Stool for
punishing Offenders. I'? A year later John Carlyle was

.

reimbursed 1500 pounds of tobacco for IIPi110ry and Stocks. 11
.

In 1752 the sessions of the Fairfax Court were moved to the
town of Alexandria.
Gov~rnor

It was necessary first to petition the

ln Will iamsburg for permission to move the Court.

Car1y1e l s expenses presented to the Alexandria Trustees

9

inc1uded: .
To Sundry expenses to remove the Court· House,
To Cash pd Capt. Bowman carrying papers
£
to Wi 11 iamsbg.
To do. to Richd Monday fixing a
courthouse in town
To do. to Thos. Smith going with papers
to Wi 11 iamsbg.
To do. for cutting a road
To do. for John Car1y1es expenses
to Wi 11 iamsbg.
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Viz.

3 .. 11 .. 6
2 .. 0

2 .. 3
2;. 3
6 .. 19

8

)

There was not yet ,a
the

ses~ions

perm~nent

,

courthouse in Alexandria for

of the Court, and it was not completed unti 1 the

next year; Carlyle was appointed by the Board of Trustees to
. .Its construc t'Ion.lOT'h e new court house
supervise

with a gaol

was built on the square directly across the street from
Carlyle's dwelling house.
When Fairfax County ordered a County Seal it too was suppl ied
, 11
by John Carlyle, in 1755. When the gaol. needed repairs or a
,

bridge needed building John Carlyle would look after it.

12

The duties of a Gentleman Justice were endless and tiresome,
but they were, after all, a sign of status.

TOWN TRUSTEE
I'

As has been noted! John Carlyle was appointed to tILe Board
of Trustees under the Act for incorporating the town in 1749.
.
.
Until ILis death in 1780 he never missed a single meeting of
the Board.

The dutie~ of trust~es were also twofold.

First of all they were responsible for the management of the
finances of the town, buying and selling land, and so forth.

.

The trustees also had various administrative duties.

They

took charge of keeping the streets in repair, of publ ic
'buildings such as warehouses and the courthouse, of
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regulating building practices in the town,and also of
maintaintng public health and order.
An early scheme for raising money was the lottery scheme
sponsored by the

trust~es

Belhaven in early times).

of Alexandria (sometimes called
The town was only a year .old

when the lottery was announced in the Virginia Gazette and
the Maryland Gazette, since the new town did not yet have
its own newspaper: " .•. the Money arising therefrom to be
applied towards building a Church, and Ma'rket-House in the
13
11
said Town.
John Carlyle was to be one of the managers.
The lottery did not go well.

The managers were unable to

sell all their tickets, so the' drawing was,postponed five

14

months untjl November.

Finally in February 1752 it was

announced: liThe Managers of the Be 1haven Lottery, find i n,g
it impossible to dispose of the Tickets in the said
Lottery, occasioned by several mal icious IAsuations and
Reports, hereby 9ive notice, That those Persons who have
bought

may have theirrMoney returnld, by the
15
Persons of whom they bought them." The trustees would
Ticket~

have to find another means of raising the money for the
publ ic improvements.

The courthouse was built several

years later, and the church was not erected until the 1770 1 s.
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There was a variety of financial responsibilities for Carlyle
as a Trustee.

He was in charge of building a publ ic wareho,use

and renting it out to a private manager.

The publ ic warehouse

at Point Lumley was rented out to Andrew Wales, and

Carlyl~

'and the Trustees had a difficult time each month when time
16
came to colle~t his rent.' There were also public wharv~s
,
and shipyards to be built and managed, streets to be
\

cleared, and 'so forth.

Carlyle took an

ac~ive

role in all

I

such

~ctivities,

keeping

~eticulous

records of his expenses

and presenting them from time to time for settlement.

The

Trustees were always putting off payment, so that his duties
· ' h'IS tIme.
.
17
un dau b te dl y cos t Car I y I e more t han Just
One of the chief administrative duties of the Trustees was
the supervision of building projects in the new town.

They

ordained the size and types of houses to be built, the
heights of chimneys, and the maintenance of yards.
concerned with

theappearanc~

safety and health.

They were

of their town as well as public

They ordered the draining of marshes
\1:
i

and forbade the keep i ng of hogs in the town.

1\

i,l

1,:1,1'

The greatest burden on the Trustees was undoubtedly the

I

: i

maintenance and repair of the publ ic streets.

From time to

time new overseers were appointed from the ranks of the

,,
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'II

Trustees to keep the streets in good order.
was rotated.among the

Trustees~

This task

In 1763, Carlyle and others

were appointed to various. sections 6f the town,
II • • •

fo make so much of the '3aid Main street dry and fitt

for travel ing for Waggon & foot people. 1118

They were to

perform this task under penalty of a 20 shill ing fine.
Carl~le

undertook several construction projects for the

Board of Trustees.
Point Lumley

He cleared the first road down to

atth~

warehouse there.

foot of Duke Street and built a

19

He supervised the construction of the

courthous~ built for the Fairfax County Cou~t.

a muster of the local mil itia was held

Ca~lyle

And when
suppl ied

the refreshments, as is seen from an entry in his accounts
liT 0 C
h
i
as rum & sugar
at a muster
... 9S I d .11 20

. h t he T rustees:
Wit
I

.

Someone kept an eye on doings at Will iamsburg for the town:
II

el
To Cas h pdto
0 l

•

West to watc. h our S· urgesses ... .t
10 1,21
;....

The burdens of gentil ity weighed heavily on

~is

shoulders,

taking valuable time and money that could be invested in
trade.

There are few complaints; it was also a privilege.
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There

werec~ther

public duties as well.

He was, for instance,

one of the first members of the Sun Fire.CompSny, I isted on
the i r firs t intact roster in _1777.22 He may a I so have succeeded
his father-in-law William Fairfax as His Majesty·s colJector
of customs for the South Potomac, but this is uncertain.
Since Carlyle was one of the merchants who took the lead in
opposition to the king's mercantile pol icies, it would seem
unlikely that he would occupy such an office.

He may have

held the office for a few years after Fairfax·s death in

1758, but probably no longer held it by the time of the
·23
non-importation agreement of Virginia merchants in 1770.

MILLTARY COMMISSION
In May 1750 it was. recorded at the Fairfax County Court
that ··John Carlyle Gent. took the Oaths and Subscribed the
T~st

in respect to his

be Certified}·

24

militar~

Commission and Ordered to

Under the English statutes for. religious

uniformity all office holders were required to take certain
oaths of. allegiance and conformity to the Anglican Church.
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His rank atthi.s time is not known, nor in what capacity he
served.

One may guess tha,t the pos i ti on was honor.ary, a

mil itarY title to go aloMg with his newly

acq~ired

genti Itty,.

and that he probably did little more than supply provisions
for musters of the county mil itia.

By 1753 he held the rank of Major.

In May 1753 he

accompanied Wi II iam Fairfax, George Wi IliamFairfax, and
t~ip

George Washington on a

to Winchester for a conference

with certain Indian tribes whose aid was hoped

agai~st

the

25

French on the frontier.

In 1754 a campaign was planned a~ainst the French and
Indians which included George Washington's expedition to
the Ohio frontier.

The Council of Virginia recommended in

January 1754 to the Governor

Ii • • •

.

That Mr. John. Carlyle be
, 26 .

appointed Commissary of Provisions."

A week later Major

Carlyle was commissioned by Governor Dinwiddie "Commissary
of Provisions and Stores for an Expeditln intended to the
27
River Ohio." He was charged II • • • carefully and dil igently
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"

to provide:frovis's of all ~inds for ~'d Expedition (viz)
Bread, Flower, "Corn, Pork and "Beef, and the same to have
carried to Wills's

Cr~ek,

from thence to be carried to the

Fort now building on the Waters of the Ohio."
was given power lito
Hor~es,

or

any.Thin~

i~press

Carlyle

Boats, Sloops, Waggons, Carts,

else that is necessary "for the safe

Conveyance of Provisions or Stores."

Enclosed with the

formal commission was a private letter with fuller
instructions for transferring suppl ies and arms to the
frontier.

From the correspondence of Major Washington and

Governor Dinwiddie can be extracted some bits of information
about Carlyle's activities as Cbmmissary.
from

Ther~

are letters

Carlyle to Washington, from Washington to Dinwiddie,

-

and from Dinwiddie to both concernlng suppl ies for the

expedition~8

Washington complained bitterly about the delays

in suppJ ies for his troops, and Dinwiddie wrote reproachful
letters to Major Carlyle accusing

~im

of hoarding supplies

and overcharging.
It was not all Carlyle's fault.

He had contracted with

various persons to supply provisions and transportation and
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"\

was frequent,l,y disapPointel? Also payment for his services
was infrequent and usually insufficient? He was no doubt,
expected to make whatever profit he could in sell ing
suppl ies to the army.

Washington explained the problem in

a letter to Dinwiddie in

Jun~

1754:

We have been extreamely ill used by Major
Carlyle's Deputy's Jihich I am heartily sorry
for; for he is a Gentleman so capable of the
Business himself, and has taken so much pains
to give satisfaction. He, I bel ieve has been
deceived, and we have suffer'd by those u~der
him; and by those who have contracted for provisions. We have been 6 days wi thout Flour"
and none upon the Road to our reI ief th~t we
know off (sic) though I have by repeated
expresses given timely notice to have had
supp 1 i es' ....
In a late letter to Major Carlyle, I
have complaind of the tardiness of his
Deputys and desird he would acquaint them
therewith as I had also done ... 3 1
Washington later wrote to Wi 11 jam Fairfax, lIThe promises of
those traders who offer to contract for large quantities of
flour are not to be depended upon;

a fla most flagrent (sic)

instance of which we experience in- Croghan, who was under
obligatibn to Maj. Carlyle for the

,

,

'

i,n a certain time. '1

32

'

~elivery ~f

this article

Dinwiddie nevertheless blamed Carlyle
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for the delAYs in a series of bitter letters.

Carlyle

could have taken advantage of his pbsition to engage
in a bit of profiteering, but there is no evidence other
than Dinwiddie1s testimony to prove any purposeful delay

o~

hoarding of supplies.
The 'next year General Edward Braddock came over to Virginia
to assume personal command of military activities in the
colonies.

His fate is well known.

he spent several weeks in

On his way to disaster

Alexan~ria,

in the home of

Major Carlyle, making plans for coordinating, financing,
and supplying mi 1 itary expeditions for the upcoming campaigns.
A meeting was held with five of the

co~onial

governors at

which plans were made and problems of fund-raising from
uncooperative colonial legislatures were

discus~ed.

On

10 April 1755 Major Carlyle was appointed by Braddock to

act as Storekeeper for the expedition which was to set out
from Alexandria against the French and Indians in Ohio and
33
was advanced one year I s pay at five shillings per day.
Carlyle must have been quite busy with his duties, for

i
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'I
I

I

he did not get around to taking the required oaths before

34

the Fairfax County Court until 17 June.

Various suppl ies;

such as uniforms, bedding, unnecessary arms, and such, were
left in the care of Carlyle when the tro~ps left Alexandria.
Many of these were not
never returned.

reclai~ed,

since many of the soldiers

They ~ere, some of them, disbursed in the

cour;e of the next few years of war to troops under
Washington ,and others. 35
'Carlyle continued to act as Commi ssary for the next few
years, and continued to have
from the colonial government.

~robl~ms

col

lect~ng

payment

There are several manuscript

letters written by Carlyle in which he discusses his
difficulties in transporting
them.

.~uppl

ies and

In 1757 the army desired Carlyle to

casks left in his care to Norfolk.

collecti~g
tra~sfer

for
some

He was obi iged to hire

ships at his own expense, and hope for reimbursement later.
He wrote to his army connection: liThe Freight of these
Vessels wi II Stand me Thirty or forty pounds.

Should be

much Obliged for your Advice how I am to be repaid.

Also

for the Storage due on the Casks, wh ich I am I yab I e for here."

36

As late ~s 1771 Carlyle was iti 11 seeking repayment for
his services during the French and Indian Wars.

In December

of 'that year the Executive Counci 1 in Wi 1 hiamsburg received
a petitlon from Carlyle:'
The Memorial of John Carlyle was read and
cons i dered, pray i ng to b,e a 11 owed to such a
part of the 200000 Acres of La~d promised by
Governor Dinwiddie's Proclamation of the Board
might judge him intitled to in Virtue of his
Offices of Commissary of Provisions, and PayMaster of the forces; but the Board were of
Opinion, that the Nature of those Offices was
such, as not t9 entitle him to a Share of the
Lands offered by the said Proclamation. 37
When the Revolution came along Carlyle again served in the
38
capacity of a suppl ier, by now with the rank of Colonel.
He purchased provisions such as beef and pork for the use
of the army, and acted as 'receiving agent f6r various types
of suppl ies.

39

THE REVOLUTI ON
In 1770 a meeting of prominent Virginia merchants, was held
in Will iamsburg to protest British
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mercantii~

pol icies.

There it was •. decided to agree not to import any British
goods, and committees were established in the'major seaports
in Virginia to enforce this boycoit.

John Carlyle was

appointed to the committee for the port of Alexandria,
along with Robert Adam and Thomas Kirkpatrick.
As time went on the crisis of a final break loomed nearer
and nearer.

In

May 1774 the major cities in the colonies

formed committees of correspondence to coordinate and
encourage resistance and to offer aid .to blockaded Boston.
On 29 May the committee for Alexandria was established.
John Carlyle and John Dalton were elected to the committee,
who immediately wrote letters to the various other committees:
We received yesterday the papers herewith
sent, and conformable to the ex~mp1e set us by
the Gentlemen of Baltimore, called a meeting of
the principal Inhabitants, who chose a committee
to correspond with that and the neighboring Towns,
for the purpose of communicating to each other in
the most speedy manner, their sentiments on the
present interesting and alarming situation of
Ameri ca ...
Deeply interested as we are, in the fate
of Boston now suffering the scourge of
oppression in the common ~ause, we decline
entering into any resolutions, till the'
sentiments of the representativ~s of the
people now met at Williamsburg, are known,
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when we make no doubt that spirit which has
disti~~uished Virginia as the intrepid
Guardian of American Liberty, will again
shine forth in all its former Lustre ...
We are with must respect in behalf of
the committee,
40
Gentlemen, VIr most humble servants,
JOHN 'CARLYLE
JOHN. DALTON
Beneatn the revolutionary rhetoric was a very real tnreat 1
the threat of organized resistance and reVolution, and it·
'was a desperate step for these men, for they were daring
treason~

They were all of them prosperous men, men who had

prospered 1 ike Carlyle in trade, and they risked it all.
Tneir courage cannot be overemphasized.
On 18 July 1774 there was held in tne courthouse in
Alexandria a general meeting of the inhabitants of Fairfax
County, presided over by George Washingto~, at which a series
of resolutions were adopted.
41
signers.

John

Car~yle_was

\.

among the

The resolutions formed an early statement of the

rationale which produced the Declaration of Independence two
years later.

At the same meeting a Committee of Safety was

formed for the county, again including John Carlyle, which
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was to provide a sort of revolutionary government for the.
~ounty

under wartime conditions.

Carlyle took an active

part in the local revolutionary committees until his death
in 1780.
John

C~r1yle,

then, was intimately connected with the

format jon, government, and leadership of Alexandria from
its beginning as a colonial seaport village and saw it
through the trying years of revolution.

In many ways this

Scottish merchant, gentleman, and leader was a symbo1.of
Alexandria's history in the entire

co1~ny.

His massive

stone mansion in the center of town stands as a monument
and a symbol as well.
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Carlyle, the Han

All this information about the merchant, .the 1andowner,
the Justice of the Peace, the Co lone 1 , and so forth, are
all very nice, but what do they tell us about John Carlyle
the man?

What was he really 1 ike -- tall or short, fat

or thin, dour or jolly, generous or parsimonious?

He

shared certain characteristics with his class and his time.
He was a wealthy merchant with a good business sense.

He

was an. educated man and possessed of a certa i n amou'nt of
what we would call "culture."

His activities required a

"gentleman1s knowledge ll of such things as law, building
constr~ction,

and surveying.

and rather expensive

He possessed a respectable

library~

revealed in the inventory of

his estate which was taken after his death in 1780:

5 vol. Rapins History of England
j vol·. Chambers Dictionary

3 vol. Salmons History
1 vo 1. Nava 1 do
1 Heraldry Book
1 Dictionary
16 vol. Magazines
30 vol. large octavoes
5 vol. ditto
90 vol. smal~ octavoes
23 vol. Voltares (sic} Works
a parcel magazines and pamphlets
16 vols~ Sundry books
43 vo 1s. do sma 11 1
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The variety of his interests also shows up in the I ists of
his possessions, which included such diverse items as a
set of trumpets with a french horn, ,a surveyor1s compass
with chains, a backgammon table, a pair of freemas'on
medallions, money'scales and weights, a ,picture of

B~tes

(probably the famous 'eighteenth-century boxerl, and two
,

beeh.ives.

2

John Carlyle,apparently maintained an interest and feeling
for the old country.

Only one visit to his family can

b~

documented after his removal to Virginta, the trip with
Will iam Fairfax in 1750. 3 He ~ay have brought back with'
him, or made arrangements to have shipped over, some of
the family things, such as furniture and paintings.

In

h.is estate were a number of Queen Anne and Restoration
furniture which may .have come from the family belongings
in

Carl isle, and there were also a set of fifteen

Cumberland prospects and a large prospect of Carl isle
which hung inhis home in Alexandria along with several

.

family portraIts.

4

He named his country
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estate~

in

Virginia after the ancestral homes of the Carlyles -Limekilns,.Torthorwald, and Bridekirk,5
It has been noted that
of a merchant.

Carlyle·~

primary activity was that /

In his 1 ists of possessions one can see the

utensils and tools that a merchant would use for day-to-day
business -- money scales,

~riting

utensils, ink stands, bees

wax,' a set of ivory memorandum books, a few remnants of
nautical supplieJ such as sails, and a set of spectacles.

6

Carlyle appeared to be a sharp and tight-fisted businessman.
He made his fortune in trade.

Oinwwiddie, as has been seen,

accused him of all sorts of shady dealings in
army, but Carlyle

wa~ pro~ably

s~pplying

the

not entirely responsible for

the problems of delay and high prices.
There was a revealing

exch~ngeof

letters between.George

Washington and the partners John Carlyle and Robert Adam tn
theI760·s.

Washington accused them in a series of bitter

letters of overcharging and cheating him in a wheat transaction.

In 1765

Washington wrote to Carlyle and Adam

that he WQu,l.d send his wheat on flat boats to their mill on
Four Mile Run, but he was uncertain as to the agreement on
weights and measures;7
I once thought I had agreed ~ith Colo.
Carlyle at 58 lbs. to the Bushel but it seems it
was otherwise ....
You were saying the Standard for Wheat at
Philadelphia was 58 lb~, and at Lancaster 60 lbs.
,I have taken some pains to inquire 1 ikewise into
this matter and am informed that 58 is a much
more general weight than the other allover
Pensylvania (sic) and Maryland ...
The dispute was still hot two years later, in February of 1767:
Had you Gentlemen been as candid in your
representation of Matters as I endeavored to
be in mine, some things woud (sic) not have
been ~dvanced for Facts that have so 1 ittle
c6rrispondance with truth; you must excuse
the freedom of the expression because I can,
to a jury of sensible honest men, to yourselves, or to anybody else,evidently proove
the pappable error of some of your assertions,
and the absurdity of others ...
Washington went on to describe the transaction and noted that
the wheat which Carlyle and Adam had sold for hlm had never·
been entirely accounted for, and that the money had not
·been paid.
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How then am I to make remittances for Goods to
Cloath:~ numerous Family, supply a House in
various necessaries, and $upport it in all
its various expences? ... do you conceive it
reasonable that, I shoud deny myself these
conveniences, indeed for'the most part
absolute Necessaries because it may be
attended with some difficulty to you to make
the payment according to Contract,or more
beneficial perhaps, to apply the money to some
other purposes?, ... have I not a right to
,call for my own engagd to me by solemn contract without giving offence?
The question of weight to the bushel had not yet been settled
either; Carlyle and Dalton had only given him an allowance
of 57 pounds per bushel after their own weighing.
Washington asked: "Youdo not imagine that if I was even
to be governd by weight, that two or 1 Bushels of the
1 ightest is to regulate the whole?"8
But even such a sharp dispute over business did not
t

interrupt social relations b'etween their families.
Washington's diaries

r~cord

frequent visits of the

Carlyle family to Mount Vernon and of his fam11y to their
house in Alexandria.9 On several occasions the Carlyles
were forced to spend several days at Mount Vernon due to
the heavy rains which inevitably washed out the road to
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Alexandria~

There were other· friends and family connections,

particularly the Fairfaxes of Belvoir to wh6m frequent visits
must have been made.

There were also the other wealthy

Scottish merchants of Alexandria, such as William Ramsay,
John Dalton, Robert Adam, Thomas Kirkpatrick, and their
famil ies, whom the Carlyles must have seen regularly.
One

humorou~

picture of these Scotsmen as hosts has

survived in George Washington1s diaries.

He attended a

function in Alexandria on 15 February 1760, and recorded his
exper i ence: .
Went to a ball at Alexandria, where Musick
and Danc i ng was the ch i ef Enterta i nment. However
in a convenient room detachd for the purpose
abounded a great plenty of .Bread and Butter,
some Biscuits with Tea and Coffee which the
drinkers of could not Distinguish from Hot Water
sweetned. Be it rememberd that pockethandkerchiefs servd the purposes of Table Cl~ths and.
Napkins and that no Apologies were made for
ei.ther.
The proprietors of this Ball were Messrs.
Carlyle, .Laurie, and Robt. Wilson ...
I shall therefore distinguish this ball by
the stile and titl~ of the Bread and ButterBall.
We lodged at Colo. Carlyle's. 10
There is oth.er testimony, however, from Mrs. Mary (Cary)
Ambler, who was visiting her Fairfax relatives in 1770 .•
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j

She found Cgl. Carlyle very helpful to her indeed.

Her

carriage had broken down on the way from Alexandria to
Baltimore:
When I stopd at Mrs. Chilto~s was agreeably
surprised to see Co. Carlyle in the street who
came to tn that day, upon tLearing of my loss
he kindly undertook to get it repaired & also
to purchase an horse for me to make out the
sett as J have but 3 since Mr. Fx's Horse dyed
on the road.
He returned later in the day to report " ... that he had
borrowed one sett of Harns of Mr. Gough

&

that another was

making Baltimore Tn which he hoped would be done by Wedsy
night."

The harness was repaired so the party set out for

Alexandria on Thufsday, stopping Friday night at a tavern
on the way.

"We set off from this Hospitable House on

Satur'd morg. & were so happy as to get to .Colo Carlyles
that night."

They stayed Saturday night there and attended

church with the Carlyles the next morning:

"A Cold Day this

Morg. went to Church in the Court House, dined with Colo
Carlyle & sett off in the'aftn for Mount Vernon."
Mount Vernon on Monday morning:
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They left

, .. set off for Belvoir where God be thanked we
arrived'safely & found my sister very well but
Miss Carlyle very sick. M~ Ambler wrote to
Colo Carlyle from Mount Vernon begging the favor
of him to send for the chariot to Town & have it
Mended which he did & came down to Belvoir in it
,on Tuesday Eveg. 11
We have, then, two pictures of John Carlyle, one showing

/

.g~nerous

a stingy' Scotsmari, and the other an open and

gentlem~·n.

There is no reason to doubt either account;

Carlyle, 1 ike all of us, was capable of both.
There is some question as to Carlyle's reI igious affil iation.
As an office-holder, he was required by English law to swear
the oaths of uniformity and suprematy and to subscribe the
Test Act, to demonstrate
England.

hi~

devotion to the Church of

His sentiments seem to have been Presbyterian.

He was of Scottish stock,. and many of the Alexandria Scots
were Presbyterian.

In his will he requested: "And as to my

Body I desire it may be intered under the Tombstone in the
enclbsed

grou~~

in the Presbyterian Yard near where my first
.

wife and children are intered ... "

12

.

He alsp bequeathed " ... the

interest of Five hundred pounds' to the Poor ·of the
Presbyterian Society in or near Alexandria the Interest to
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be paid by

~y

Executors annually for that use to the minister

for the time being till my son comes of Age. 11 13 Carlyle
probably attended the Anglican church in order to satisfy
the letter of the law, but his attendance was probably merely
perfunctory.
when their

He did come to the rescue of the Angl leans

cont~actor

failed to complete Christ Church,

finishing up construction for them.

14

And he purchased a pew

in the new church in 1773 for 30 pounds. 15 Butone may presume
that his sentiments were always strongly Presbyterian, and
after the Revolution freed him from the obi igations of the
Test Act he probably became an active Presbyterian.
Of the home life of the Carlyle family very 1 ittle is known.
Only two daughters by his first marriage .survived.

There

were five children who died in childbirth or infancy
Rachel, Anne, William, George Fairfax, and Hanah.
Sarah

~airfax

Carlyle died in childbirth in 1761.

The ildest

surviving daughter Sarah married an Irish immigrant-merchant
Wi 11 iam Herbert, who achieved prominence in town

a'S

President of the Bank of Alexandria and served as mayor.
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They took up residence in the Carlyle House after
John Carlyle1sdeath.

The second surviv~ng daughter was

named Anne, perhaps after the child who had died in

infan~y.

Anne was born in 1761, and was the child born at her
mother1s death.

She

mar~ied,

in 1777, Henry Whiting of

Gloucester County, joining him in residence there.

Their

childhood was apparently gay, filled with frequent visits and
excursions to Mount Vernon and 8elvoi.r with the other girls in
town.

Of Carlyle1s second marriage almost nothing is known.

He is said to have married Sybil West after the death of
Sarah, and there was certainly a son, George Will iamCarlyle,
who was born around 1765.

The lad was killed in South Car61 ina

in Henry Lee1s regiment in 1781.
Once again we must fall back on inference to attempt to
reconstruct something of the Car·lyle homel ife chiefly
relying on the evidence of their possessions listed in the
inventory of 1780.

It may be suspected, however, that at

least some of the household items had already been given
to the two married daughters as they setup housekeeping
before Carlyle died, so the list may be woefully incomplete.
There were nine Negro slaves listed among the possessions
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on the town property in Alexandria -- Jerry, Joe, Cook,
Penny, Charles, ·Sibreia, Cate i Moses,

~nd

Nanny.

These were .

probably house servants, such as cooks and butlers, and may
h~ve occup i ed qu'arters in the att i c or in outbu i 1dings.

It

was a well kept house, one would suspect, staffed with nine
seryants.
The furnishings of the house reflect both functional and
ornamental pieces.

There were fine mahogany tables and

chairs for a well-furnished dtning room, and mahogany pieces
)

which may have belonged in the parlor ("Blue Room").
upstairs furnishings were more
wood and cotton curtains.

simple~

The

apparently painted

(
There was fine china for formal

dining and an assortment of cheaper items for daily use.
The lists of glass and silver show an odd and ill assorted
lot of different types of pieces.

There was an "old tea

chist called the Mistake," whichmay have been an old fami,ly
joke.
Among the lists of possessions there are also such items as:
1 silver mounted small sword
1 do do cutlass
1 old small mourning sword
3 guns'
1 case pistols
2spontoons
3 tomihaukes
1 powder horn
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This military hardware may be souvenirs and leftovers from
the days of the French and Indian Wars of the
when General

Brad~o~k

1750~s,

marched out of Alexandria one

day in 1755 toward the banks of the

Monon$ahela~ln

sp~ing

one of

his general orders to his army while encamped in Alexandria
he instructed the officers to leave behind their spontoons
and other useless instruments which would be a hindrance on
the march through the wilderness. 16
Local tradition pointi to the Carlyle House as Sraddock's
headquar:-ters while in Alexandria.

It is to that tradition

that our attention must be directed, as perhaps

the~most

significant connection associated with the history of the
Carlyle House.
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APPEND I X D

MORE ABOUT THE BRADDOCK CONNECTION

Tradition must, of necessity, form a significant segment in
the study of ' history.
attem~t

often it

One of the tasks of the historian is to

to Verify or discount legends and traditions.
i~

Too

impossible to do either, with the tools of

historical research and the 1 imitations of documentation.

But

history is above all else the sea~ch for truth about the past,
and it is vital to that quest that legend be carefully separated
from documented fact, identified as such, and traced as far as
possible back in time to its,origins.

Lege~d

and oral tradition

should not be sl~ply abandoned as a pack of lies, for that might
be as great an Injustice to the past as deliberate falsehood.
They serve as important land often de 1 I ghtfu 1) sources of
knowledge about the past.

But they must be used wi th care and a

healthy skepticism.
John Carlyle's house is inseparable from the Braddock legend.

For

at least a hundred years the story has ~een accepted and repeated
unti l i t has become an integra I part of that s i 1ent s'tone structure.
The story goes that' Genera I Braddock accepted the hasp ita 1 i tyof
Major Carlyle, stayed in,

C~r~yle's

house, and met there with the

five colonial governors who came to Alexandria to meet with the
Genera.1 in April 1755.

There are also auxiliary legends, telling
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us~

for example, that the meeting took place in the "Blue Room,"
I·

_

~

or that the Genera 1 stopped to exchange a jest wi th one of
Carlyle's Negroes at" his departure from the house.

Much of this

has been now ver i f i ed." Now we have no reason to deny the
Carlyle house its legend.

The cache of letters from John to

his brother has substantiated the legend of the Council of
Governors meeting in Carlyle's home.
The events of Braddock's unhappy expedition" to the banks "of the
Monongahela, including the stay in Alexandria, have been studied
carefully and minutely by able and meti~ulous historians,l

A

survey of the principal events may be helpful for us here.
General Edward Braddock arriVed in Hampton with three British
men-of-war on 19 February 1755, accompanied by his aide, Robert
Orme, and his secretary, William Shirley.2
Sunday, 23

Febru~ry,

Governor Dinwiddie.

3

Two days later, on

they went up to Williamsburg to meet
The transports carrying the troops from

Ireland had not yet arrived, and did not begin arriving until the
<

25th; it was not until 14 March that they all came in.4

It was

planned to send the troops directly up to Alexandria immediately
upon their arrival ,5. On the 22nd of M~rch Braddock set out with
"

\

Dinwiddie and Commodore Keppel by land for Alexandria. 6
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The

transports were already 6n their way to the same place.
Braddock, Keppel, and Dinwiddie arrived in Alexandria on the
26th and found the town atready crowded to bursting with soldiers
and camp followers.

A Mrs. Browne ,who accompanied her brother

on the expedition from England, arrived in town the 22nd and
recorded in her diary:

"Went with Mr. lake to every House in the

place to gei a lodging, and at lasi was Obliged to take a Room
but 1 ittle larger than to hold my Bed.,,7Braddock hoped to go
directly on to Annapol is where Gove.rnor Sharpe of Maryland
expected him. There he hoped .to meet with Governor Shirley .of
Massachusetts, Governor Morr,is of Pennsylvania, and lieutenant
Governor Delancey of New York. 8

But the roads to the northward

were bad, and Shirley and the other governors were delayed.
Braddock left Alexandria for Annapolis with Dinwiddie, Keppel,
Sharpe

(who had come down on the 29th to accompany

the~),

a number of aides and servants, on Thursday, 3 Apri·I. 9

and

The

guard daily mounted.at the Generalis headquarters was reduced
the same day from 30 to 10 men. 10

They waited in Annapol is

until Monday, 7 April, 'but the northern governors still did not
come, so Braddock, Dinwiddie, Keppel, and the gentlemen-foll.owers
reiurned to

Alexandri~

to await
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the~) 1

Captain Orme recorded:

The Genera-I was very anxious to remove the troops from
AleXandria , as the greatest care and severest punishments c'ou 1d not prevent the immoderate use of
spiritous liquors, and as he was likewise informed
the water of that place was unwholesome; Therefore
as the Governors were not arrivedi the General _
returned the 7th to Alexandria for the Congress. 12
On 10 April 1755, Braddock appOinted Major John Carlyle storekeeper for his planned expedition to Ohio, and whi.le awaiting
the arrival of the governors the unloading of the ships continued
and plans were made for supplying the expedition. 13

Many of the

troops were moved out 6f the town into various camps to the
. 14
. westward.
The governors finally arrived in Annapolis on 12
. 15
April I a Saturday, and came down to Alexandria the next day.
On 14 April Braddock, Keppel, Orme, and the five

governor~

met

1.lat the Camp at Alexandria,11 to discuss ,Plans for the coming.
campaigns and the difficulties of·

finan~ing

them. 16

Minutes of

the meeting were kept by Braddock's secretary, Will lam Shirley,
Jr., the son of Governor ~hirley of Massachusetts.
on plans for expeditions in the northwest as well as
push into Ohio.
reluctance of the
war.

They agreed
Braddockl~

A major problem for the campaign had been the
c~lonial

legislatures to vote funds for the

At the Alexandria Council the governors therefore considered

the problem.
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The G~vernors present acquainted his Excellency that
they had severally made application to their respective Assembl1es for the establishment of the common
fund proposed, but had not been able to prevail upon
. 'em to agree to it, and gave it as their unanimous
opinion that such a Fund can neVer be establ ished
in the Colonies without the aid of Parliament.
They 1 ikewise declared that having found it i~practi
cable to obtain in their respective governments
their proportions expected by his Majesty towards
defraying the expense of his service in North
America, that they were una~imously of opinion that
it ,should be proposed to his Majesty's Ministers to
find out some method bf compelling them to de it,
and of Assessing the several Governments in proportion
to their respective abil ities, their shares of the
whole money already furnished and which it shall be
thought proper, for them to furnish towards the General
expence of his service,

\.

I

This was a sore subject,

Parliament, doubting its auth6rity to

•

legislate foj the colonies, was reluctant to enact legislation
. to 'force the colonies to pay for their own defence, but it
see~ed

only equitable that they should contribute.

Colonial

legislatures had been lethargic or downright uncooperative in
granting funds to support the common defense.

The southern

colonies, who were not particularly threatened by the French. and
Indians, were especially' reluctant to contribute, but even
Pennsylvania's legislature was troubleSome.

The question

remained open and was not solved until a new ministry in London
decided to force the colonies to bear their fair share with a

•

0-5

tax on stamps.

The Stamp Act, of course, was odious to the

colonists~,'~nd provided impetus to a movement of resistance~

which .led to eventual revolution.

the American revolutiona-

ries formulated a rationale for their actions

whi~h

denied

the right of the mother country to levy taxes on the colonies.
I

But al I of this was in the

futu~e

on. that afternoon in April

in 1755, when five colonial governors gathered and requested
the mother country to force their colonies to help pay for
the war.
Braddock left Alexandria to join his troops at Wills Creek
on 20 April, the governors having left on the 17th.17

A smal I

detachment was left behind in Alexandria along with the sick.
The remainder of the,tragic story of Braddock's expedition
need not be told here.
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